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INTRODUCTION
The idea of producing this report was born in the summer of 2015 when the crackdown on civil society,
independent media, political opposition, and peaceful protesters in Azerbaijan seemed to be at its
highest point in more than two decades. Most prominent Azerbaijani human rights defenders, a leading
investigative journalist, youth activists, and a score of political opposition members were thrown in jail
for years, along with dozens of other political prisoners.1 Numerous efforts of human rights
organisations in many countries to campaign for their liberation had no visible effect. The autocratic
government in Baku presided by self-confident ruler Ilham Aliyev appeared totally immune to any
international attempts to reverse the crackdown. It acted increasingly defiantly in response to
statements of concern by intergovernmental organisations. It seemed that the Azerbaijani leadership
became particularly emboldened after their country’s chairmanship in the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe in 2014 (thereafter referred to as the chairmanship in the Council of Europe)
when instead of leading this oldest intergovernmental human rights and democracy organisation by
example, it brought internal repression to an unprecedented level without any consequences to its
international standing.
The response of most international actors to the full-fledged human rights crisis in Azerbaijan was
clearly insufficient. No economic or travel ban sanctions against Azerbaijan which international and
domestic human rights groups called for, were feasible, given economic interests of many Western
actors and the overall international focus of attention on the gridlock of Russia’s annexation of Crimea,
its involvement in the war in the east of Ukraine, and related sanctions against Russian officials and
companies. As the health of imprisoned human rights defenders deteriorated and repression further
increased in Azerbaijan, NGO activists from various countries were frantically looking for new ways to
find additional leverage to influence the situation.
Numerous brainstorms led international civic activists to the realisation of the need to develop a better
understanding of how the Azerbaijani leadership is able to easily withstand international pressure or,
in many cases, pre-empt and prevent it by skilfully using various tools of influence. By then, thanks to
the work of leading investigative journalists such as Khadija Ismayilova and her colleagues from the
Organised Crime and Corruption Reporting Project,2 it was clear that one of the most corrupt regimes
in the world had emerged in oil-rich Azerbaijan in the last two decades, where the ruling groups have
illegally amassed enormous wealth, derived from unaccounted revenues from foreign sales of oil, a
non-transparent system of ownership of merged public and private sectors as well as numerous assets
abroad, and developed a vertical, integrated, and all-penetrating system of corruption.

1

See, for example, Azerbaijan: an area of darkness. Council of Europe Commissioner for Human Rights Nils Muižnieks,
Politico, 28.10.2015, http://www.coe.int/en/web/commissioner/-/azerbaijan-an-area-of-darkness; Justice behind bars: The
persecution of civil society in Azerbaijan. Report by the International Partnership for Human Rights, 01.12.2015,
http://iphronline.org/justice-behind-bars-in-azerbaijan-20151201.html#sthash.FjCktbnv.dpuf, and the European Parliament
resolution of 10 September 2015 on Azerbaijan (2015/2840(RSP)),
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/sides/getDoc.do?pubRef=-//EP//NONSGML+TA+P8-TA-2015-0316+0+DOC+PDF+V0//EN
2

TeliaSonera’s behind-the-scenes connection to Azerbaijani president’s daughters. Khadija Ismayilova, OCCRP, 15.07.2014,
https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/2531-teliasoneras-behind-the-scenes-connection-to-azerbaijani-presidentsdaughters; Azeri Enclave in Czech Republic. Pavla Holcova, Khadija Ismayilova and Jaromir Hason, OCCRP, 11.10.2012,
https://www.occrp.org/en/investigations/1666-azerbaijans-czech-enclave; Azerbaijani First Family Big on Banking.
OCCRP, 11.06.2015, https://www.occrp.org/en/corruptistan/azerbaijan/2015/06/11/azerbaijani-first-family-big-onbanking.html; The Khadija Project – Corruptistan, https://www.occrp.org/en/corruptistan/azerbaijan/khadijaismayilova/
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This vast system of corruption is not only stealing public goods from the people of Azerbaijan, feeding
the repressive apparatus, and allowing the autocratic regime to deeply entrench its power and control,
making it a full-fledged kleptocracy, but also allows to project its corrupting influence at the
international level. Thanks to the research and publications by the European Stability Initiative,3, 4
information about Azerbaijani officials’ successful strategy of corrupting and ensuring favourable
positions of Western parliamentarians and members of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of
Europe (PACE) by the array of means, including luxury gifts, paid trips to Baku, stays in 5-star hotels,
lavish receptions and more, has become public knowledge, and the term “caviar diplomacy” has firmly
stuck to the image of Azerbaijan at the international level. It was clear that Azerbaijani rulers were
skilfully using the uncontrolled wealth they possess and the instruments of corruption they mastered
to deflect international criticism of their human rights record and protect their economic and financial
relations. The shocking and unexpected results of the voting in PACE in January 2013 which defeated a
draft resolution on political prisoners in Azerbaijan based on a report by the Assembly’s rapporteur,
German MP Christof Strässer,5 was a striking example of the ability of Azerbaijan authorities and their
foreign allies to mount successful operations resulting in them exercising effective control of the
position of PACE.
However, there also was likely to be more behind the international corruption by Azerbaijani
authorities than tins of caviar, expensive carpets, and luxury trips. It was necessary to assess the
magnitude of this system, identify various instruments and tools of international influence used by
Baku and its friends, look into institutional foundations of this machine, understand weaknesses and
liabilities of international organisations and national parliaments, and explore economic and political
relations of Azerbaijan with various countries – relations that constrain and influence positions of their
governments vis-à-vis the regime of Ilham Aliyev. If you want to devise effective strategies of
international pressure to change the behaviour of the Azerbaijani government (or any government, for
that matter), you need to develop a better understanding of how it influences international actors.
Based on these reflections in mid-2015, several international NGOs came up with the idea of this
research and asked the authors to engage in it. A year and a half later, when this report is published,
we can say that our understanding of how this machine works is much better, a number of dots are
connected, and many details come out much clearer. Nevertheless, this report still probably shows only
a tip of the iceberg, and further fact-finding, documentation, and analysis are needed to expose the
real scope of the wrongdoing by the Azerbaijani authorities and attain serious change in the behaviour
of relevant international actors. Further comprehensive examination of the workings of Azerbaijani
machine of international lobbying and corruption is necessary. The challenge of NGO experts is that
they have to combine their research work with advocacy, public education, and campaigning, and
always struggle against time and lack of financial resources.

3

Caviar Diplomacy. How Azerbaijan silenced the Council of Europe. European Stability Initiative, 24.05.2012,
http://www.esiweb.org/index.php?lang=en&id=156&document_ID=131
4

Disgraced. Azerbaijan and the end of election monitoring as we know it. European Stability Initiative, 05.11.2013,
http://www.esiweb.org/index.php?lang=en&id=156&document_ID=145; “Europe and Azerbaijan: The End of Shame”.
Gerald Knaus, in Journal of Democracy, July 2015, http://www.journalofdemocracy.org/sites/default/files/Knaus-26-3.pdf
5

Azerbaijan debacle: The PACE debate on 23 January 2013. European Stability Initiative, 21.02.2013,
http://www.esiweb.org/index.php?lang=en&id=156&document_ID=136
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Meanwhile, as research for this report was being done, after a strong resolution of the European
Parliament in September 2015, efforts of Secretary General of the Council of Europe, diplomacy by a
number of European actors, and continued NGO campaigning, leading Azerbaijani human rights
defenders imprisoned earlier in 2013-2014 were released, soon followed by Khadija Ismayilova.
Nevertheless, dozens of political prisoners remain incarcerated in Azerbaijan,6 and new ones have been
arrested and convicted recently.7 The situation of civil society and human rights defenders in Azerbaijan
remains highly critical, as reflected in the recent report by the UN Special Rapporteur on the Situation
of Human Rights Defenders Michel Forst, presented by him to the UN Human Rights Council in March
2017: “Human rights defenders in Azerbaijan are not able to operate in a safe and enabling
environment. In sum, they are increasingly at risk and do not feel safe because of increasingly restrictive
legislation, the lack of access to justice and criminalizing actions by government authorities. They do
not feel empowered owing to the stigmatization spearheaded by high-ranking officials and the
government-affiliated media and in the light of excessively intrusive oversight and scrutiny by the
authorities.”8 These conclusions by the UN Special Rapporteur are echoed in a recent appeal by 22
leading international NGOs: “…in addition to …restrictive legislative and regulatory environment, the
Azerbaijani authorities continue to harass activists who advocate for good governance, preventing civil
society from participating in public debate and decision-making”.9
Despite of the release of a group of leading human rights defenders and a leading investigative
journalist from prison in 2016, the nature of the repressive and kleptocratic regime in Azerbaijan has
not changed a bit, and its corrupting influence on PACE and politicians in various countries has
continued and possibly even increased in the last two years.

6

A Unified List of Political Prisoners in Azerbaijan, Covering the Period up to 25 November 2016. The Working Group on a
Unified List of Political Prisoners in Azerbaijan, December 2016,
http://www.esiweb.org/pdf/List%20of%20Political%20Prisoners%20in%20Azerbaijan%20-%20November%202016.pdf,
Azerbaijan: new human rights structure set up in support of political prisoners. Caucasian Knot, 28.01.2017,
http://www.eng.kavkaz-uzel.eu/articles/38287/
7

Azerbaijan: Crackdown on free expression accelerates with conviction of prominent blogger. 24 NGOs condemn today’s
sentencing of Mehman Huseynov, call for end to crackdown on press freedom in Azerbaijan. 03.03.2017,
https://www.irfs.org/news-feed/azerbaijan-crackdown-on-free-expression-accelerates-with-conviction-of-prominentblogger/
8

Report of the Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights defenders on his mission to Azerbaijan. UN Human
Rights Council, Thirty-fourth session, 27 February-24 March 2017,
http://www.ohchr.org/EN/HRBodies/HRC/RegularSessions/Session34/Documents/A_HRC_34_52_Add_3_EN.docx.
Here are some additional key quotes from the report: “Over the last several years, civil society in Azerbaijan has faced the
worst situation since the country became independent. … human rights defenders increasingly operate in a rather
criminalized and heavily constrained environment. … Human rights defenders in Azerbaijan have been accused by public
officials of being a fifth column of Western governments or of being foreign agents, accusations that are aimed at causing a
misperception in the population of the truly valuable role played by civil society. Defenders are attacked, threatened,
brought to court and sentenced under political or fabricated charges. They face smear campaigns in an attempt to discredit
their work by relegating them to a political opposition, or indeed are branded as traitors. … Many human rights defenders
and dozens of NGOs, their leaders and employees and their families have been subjected to administrative and criminal
prosecution, including arbitrary detention, the seizure of their assets and bank accounts, travel bans and enormous fines
and tax penalties. Significant challenges are connected to the existing legal framework governing the exercise of
fundamental freedoms, such as the rights to freedom of expression, peaceful assembly and association. Legislation
pertaining to national security can also have a restrictive impact on the environment in which defenders operate.”
9

Azerbaijan: No Progress on Key Reforms. A joint letter by 22 human rights groups worldwide to Board members of the
Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative, 10.02.2017, https://www.hrw.org/news/2017/03/02/joint-letter-eiti-boardmembers
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The Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe is in the focus of international attention because
it has been affected by this plague the most. Today, many key positions in PACE are filled by people
who have systematically shielded the government of Azerbaijan from criticism for violations of human
rights, including those of the President of the Assembly, the Chair of the Committee of Legal Issues and
Human Rights, and most of the rapporteurs on the human rights situation in Azerbaijan. Their position
has given reasons to many observers to describe them as “apologists” of the regime in Baku.
A major scandal has developed since November 2016 after a public admission by the former PACE
member, the former chair of the largest political group in PACE, the European People’s Party, and the
mastermind behind the defeating of the Strässer report in 2013, Luca Volonte from Italy, that in 20122014 the Association for Civil Society Development in Azerbaijan (ACSDA), an organisation controlled
by the key organiser of Azerbaijani lobbying activities in PACE, Azerbaijani member of PACE Elkhan
Suleymanov, transferred via intermediary companies almost 2.4 million Euro to the accounts of Luca
Volonte’s organisations in Italy. Volonte admitted that this payment was received for “consultancy
services” and that more transfers were agreed by the parties, up to 10 million.10, 11, 12 In the last few
weeks, this revelation has triggered a strong reaction by many PACE members and finally gives a chance
for change. Hopefully, this scandal will serve as an eye-opener for other international actors, including
the leadership of the Council of Europe, and will make it more difficult for the apologists of the
government of Azerbaijan to continue doing their business as usual.
It will take consistent efforts to counter the vast machine of international lobbying and corruption
developed by Azerbaijani rulers. Too many international actors have deeply embedded interests in
upholding the status quo, too many high-level politicians have been tainted, and too many institutional
arrangements have been developed in various countries to serve the interests of the political elite in
Baku. It will take perseverance and courage of many people from different countries to attain
meaningful and sustainable change in the way international organisations, national parliaments and
political systems of democracies function to insulate them from corrupting influence from the outside
and inside. Increased accountability, transparency and integrity of political institutions in democratic
countries will produce benefit for the public in these countries as well as for the people living under
repressive and corrupted regimes such as the one in Azerbaijan. The authors hope that this report will
contribute to this process.

10

Caviar Democracy. Website of investigative TV programme “Report” of RAI 3 TV channel, 21.11.2016,
http://www.report.rai.it/dl/Report/puntata/ContentItem-3b829e27-145d-4141-b216-1bb41a4cc1bd.html#name
11

The European Swamp (Caviar Diplomacy Part 2) – Prosecutors, corruption and the Council of Europe. European Stability
Initiative. 17.12.2016. http://www.esiweb.org/index.php?lang=de&id=156&document_ID=181
12

Authors’ interviews in 2015-2016.
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FOUNDATIONS OF THE INTERNATIONAL LOBBYING MACHINE OF AZERBAIJAN
Systemic corruption as a basis of the kleptocratic regime in Azerbaijan
The most comprehensive analysis of corruption in Azerbaijan has been developed by Sarah Chayes
from the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace in her recent report based on case studies of
three post-Soviet countries, “The Structure of Corruption: A Systemic Analysis Using Eurasian Cases.”13
It is worth citing several quotes from her work to give a sense of the scope of corruption in Azerbaijan,
which serves as modus operandi of the regime, making it not only autocratic but indeed kleptocratic:

“Corruption is not just the behaviour of some venal officials in a particular agency; it often represents
the operating system of sophisticated—and successful—networks.” “A combination of a repressive,
authoritarian government and a volatile and unaccountable resource-based revenue stream has led to
a structuring of Azerbaijani state institutions around systemic corruption—and compounds the
difficulty of reform.”
“To correctly understand the operations of today’s kleptocratic networks, it is critical to see them as
integrated, if sometimes loosely structured, entities that fully straddle all sectors of ostensibly licit as
well as clearly illicit activities. Ideally, the representation of such a structure would not be a flat picture,
but a three-dimensional model, displaying the complete inter-penetration among the sectors,
especially as individuals move from position to position across the ostensible boundaries over time.
According to information revealed in the Panama Papers, for example, Azerbaijan’s minister of taxes
also maintained a controlling stake in a private-sector conglomerate whose principal beneficiaries are
members of the Aliyev family, so he’s effectively double-hatted…”
“This type of integration is easiest to prove for Azerbaijan, where members of the Aliyev and Pashayev
families and other high-ranking government officials hardly try to hide their ownership stakes, not just
in gold-mining concerns, but in these massive conglomerates whose subsidiaries work in almost all
sectors of lucrative economic activity. Dubai-based DIA Construction, for example, controlled by
brothers who are listed as directors of shell companies nominally owned by Aliyev’s daughters,
participated in some of the most extravagant megaprojects in the country: the Flame Towers in Baku
and the Shahdag tourism complex, for example. Other subsidiaries of DIA Holding have built and
operate power plants and provide import and customs clearance services. Ata Holding is another, as is
the Aliyev-controlled Silk Way Group, which includes banks and hotels as well as construction firms, as
does the family’s Pasha Holding. According to the OCCRP’s Patrucic, the Aliyev/Pashayev clan owns no
fewer than eleven banks.”
“With the rise since the 1980s in gifts by public agencies and private philanthropists alike to non-profit
organizations carrying out humanitarian or development projects, kleptocratic networks in many
countries have sought to capture this important and often poorly supervised revenue stream. [...] The
most obvious example of this species of private-sector network element is Azerbaijan’s Heydar Aliyev
Foundation, whose president is Mehriban Aliyeva, wife of President Ilham Aliyev.”

13

The Structure of Corruption: A Systemic Analysis Using Eurasian Cases. Sarah Chayes, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 30.06.2016, http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/06/30/structure-of-corruption-systemic-analysispub-63991. The report describes the cases of Azerbaijan, Kyrgyzstan and Moldova.
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Diverse nature of the Azerbaijani international lobbying and corruption network
During the past 13 years under the rule of President Ilham Aliyev, Azerbaijan has developed a
sophisticated and vast network of international lobbying and corrupting influence on policies and
decisions of intergovernmental organisations and governments of Western democracies. High-level
Azerbaijani officials have themselves publicly acknowledged their active use of international lobbying
to influence decisions and policies of international organisations.14
Many autocracies in different parts of the world are engaged in this kind of activities at the
international level, especially those who can freely use income from rich natural resources as they wish
in the absence of parliamentary and public oversight. In the last decade, Azerbaijan has apparently
become the champion in pursuing international lobbying and corrupting influence, rivalled lately
probably only by Russia in its ability to use a plethora of covert economic and political tools to extend
its influence on, manipulate, or undermine whole countries and organisations.
The borderline between lobbying, influencing, and corrupting those you want to influence is often
murky. The highly advanced lobbying machine of Azerbaijan employs several mechanisms, which often
intertwine and synergise with each other. The array of instruments is diverse, ranging from legal and
seemingly benign ones, to those that clearly violate integrity and ethical standards in democratic and
rule of law societies, and to those that are openly illegal. The recent report by the Center for Strategic
and International Studies, “The Kremlin Playbook. Understanding Russian Influence in Central and
Eastern Europe”,15 demonstrates that a country or a whole group of countries “can be captured” by an
autocratic regime if public opinion in these countries is skilfully manipulated by foreign propaganda, its
leading politicians are bribed or intimidated, and its leading business people are turned into agents of
influence, using a whole range of instruments – from trivial corruption to sophisticated PR.
As described in the following chapters, evidence suggests that the same diverse range of instruments
is used by Azerbaijani officials in their international lobbying, ranging from personal remuneration of
different kind, including cash in envelops, to paying for restoration of churches in old European cities,
from holding international conferences on religious tolerance to funding of pro-Azerbaijani think-tanks
headed by former European MPs as a reward for their supportive voting during their term in
parliament, from wiring millions of Euros to private accounts via offshore companies to paying for
luxury trips of Western politicians to Baku.
14

The Minister of Foreign Affairs of Azerbaijan Elmar Mammadyarov, after his speech at PACE in June 2014 to mark the
beginning of the country’s Chairmanship in the Council of Europe, was confronted by Irish MP Michael McNamara:
“Excellency, at our recent meeting at the Milli Majlis in Baku in May, I marveled at your country’s remarkable economic
progress but questioned your use of expensive and extensive lobbying. … I should like to know whether, as chair of the
Committee of Ministers, you believe it appropriate for member states, as opposed to mere corporations, to hire professional
lobbyists to engage with other member states and their parliamentarians?” Minister’s reply was as follows: “Mr. McNamara
asked me his question for the second time after his visit to Baku. I respect his question but I respond in the same way as I
responded in Baku. Lobbying is not a phenomenon that was invented by Azerbaijan. It is a practice that is used here in
Strasbourg frequently. It is a practice that members probably use themselves in different capacities and in different groups.
Therefore, it is not a strange phenomenon; it is a reality of everyday life. I do not think I have to respond in a different way. I
respond honestly: yes, everyone, all around the world, uses lobbying. It is a promoting of one’s interests.” Parliamentary
Assembly of the Council of Europe. Report on the 2014 Ordinary Session. Monday 23 June at 3 p.m.
http://assembly.coe.int/Documents/Records/2014/E/1406231500E.htm
15

The Kremlin Playbook. Understanding Russian Influence in Central and Eastern Europe. Heather A. Conley et al., Center
for Strategic and International Studies, 13.10.2016, https://www.csis.org/analysis/kremlin-playbook. The report presents
case studies on Hungary, Slovakia, Bulgaria, Latvia, and Serbia.
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One should not fall into self-deception: the blame should be put not only on Azerbaijani officials. This
international disgrace could not have happened without the willingness of hundreds of Westerners politicians, members of parliaments, mayors, business people, heads of institutions, PR companies,
and academics who are willing to close their eyes on human rights violations, corruption, and abuse of
power by the dictatorship in Baku in exchange for favours, contracts, and hand-outs. Sarah Chayes of
the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace describes such individuals as “active enablers” or
even “full members” of a kleptocratic network of a foreign state.16 The true cost of such relations with
the kleptocratic and repressive regime is the continued suffering of the people of Azerbaijan and
systemic degradation of democratic institutions in the West.
Key goals of the Azerbaijani leadership and arguments it uses in the lobbying process
The main goal of this vast enterprise of international lobbying and corruption is to supress international
criticism of repression by the Azerbaijani government, boost the perceived legitimacy of the Aliyev
regime by arranging positive assessment of fraudulent elections by fake international observers,
present the image of the regime as a reliable and indispensable economic and geopolitical partner of
the West, and ensure expansion of foreign trade and investment. An additional aim is “to send a
message back home that there is nothing that can be done to remove Aliyev and to signal that the West
is behind him”.17 All of this ultimately serves the goal of preserving the power of the ruling family and
its close allies and allowing them to reap the fruit of economic globalisation.
Ilham Aliyev has European aspirations and strives to be accepted as an equal and important player in
the West. He personally headed the country’s delegation to PACE in 2000-2003 before succeeding his
father Heydar as President of the country. Aliyev pursues his sultan-style ruling while seeking
acceptance as part of the European community. His ambitions include opening the doors for
membership of his party, New Azerbaijan, in the most influential European political group, the
European People’s Party. However, despite very warm relations with People’s Parties at the national
level in some European countries, these aspirations have been not realised yet, not the least because
of the dismal human rights record of the country.
Azerbaijan is disappointed by the Eastern Partnership project, which is aimed at developing EU’s deeper
cooperation with Ukraine, Moldova, Belarus, Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan, including through
association agreements which would replace existing Partnership and Cooperation Agreements. In May
2015, Azerbaijan gave up its plans to seek an association agreement with the EU18 and instead proposed
to negotiate with Brussels a Strategic Partnership Agreement, similar to what the EU has with various
countries in other regions of the world. In November 2016, the European Council approved a mandate
for the European Commission to negotiate a new framework agreement with Azerbaijan.

16

The Structure of Corruption: A Systemic Analysis Using Eurasian Cases. Sarah Chayes, Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace, 30.06.2016, http://carnegieendowment.org/2016/06/30/structure-of-corruption-systemic-analysispub-63991 and http://carnegieendowment.org/files/8_Azerbaijan_Full_Web1.pdf
17

Heaping on the Caviar Diplomacy. By Matthew Valencia, The Economist, October-November 2016,
https://www.1843magazine.com/features/heaping-on-the-caviar-diplomacy
18

The Eastern Partnership after Riga: Review and Reconfirm. CEPS European Neighbourhood Watch. June 2015.
https://www.ceps.eu/system/files/NWatch116.pdf; Roadmap: Mandate for a new framework agreement with Azerbaijan.
European Commission. 13 May 2016. http://ec.europa.eu/smartregulation/roadmaps/docs/2016_eeas_021_framework_agreement_azerbaijan_en.pdf
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Less than two years later, the process of a new rapprochement started: Aliyev visited Brussels on 6
February 2017 to personally inaugurate negotiations on a new EU-Azerbaijan partnership agreement.
The EU officials rolled a “red carpet” to the Azerbaijani ruler, signifying a shift from EU’s reserved stance
in the previous few years. After the Azerbaijani authorities released over a dozen human rights
defenders, journalists, and political activists in 2016, many in the EU rushed to congratulate Aliyev on
the releases and sought to frame the move as an indication of a shift in Azerbaijan’s punitive attitude
towards its critics. The EU and Azerbaijan have gradually restored most of their bilateral ties, despite
absence of any systemic change in human rights and persistent non-implementation by Azerbaijan of
judgments of the European Court of Human Rights and decisions of the CoE Committee of Ministers,
including the ones on the immediate release of political prisoner Ilgar Mammadov.19
Essentially, those in the West who agree to resume business as usual and close their eyes on continued
repression, help the government of Azerbaijan to present itself as a respected member of the
international community, opposite to what it really is: an archaic, autocratic, natural resources-rich
regime based on systemic corruption, absence of rule of law, and brutal repression.
Azerbaijan uses the following standard set of arguments for public consumption in Europe in order to
be accepted as an important partner and deflect international criticism of its poor human rights record:
Azerbaijan is an important actor in ensuring energy security of Europe as an alternative to
Russian gas and oil;
the West should support Azerbaijan in addressing the problem of continued violation of its
national sovereignty and territorial integrity in its protracted conflict with Armenia over
Nagorno-Karabakh and several adjusting regions; Azerbaijan is a victim of infringement of its
sovereignty and occupation of a large part of its territory; the international community has not
been effectively addressing this problem for over twenty years;
strategic geopolitical importance: Azerbaijan is a stabilising force balancing out Russian,
Iranian, and radical Islamic influences in the region;
Azerbaijan is a secular state with Islamic majority;
Azerbaijan is a role model for multicultural tolerance; a particular accent is made on
cooperation with Israel and outreach to Jewish organisations in other countries;
Azerbaijan is a young democracy which needs time to develop democratic institutions and
should not be judged too harshly.
Many of these arguments capitalise on the “enabling factors and conditions” which contribute to the
health of the kleptocratic system in Azerbaijan. According to Sarah Chayes, these factors include image
laundering by Western actors, the prestige resulting from country’s presidency of the Council of Europe
and its hosting of major international cultural and sports events, and geopolitical context such as the
conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.20
Azerbaijan has been particularly successful in establishing itself in the European public opinion as an
alternative source of gas and oil, through a mix of business relations with large clients like Germany or
19
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20
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energy dependant countries like Georgia, activities of pro-Azerbaijan energy experts, transnational
corporations with equity stakes in Azerbaijan like BP, and Azerbaijan-friendly politicians. However,
independent experts’ assessment is that Azerbaijan is not capable of providing more than 3-4% share
of Europe’s needs in gas.21 At the same time, Azerbaijan gas supplies are indeed very important for
certain countries en route of or close to the Southern Corridor.
As The Economist put it, Azerbaijan “wants to be seen as a modern, stable, secular, majority-Muslim ally
in a restive region, and as a reliable partner in energy and security matters, by helping Europe to diversify
its supply of oil and gas away from less friendly states... The Southern Gas Corridor, a giant gas project,
has become a crucial part of Europe’s strategy to become less reliant on Russia for its energy needs.”22
Recently, the global drop in oil and gas prices has led to serious problems in the Azerbaijani economy,
creating a need for loans from international financial institutions (IFIs). This makes the Azerbaijani
regime more susceptible to international influence. Previous rich years of high fossil energy prices have
made Aliyev over-confident of his control over the European position on Azerbaijan. However, even
now, with low oil and gas prices, the EU and the US are willing to play soft with Azerbaijan for
geostrategic reasons. For example, as recently as in March 2015, the EU gave in to Azerbaijani pressure
and exempted Azerbaijan from the Third Energy Package requirements,23 which resolved Azerbaijani
concerns with the ownership of gas transportation infrastructure.
The main targets of lobbying
Azerbaijan’s lobbying and corruption machine targets various foreign and international political
institutions and decision-makers. In particular, it is aimed at influencing, co-opting or buying:
decision-makers in countries that have direct interests in the Southern Gas Corridor;24
decision-makers in countries which are dependent on Azerbaijan because of energy supplies
and other economic and political reasons;
decision-makers in countries which have multi-business interests in Azerbaijan and base their
policies regarding this country primarily from geopolitical and energy security points of view;
members and staff of PACE and the European Parliament;
politicians who have connections to Baku and use them for their personal political or material
gain and may influence decision-makers in their governments or organisations or assist Baku
in luring in Western businesses (including MPs, officials in the executive branch of governments
and ex-politicians who are still influential in their countries);
lower-level employees of government and state agencies and diplomats (in embassies, etc.);
large- and medium-size businesses in the countries of interest;
21
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national, regional, and municipal authorities, cultural and educational institutions, engaged in
projects funded by Heydar Aliyev Foundation;
experts in academic institutions and think-tanks;
public relations agencies and media.
Azerbaijani connections with these different actors are quickly mobilised, if Baku needs to influence a
certain policy decision, adoption of a document, or appointment/election to a certain position.
Management of the lobbying machine
According to information we have obtained, different elements of these networks are managed by
several people in charge of key state agencies and major private companies in Azerbaijan. Evidence
suggests that at the strategic level the whole machine is coordinated at the very top of the ruling
regime.25 Some experts point at particular people in the Presidential Administration as persons
responsible for running it.26
Analysis of similar, albeit much more modest, lobbying activities by an autocratic regime in another
post-Soviet country, Belarus, including in the reports by security agencies of its neighbouring countries
(Latvia and Lithuania),27 suggests that Belarusian security and intelligence services are directly involved
in managing this machine. We believe that the same is true for Azerbaijan.
However, as some cases described in this report demonstrate, despite the fact that different actors
manage various elements of this machine, when there is a clear need to mobilise these networks, it is
done at an exemplary speed. We assume that there is a more centralised coordinating mechanism
behind it than just several people in the Presidential Administration. Sarah Chayes in her analysis of
the structure of corruption in three post-Soviet countries is confident that “in Azerbaijan, the person
of President Aliyev is clearly central to the functioning of the current [kleptocratic] network.”28
This coincides with our conclusion that ultimately Ilham Aliyev himself makes strategic decisions on
lobbying at the international level which includes questionable lobbying tools. His personal hosting of
numerous delegations of mid-level or even low-level foreign interlocutors acting as allies and apologists
of his policies, his repeated public praising of “fake election observers” reproduced by numerous
publications in the state media, his intimate knowledge of the workings of PACE (he was the head of
the Azerbaijani delegation there in 2000-2003), and the very nature of his personalistic regime suggest
that Aliyev as the head of the state bears political responsibility for the functioning of this machine.
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Geographic focus and institutional arrangements
In Europe, the following political centres have been chosen by Azerbaijan as the most important targets
for its lobbying activities: Brussels, Berlin, Paris, London, and Strasbourg. In addition, Istanbul plays a
special role due to historic and economic reasons.
Azerbaijani embassies in these cities play a leading role in lobbying. They have much larger budgets
compared to embassies in other cities and are specifically tasked with building good relations with and
enlisting support from local politicians, public officials, and experts. The embassy in Paris is the most
active and financially well off, apparently because it is also tasked with provision of assistance to
international activities of the first lady Mehriban Alieva and the work of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation
she runs. This embassy has also the most developed website among all the embassies.
In addition to these embassies, private Azerbaijani agencies function as lobbying actors in these cities,
except Strasbourg. The most important of them, the European Azerbaijani Society (TEAS), was
established and is managed by Taleh Heydarov, son of the leading Azerbaijani oligarch,29 minister of
emergencies and civilian defence, former head of the Customs Committee Kamaleddin Heydarov, who
reportedly provides money for the work of TEAS. Kamaleddin Heydarov is believed to be the main
sponsor of the Azerbaijani lobbying efforts in Europe, both that are seemingly benign and outright
questionable, because he and his son have political aspirations in Azerbaijan.
While the key Azerbaijani lobbyist in PACE Elkhan Suleymanov is believed to be in charge of the most
ethically and legally questionable part of the lobbying in both Strasbourg and Brussels, TEAS is
considered a “clean” hand of the lobbying machine.30 TEAS’ work is aimed at political, geostrategic and
cultural promotion of Azerbaijan, engaging with and influencing European elites and high-level
politicians. TEAS has been able to hire top European PR professionals, ex-MPs, and former ministers.
Sources say that TEAS, as a “semi-diplomatic entity”, is not dealing with “dirty lobbying” such as direct
cash distribution but focuses on organising large-scale promotional events. However, at least in London
TEAS is known to have donated money to the UK Parliamentary Group “Conservative Friends of
Azerbaijan”,31 as well as have funded many trips of British MPs to Azerbaijan.32 There is a clear
documentary proof of this widespread practice in the public registers of interests of members of both
houses of Parliament (see the annex).
According to our interlocutors, personal recruitment of PACE members and their remuneration is a
duty of a different group of Azerbaijani representatives, based in Strasbourg or coming there as
members of the Azerbaijani delegation to PACE. This group is reportedly headed by PACE member
29
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further chapters.
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Elkhan Suleymanov who is assisted by another PACE member Muslum Mammadov. It seems that
Strasbourg was chosen as the main base for this activity not only because it is a location of PACE and
other Council of Europe institutions and their leading role in addressing human rights and democracy
issues, but also because this location provides Azerbaijanis an easy access to members of national
parliaments serving as PACE deputies. For more information on the lobbying activities by Azerbaijani
representatives in PACE, please see the relevant section of the report.
In addition to Suleymanov’s group operating in Strasbourg, there is another key location where Elkhan
Suleymanov and his associates use various tools of influencing European politicians, including through
very questionable ways. It is Brussels, where members of the European Parliament and staff of other
EU institutions are targeted by the Azerbaijani lobbyists. Much of the lobbying in Brussels is done
through a private Azerbaijani promotion agency called the Office of Communication of Azerbaijan
(OCAZ),33 which was opened in 2012. In addition, Azerbaijani representatives have access to the
Parliament as members of the Euronest Parliamentary Assembly, a parliamentary forum of the Eastern
Partnership project. For more information on the lobbying activities by Azerbaijan in the European
Parliament, please see the relevant section of the report.
Besides these main Azerbaijani groups and entities, there are other structures set up by Europeans
with financial support of Azerbaijan and serving as tools in its lobbying machine. Some of them are led
by former high-level European government officials and ex-parliamentarians. The most prominent
example is Society for the Promotion of German-Azerbaijani Relations (GEFDAB), a lobbying agency set
up in Germany by a former German MP Edward Lintner. Reportedly, the main funding for the lobbying
work, events and trips, organised by these structures run by Europeans, comes from SOCAR, Azerbaijan
state energy company.
SOCAR is also an important lobbying actor itself. A number of international pro-Azerbaijani experts are
hired by SOCAR as consultants.
The Heydar Aliyev Foundation is an important player for cultural and educational investment projects
in many countries that ultimately lead to pro-Azerbaijani bias of politicians in whose constituencies
these projects take place. The Foundation has also helped the ruling family of Azerbaijan to gain
influence over an important UN agency, UNESCO: the first lady Mehriban Aliyeva is a Goodwill
Ambassador of this influential cultural and educational organisation and is believed to be a friend of
UNESCO President Irina Bokova.34
In relevant chapters, we look closer at how European politicians are being co-opted and become
engaged with Azerbaijan, and how the Azerbaijani government reaps political dividends from these
friendly relations.
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RELATIONS OF KEY PARTNER COUNTRIES WITH AZERBAIJAN AND THE MAIN LOBBYISTS IN THESE
COUNTRIES
Economic and (geo)political interests or dependencies of various countries in their relations with
Azerbaijan (and sometimes personal interests of their leaders or ruling groups) strongly define their
policies, shape their choices of decisions, and constrain their ability to take critical position regarding
actions of the Aliyev regime. Equally importantly, they give arguments and leverage into the hands of
both Azerbaijani lobbyists and their partners and enablers in these countries.
For the purposes of analysis, we divide countries reviewed in this report into four main categories:
1. leading Azerbaijani partners with diverse trade and geopolitical interests: France, Germany,
UK, Italy;
2. Countries with non-transparent economic connections to Azerbaijan: Spain and Malta;
3. Countries with immediate and direct interest in the Southern Corridor: Georgia, Bulgaria,
Romania, and Greece;
4. Central and Eastern Europe Connections: Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic.
Leading partners with diverse trade and geopolitical interests: France, Germany, UK, Italy
France
It would be fair to say that France–Azerbaijan relationship are the most developed of all the EU
countries. Azerbaijan has become France’s largest economic partner in the South Caucasus.35 Also,
France is the second largest foreign direct investor in Azerbaijan after the United Kingdom.36
Azerbaijan ranked 4th in exports among the former Soviet countries, following Russia, Ukraine and
Kazakhstan, and currently is France's largest trading partner in the Caucasus. In 2015, trade turnover
amounted to 1.3 billion EUR. The trade relations are closely related to the field of hydrocarbons.37
French energy giants TOTAL and GDF-Suez are heavily involved in development of Azerbaijan oil and
gas deposits.
French president Francois Hollande has numerous times stated the importance of French-Azerbaijani
relations for the economy, military and energy security. More than 40 French companies cooperate
with Azerbaijan in the field of oil and gas, aerospace industry, transport, and other sectors.38
Ilham Aliyev holds the Grand Cross of Legion honour decoration.
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Presidents of France and Azerbaijan exchange regular visits. During the visit of Francois Hollande to
Baku in 2014, 11 contracts for a total of 2 bln Euro were signed.39 President Hollande was accompanied
by a set of usual guests in Baku – MPs and Senators whose visit was covered by the Azerbaijani side
such as Thierry Mariani, Rachida Dati, Jean-Francois Mancel, Nathalie Goulet and others.
According to our sources, Azerbaijani embassy in France has one of the largest budgets for cultural and
other kind of promotional work.
France is considered a special focus of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation and its president Mehriban
Aliyeva. She is a frequent guest at Francoise Hollande’s office.40 She is also the head of the AzerbaijanFrance Inter-Parliamentary Friendship Group.41
In 2015, French National Assembly ratified a special French-Azerbaijani intergovernmental agreement
on establishing and functioning of cultural centres.42 Thierry Mariani, Jean Francois Mancel, and Michel
Voisin delivered speeches at the National Assembly when the agreement was discussed.43
Twelve agreements on fraternization between cities and regions of Azerbaijan and France have been
signed in recent years.44
A project initiated by the Presidents of the French Republic and the Republic of Azerbaijan was
launched in 2014 and led to the opening of The Azerbaijani-French University (UFAZ) on September
2016. UFAZ is a joint project directed by the University of Strasbourg (Unistra) and the Azerbaijan State
Oil and Industry University (ASOIU) teaching chemical engineering, oil engineering, geophysics and
computer science and offering a double degree program at the bachelor level recognized in France and
Azerbaijan. An international academic staff of French and Azerbaijani professors deliver lectures mainly
in English language, while French language will be gradually integrated in the future. Governmental
scholarships covering the 4 years of the whole program are to the 120 students out of the 160 who
enrolling in UFAZ in September 2016.45
TEAS is actively involved in organising lobbying and promotion events of different kind in France. It
works closely with Azerbaijan-friendly politicians and engages actors from the cultural sphere.
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Azerbaijani state participated in the creation of the Department of Islamic Art in the Louvre Museum,
which opened in 2012.46
The Heydar Aliyev Foundation participated in the restoration of several landmark historic heritage sites
in France – the Louvre (gave a one million euro gift), the Palace of Versailles, the Strasbourg Cathedral,
and others.47 Azerbaijani studies departments are being opened at French universities, and Azerbaijan
culture days are being held in more than a dozen cities of France.48 Currently, the Heydar Aliyev
Foundation has projects in 25 French cities, while 10 French cities have friendship agreements with the
Azerbaijani counterparts.49
The Azerbaijan Village was the most notable of them, having been opened right in front of the Louvre.
That was in 2015, amid the massive human rights crackdown in Azerbaijan when the most vocal and
renowned human rights defenders and opposition activists were put in jail.
Paris seems to be the European capital where the largest number of Azerbaijan-promoting events are
held, be it energy security and geostrategic discussions, exhibitions or gala-parties for carefully selected
public.
A number of French MPs and MEPs seem to be the most loyal long-time friends of Azerbaijan, more
than of any other EU country. There are reports about their relations with Azerbaijan that seem
profitable and provide nice personal bonuses. Some French MPs are in this business for more than a
decade.
According to our sources, businesses range from services in the favourable election observation to
selling cattle to Azerbaijan, in exchange for promoting Azerbaijani agenda and defending it from
criticism. The Heydar Aliyev Foundation restoration projects and educational activities are giving some
French politicians from these districts advantages for securing a successful re-election. Bringing in
Azerbaijani investment in restoration of cultural and historical sites, together with boosting local trade
as a result of securing business agreements with Azerbaijan, seem to contribute to these politicians
being re-elected over and over again. This is particularly true in the case of French Senators, as they
are being elected by local officials and not directly by the public. Some of these MPs and MEPs are
former high-ranking government officials, well-connected and capable of high-level lobbying.
Another thing they have in common is almost identical arguments they bring forward for their
engagement with the Aliyev regime – promotion of French business, geostrategic and energy security
issues, tolerance, the Nagorno Karabakh issue, and “double standards should not be used against a
young democracy”. They also praise this Muslim country’s cooperation with Israel.
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The National Assembly has a French-Azerbaijani Friendship Group. French Senate has a Friendship
Group with South Caucasus, where the main actors remain unchanged for years. In addition, there is
an NGO, Association of Friends of Azerbaijan, leaders of which are the same frequent guests of Baku.
In 2015, they published an open letter “European Games – a chance for Azerbaijan”, aimed at
preventing boycott and criticism. It was signed by a number of senators, MPs, local government
officials, and former ministers.50 In 2013, seven out of 18 PACE members from France voted against the
resolution on political prisoners in Azerbaijan, 4 supported it, 1 abstained, and 6 did not vote.51
The most important friends of the Azerbaijani government among French politicians are:
- Thierry Mariani (MP, member of PACE, member of OSCEPA);
- Rachida Dati (MEP);
- André Rechardt (Senator, Republican, President of the Senate Friendship Group with South
Caucasus);
- Nathalie Goulet (Senator, UDI-UC, Vice President of the Senate Friendship Group with South
Caucasus);
- Jean-Marie Bockel (Senator, UDI-UC, Secretary of the Senate Friendship Group with South
Caucasus);
- Jean-Francois Mancel (MP, President of the Association of Friends of Azerbaijan);
- Jean-Luc Reitzer (deputy from the province of Haut-Rhin and the mayor of the city of Altkirch);
- Michel Voisin (MP, chair of the French-Azerbaijan Friendship Group in the National Assembly).
Almost all of them authored articles in support of the European Games in Baku and the 2015
presidential elections. Some of them are worth to have a more detailed look at.
Thierry Mariani served for a long time as a French MP from his native constituency Vouclouse, then
was the secretary of state for transportation and the minister of Transportation in Nicolas Sarkozy’s
government (2010-2012), and after that became an MP for the French residents overseas. He is from
the UMP party, or the Republicans (a member of EPP). He has a long history of election observation
services to Azerbaijan and other mutually beneficial relations with this country. Until 2013, he was the
chair of the France-Azerbaijan Friendship Group in the National Assembly and now serves as its
Secretary. Mariani figures prominently as a friend of the Aliyev regime in the French documentary
series by France 2, called “Cash Investigation: Mon président est en voyage d’affairs.”52
Several other French politicians named above are also featured in this film.53 The crew of the film
investigated the scenes of President Hollande’s trips abroad for over a year when he was accompanied
by French officials and some fifty entrepreneurs. Authors of the film were looking at contracts signed
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and hidden counterparts as well as at how the issue of human rights in autocratic countries the
President visited was addressed during the trips. The first step of this investigation took place in
Azerbaijan during the visit in May 2014. The series reporters approached Rachida Dati, Thierry Mariani,
and others believed to be close to the Aliyev regime, with questions. After this visit to Azerbaijan, the
series reporters Laurent Richard and Emmanuel Bach were kicked out of the country and had their
footage confiscated at the Baku airport.54
On 1 November 2015, speaking to the Azerbaijani press during presidential elections, Mariani said that
it was his tenth visit to Baku and fourth election observation.55 He has given numerous interviews to
the media in support of the ruling regime in Baku. He has met Ilham Aliyev and his wife Mehriban many
times, including on dinner occasions.
In Russia and Central Asia, Mariani is well known as a leading promoter of French companies and a
partner of autocratic regimes and their lobbyists. Observers believe that this was one of the reasons
why he worked hard to create the position of a Special Representative on Central Asia of OSCE PA, to
which he was appointed in 2012. His “clients” reportedly include such companies as Areva, Total,
Thales, EADS, and GDF Suez as well as the European Strategic intelligence Company.56 Most of these
groups received contracts and sponsorship of the European Games in Baku in 2015.57 With his support
French company SYSTRA received a contract for the Baku subway improvement.58
In 2009-2010, Thierry Mariani also acted as president of a mysterious election ‘observatory’, called the
Eurasia New Horizons. Its articles of association were filed in February 2008 in Paris by Thierry Mariani
and Michel de Guillenchmidt, a lawyer and a specialist in Russian law. According to its statutes, the
association shall be a place of exchange between political actors, academics, and societies.59 The
domain name of the website was filed in December 2009 by Stratinvest, a company based in Moscow
and founded by Emmanuel Gout, an advisor on Russia and France of the former Prime-Minister of Italy
and a former official of the media giant Vivendi.60, 61
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In April 2010, Thierry Mariani went to Baku for an international conference on parliamentary elections
which were due in the next November. The organisers were the Association for Civil Society
Development in Azerbaijan (ACSDA, once headed by the key Azerbaijani lobbyist Elkhan Suleymanov)
and Mariani’s election ‘observatory’ Eurasia New Horizons.
Mariani claimed that he resigned from the presidency of Eurasia New Horizons shortly after joining the
government in 2010; however, he never declared it while taking the government position.62
In August 2010, Eurasia New Horizons became a founder of an international Brussels-based NGO, the
European Academy for Elections Observation, which has emerged since then as a key instrument in the
new business of election observation aimed at whitewashing rigged elections and referenda under
autocratic regimes. For more information on this, please read a special section in this report.
A delegation of observers of one of Mariani's client organisations, the European Strategic Intelligence
and Security Center (ESISC), also observed Azerbaijani elections in 2015 and assessed them positively.
After 2013 elections in Azerbaijan, they attacked the ODIHR monitoring mission findings; this
statement can still be found on their website.63
It is not a surprise that all elections observation trips of Mariani to Azerbaijan were followed by his
statements praising democratic achievements of the country. The 2015 mission was no different:
Mariani and his colleague in the parliament Michel Voisin were “happy with the elections”.64
In July 2015 and again in July 2016, Mariani led delegations of French MPs to Crimea, annexed by Russia
in 2014 in direct violation of international law.65 In interviews and meetings with Russian officials, he
expressed support for the annexation.66 In 2016, he brought non-binding resolutions to the National
Assembly and Senate calling on the European Union to lift economic sanctions against Russia and
support all Russian annexations.67 The resolutions, which had symbolic value, were adopted by both
chambers in April and June, respectively.
Since 2012, Mariani has been a member of the French delegation to PACE and is a member of several
committees, including the Monitoring Committee. In the 2013 debate in PACE, Mariani worked actively
to kill Christoph Strässer’s report on political prisoners in Azerbaijan.68
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Rachida Dati is a member of the European Parliament, formerly the Minister of Justice under President
Sarkozi, and the mayor of the 7th district in Paris.
Rachida Dati is a good personal friend of Mehriban Aliyeva and a frequent guest in Baku. According to
our Azerbaijani sources, Dati happily uses Azerbaijani hospitality: for example, she brought 11
members of her family to the European Games in Baku. Sources also claim that she likes to use long
and expensive luxury SPA procedures, which, as the sources claim, are normally part of the hospitality
covered by the Azerbaijani side.69
She has written a number of articles in French media advocating for and praising the Aliyev regime,
using a standard set of arguments.
Declaring the country “an example of democracy for other Islamic countries”,70 she sent a letter of
congratulation to Aliyev after the 2013 elections, saying: “The result of this election represents a high
assessment given by the people of your country for the activities carried out under your leadership.”71
In 2012, President Aliyev and his wife Mehriban Aliyeva opened a lavish 3000 m2 Azerbaijani Cultural
Centre, paid for by Heydar Aliyev Foundation and the Azerbaijani embassy, in Rachida Dati’s
constituency in the 7th arrondissement of Paris where she served as the mayor.72 Three months later
Dati said in an interview: “The Azerbaijani model is the result of a real political will.”73
Dati is also a managing member of the Association of Friends of Azerbaijan. The organisation is headed
by a member of the French National Assembly Jean-Francois Mancel. Along with Dati, French
parliamentarians, senators, celebrities, as well as representatives of the Azerbaijani diaspora are
represented in the association.74
In 2011, Rachida Dati co-organized, together with Mehriban Aliyeva, a conference in Paris, called
“Azerbaijan: a strategic partner for energy security in Europe”. In attendance were Azerbaijani
Ministers, European politicians and heads of energy companies, including Jean-François Cirelli, VicePresident of GDF-Suez, and Elshad Nasirov, Vice-President of SOCAR. This was followed by a 400-seat
dinner for politicians, business people, and celebrities at the Rodin Museum, where Dati and the head
of GDF-Suez Gérard Mestrallet were pictured together. The event covered significant gas discoveries in
Absheron in Azerbaijan, as well as the opening of negotiations between the EU and Azerbaijan on
access to Caspian gas, something GDF-Suez is very much in favour of. Heydar Aliyev Foundation funded
the conference and the dinner.75 In 2012, GDF-Suez, Total, and SOCAR developed the Absheron fields.76
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In 2013-2014, two NGOs, Friends of the Earth and Corporate Europe Observatory, questioned Dati's
dealings with the French gas company GDF-Suez. They said a working relationship between the two,
mentioned in several media reports, raised a potential conflict of interest with regards to Dati's
membership of the European Parliament’s Economic Affairs and Monetary Affairs Committee (ECON)
and the Industry, Research and Energy Committee (ITRE). The two NGOs wonder whether Dati has a
conflict of interest, defined by the code of conduct as a situation “where the member has a personal
interest that could improperly influence the performance of their functions.”77
In April 2014, MEP Gerald Häfner, then the Chair of the Code of Conduct advisory committee in the
European Parliament, noted: “[MEP Rachida Dati] was completely inactive for a long time, and then
she suddenly started to do a huge amount of work on energy, and strangely enough, everything that
she does seems to correspond exactly to the interest of one particular industry lobby, namely Gaz De
France [GDF-Suez]. At one time a publicist admitted that she was acting on behalf of Gaz De France and
specifically stated the amount she got in payment for that; and that case was… recommended for an
official investigation.”78
French Senator Jean-Marie Bockel is a native of Strasbourg. French diplomatic sources were quoted by
the press saying that the Heydar Aliyev Foundation activities, including restoration of one of the famous
stained glasses in the Strasbourg Cathedral, have had an influence on Bockel’s views regarding
Azerbaijan.79 The Heydar Aliyev Foundation made a 40,000-euro gift for the restoration of stained glass
windows in the city of Strasbourg’s Cathédrale de Notre Dame.80
Jean-Marie Bockel claims to have known Ilham Aliyev since 200081, when the latter was the head of the
Azerbaijani delegation to PACE. During the 2013 debate in PACE, Bockel worked actively to vote down
Strässer’s report.82
He has made several trips to Baku, including one in February 2015, when he was the head of the
delegation and was received by president Aliyev. One of the aims of the visit was business promotion
of Alsace – Bockel's domain – in Azerbaijan.83
In the same year, in November 2015, in Bockel's constituency a Department of Literature and Culture
named after Nizami Ganjavi was opened at the University of Upper Alsace in Mulhouse. Speaking at
the event, Bockel who is a President of Mulhouse Alsace Agglomeration, said that he is a friend of
Azerbaijan.84 The project was supported by the Heydar Aliyev Foundation and Mehriban Aliyeva.
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Bockel is quite often quoted by the Azerbaijani media and was interviewed by TEAS–France.85 Like
Thierry Mariani, he is always satisfied with the level of democracy in Azerbaijan, praises its European
aspirations, and always supports the Azerbaijani position in PACE. Bockel underlines the geostrategic
and energy security importance of Azerbaijan, sponsors or participates in discussions on the subject,
being a member of Energy Study Group in the French Parliament.
Member of the National Assembly and President of the Association of Friends of Azerbaijan in France
Jean-Francois Mancel is a regular guest in Baku. Among other sites, he leads French delegations visiting
cultural institutions.86 President Aliyev called him “a close friend of Azerbaijan” and hailed his role in
developing the relations between the two countries.87 In his turn, Mancel praised “the close friendship
and cooperation with head of Azerbaijan-France Inter-Parliamentary Friendship Group, Azerbaijan`s
first lady Mehriban Aliyeva”.88
Senator Nathalie Goulet represents Bellou-sur-Huisne’s Département of Orne. She advocated for
Azerbaijan’s controversial 2001 accession to the Council of Europe.89
Several communities and organisations in Goulet’s constituency have received the Heydar Aliyev
Foundation’s grants. Besides the restoration of the church of Saint Paterne, the Foundation has been
involved in the renovation of another church, located in Reveillon, a village with 363 inhabitants. The
Foundation has helped to sponsor jazz and dance festivals in the small towns of L’Aigle and Argentan.
According to Goulet, the Foundation’s overall contribution has totalled 150,000 Euro.90
Goulet is a frequent guest in Baku and an observer at every election in Azerbaijan. Our Azerbaijani
sources say that it is not only the cultural heritage interests that have bound mutual sympathy, but also
the local business interest, like selling cattle from Goulet’s electoral district to Azerbaijan.91
Goulet has authored several pro-Azerbaijani articles in the French media using a standard set of
arguments.92, 93, 94 Goulet, together with Dati and Mariani, was in the focus on France 2 Cash
Investigation TV documentary.95
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Michel Voisin is a member of the French National Assembly and the current chair of the FranceAzerbaijan Friendship Group in the National Assembly.96
He has a long history of relations with Azerbaijani authorities, having been received by President Aliyev
on numerous occasions97, 98 and having participated in the election observation many times. In 2013,
at the meeting with the Minister of the Internal Affairs of Azerbaijan Voisin noted that it was his

fourth visit to Azerbaijan to observe the elections in this country, and he “highly appreciated
the progress he witnessed”.99
Voisin played a particularly important role in the scandalous observation of presidential elections in
Azerbaijan in October 2013 as a special OSCE coordinator for the election observation, attacking critical
conclusions by OSCE ODIHR, praising the elections, and siding with missions of PACE and the European
Parliament. For more details on this, see the chapter on OSCE PA.
Michel Voisin continued his positive assessment of “Azerbaijan’s progress” during observation of
parliamentary elections in 2015 and the referendum in 2016. It was at this latest observation in
September 2016 when he said, together with two other French parliamentarians – Azerbaijani
apologists, Thierry Mariani and Nathalie Goulet, “to tell the truth, we know without observing that
everything is all right”.100
Germany
Germany is Azerbaijan's second largest trade partner and a country with very active political
connections with Azerbaijan and a lot of organizations and politicians involved in mutual activities.
At the end of 2014, around 180 companies with German investment were operating in Azerbaijan's
commercial, construction, industrial, banking, insurance, agriculture, as well as service sectors. 67
documents had been signed between Azerbaijan and Germany in various fields during that period, and
the Azerbaijani-German Chamber of Foreign Trade was established in 2012 in Baku. At the end of 2014,
there were over 100 German companies active in Azerbaijan. German companies also acted as
contractors in 10 investment projects at that time worth more than 460 million euros.101
Foreign Minister of Germany Frank-Walter Steinmeier said in a 2016 interview: “For us, Azerbaijan is
an important partner in the region of the Southern Caucasus, strategically located at the Caspian Sea
and blessed with enormous energy resources. Our economic exchange increased in 2015, and this was
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not only due to the fact that Germany buys significant quantities of oil from Azerbaijan. The GermanAzerbaijani Chamber of Commerce is very active.”102
In 2015, German Chancellor Angela Merkel called Azerbaijan “an increasingly important partner”.
Merkel stressed that the German government “expressly” supports the Southern Gas Corridor project,
which is to bring Azerbaijani gas from the Shah Deniz offshore field to Europe.103 Many actors in
Germany believe that this project will help to diversify Europe’s energy supplies. Chancellor Merkel
said then that she hoped to see even closer economic relations between Germany and Azerbaijan in
the future: “I believe that we still have potential to expand our economic relations.” She pointed out
that German investors could be helpful in expanding infrastructure and diversifying Azerbaijan‘s
economy.104
Germany mainly imports oil from Azerbaijan; around 4 million tons of petroleum is delivered from
Azerbaijan to Germany annually.105
Chancellor stressed that Germany has wide-ranging relations with Azerbaijan, embracing not only the
economic and political spheres, but also matters relating to civil society. German foundations and other
organisations must be sure that they can work on a sound and secure legal basis, she said. In spite of
differences of opinion on this point, the Chancellor believes that the most important thing is to keep
the lines of communication with Azerbaijan open.106
On 26 February 2015, at an event in German Parliamentarian Society, organised by the GermanAzerbaijan Forum, the Embassy of Azerbaijan, SOCAR Germany, and the German Atlantic Society, VicePresident of the German Bundestag Johannes Singhammer highlighted the common interests of the
two countries, related to questions of energy supply as well as stability in Europe and the Caucasus. He
referred to the 2009 resolution of the German Bundestag and considered Azerbaijan to be a reliable
partner of the West, entitling the country as an example for multi-ethnic and multi-religious tolerance.
Cooperation in economic terms is already developing closely, as Singhammer further continued, and
“the German Federal Government explicitly supports the Southern Gas Corridor. We are looking
forward to seeing Azerbaijan on its orientation towards Europe”.107
Several pro-Azerbaijani lobbying groups are active in Germany, given its political and business role.
TEAS–Berlin is regularly taking journalists on paid trips to Baku. There are also German “native”
lobbying groups, headed by former German politicians. Azerbaijan and its lobbyists engage highranking, well-connected politicians in their activities in Germany.
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The Berlin-based Society for the Promotion of German-Azerbaijani Relations (GEFDAB) is headed by
Eduard Lintner, former Bundestag and PACE member. Der Spiegel described GEFDAB as “essentially a
lobbying group funded by Azerbaijan.”108 Lintner became the executive director of GEFDAB shortly
before leaving PACE in 2010, and according to our sources, this position and further funding of GEFDAB
by Azerbaijan is seen by many actors as a gratitude from Baku for the job done by Lintner in the
Azerbaijani interests in PACE and investment in his future activities.109
Lintner had earlier chaired two key PACE committees that deal closely with the situation in the country:
in 2002-2005, the Committee for Legal Affairs and Human Rights, which monitored the situation with
political prisoners in Azerbaijan, and later the Monitoring Committee (in 2006-2007). He observed the
2005 parliamentary elections in Azerbaijan, which were marred by numerous violations. In a PACE
debate in January 2006, he argued against imposing sanctions on Azerbaijan, saying that “…the Council
of Europe needed to support and accompany it [Azerbaijan] along the road to democracy, acting
critically and intensively.” In an interview given to a German newspaper in 2011, Lintner explained that
he travelled to Azerbaijan six to ten times a year. He described the essence of his work as
“accompanying the country on the way to a parliamentary democracy.” 110
GEFDAB was behind the 36-strong “German Election Observation Group” in October 2013 invited by
the Azerbaijani Central Election Commission. The group’s statement said that the vote in the elections
complied with “the basic and democratic rules of a free and independent election.”111, 112 Lintner was
also quoted on the election day: “The election process itself was organised at a high level and meets
such standards as in Germany, for example… All procedures stipulated by the law were observed
during voting at all the polling stations that we visited. Our team did not notice any irregularities.”113
GEFDAB also provided financial support for observers from the European Academy of Elections
Observation (EAEO) during their observation missions to Azerbaijan in 2010 and in 2013. The EAEO
president, Stef Goris, a former Liberal member of the Belgian parliament, said that the EAEO’s
delegation in 2013 comprised “135 MPs and political experts from 24 European Union countries and
Canada”. He refused to provide details on the delegation members’ names, citing confidentiality, but
described GEFDAB as its “sponsor”.114 The trips organised by EAEO and GEFDAB paid for business class
flights and lodging for the delegation members. GEFDAB refused to reveal its sources of funding, saying
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it was “an internal matter of no public interest”.115 For more information on EAEO, please see the
chapter on “fake election observers”.
In the run-up to Eurovision song contest in 2012, a campaign to improve Azerbaijan image in Germany
was launched.116
Der Spiegel names Hans-Erich Bilges as a key figure in Azerbaijan's efforts to develop its positive image
and promote itself in Germany.117, 118 Previously, he served as a high-ranking member of the editorial
team at Germany's mass-circulation daily Bild. These days, however, he heads the Berlin-based public
relations agency Consultum Communications. In this capacity, Bilges has also advised Belarus and
Kazakhstan.119
Consultum Communications’ Secretary General is Michael-Andreas Butz, and he is responsible in the
organisation for everyday business related to Azerbaijan. He served for many years as the spokesperson
for the Berlin Senate (the official name for the capital city's government). As well as GEFDAB, the agency
is believed to be instrumental in building Azerbaijani-German bridges of a certain kind.120 For example,
in 2014, it organised a major trip of German lobbyists and business figures to Baku, which included
meeting with President Aliyev. The delegation included Hanns-Eberhard Schleyer, chairman of the
Board of the German-Azerbaijani Forum, former Secretary General of the German Confederation of
Skilled Crafts and former State Secretary; Karin Strenz, an MP and chair of the Parliamentary Friendship
Group for Relations with the States of the Southern Caucasus; Raynold Robben, chair of the GermanIsraeli Society; Michael-Andreas Butz, Secretary General of the German-Azerbaijani Forum; Rainer
Lindner, CEO of the Eastern Committee of German Economy, and representatives of leading German
businesses such as Knauf, Deutsche Bank, SMS Meer, Claas Global Sales, and Herrenknecht.
The Council of State Support to NGOs under the President of Azerbaijan, a grant-making arm of the
Azerbaijani government, signed a grant agreement with the German-Azerbaijan Forum during that visit
in 2014. While there is no doubt that the Azerbaijani government pays Consultum Communications
through contracts, it prefers giving grants to pro-Azerbaijani German think-tanks and NGOs. Consulting
companies are often interconnected with lobbying NGOs, however.
Consultum Communications has also organised a range of events in Germany to promote Azerbaijan,
among which was a celebration at Berlin's German Historical Museum to fete the 20th anniversary of
Azerbaijan's independence, hosted by Ilham Aliyev himself. Bettina Wulff, the wife of then German
President Christian Wulff, delivered a welcome address. Pictures from the event show her next to the
first lady of Azerbaijan Mehriban Aliyeva.121
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Among the distinguished guests attending the Berlin gala were dignitaries such as the former Foreign
Minister Hans-Dietrich Genscher (1982-1992) and the former Economics Minister Michael Glos (20052009).122 Although that calibre of guests was unusual for this kind of events, things start to make more
sense when one peers behind the scenes. Genscher was the honorary chairman of the advisory board
of Consultum Communications, and Glos holds a seat on its board.
Former Economics Minister Michael Glos, among other politicians, went on a paid trip in September
2011 to Baku for the celebration of Azerbaijan’s independence. In addition to Glos, the group included
Karl-Georg Wellmann, a parliamentarian with Chancellor Angela Merkel's centre-right Christian
Democratic Union (CDU), and Stefan Liebich, a parliamentarian with the Left Party. The trip included
business-class plane seats, lodging in a luxury hotel, a gala dinner, and a speech delivered by President
Aliyev. Liebich and Glos have acknowledged that the trip was paid for by the Azerbaijani side. Stefan
Liebich has many times since then denounced this trip as a mistake.123
Another lobbying agency, German-Azerbaijani Forum, is closely connected to TEAS. It is also closely
connected to Consultum Communications, with which it shares key actors, and is also close to the
Embassy of Azerbaijan and SOCAR Germany (which is, as our sources say, a primary source of money
for the Forum). Hanns-Eberhard Schleyer, chair of the Board of the Forum, is the former Secretary
General of the German Confederation of Skilled Crafts. Otto Hauser, an ex-Secretary of State of
Germany, is the honorary chair of the Forum and the Honorary Consul of Azerbaijan in Stuttgart.
There is another group that works for Azerbaijan interests, Berlin-based European Institute for the
Caucasus and Caspian Studies, headed by Matthias Dornfeldt. It seems that they are handling a part
of the geopolitical aspect of relations (energy cooperation, Karabakh, European integration, good
governance) and give an intellectual think-tankish touch to the Azerbaijani PR activities in Germany.
Dornfeldt travelled to Baku in April 2015 “to enhance Azerbaijan-Germany civil society cooperation”,
meeting GONGOs and government officials.124 Interestingly enough, the Institute also works to
promote Kazakhstan. Later that year, Dornfeldt wrote a letter of protest to the European Parliament
over its highly critical resolution on Azerbaijan.125
According to observers, German Bundestag is “infested” with Azerbaijani lobbyists.126 In 2012,
Christoph Strässer, a Bundestag member with the Social Democratic Party and the PACE rapporteur on
the situation of political prisoners in Azerbaijan, a politician with strong human rights credentials, was
preparing a report for PACE according to his mandate. For months, Baku refused to grant him a visa.
The Bundestag Committee on Human Rights and Humanitarian Aid responded by drafting a resolution
demanding that the Azerbaijani government grant Strässer a visa and free access to its detention
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places. Interestingly, Strässer claims that Azerbaijan's ambassador to Germany already had a draft copy
of the resolution before it was even decided upon by Bundestag. It appears that someone from inside
Bundestag leaked the document to the Azerbaijanis. In response, the Azerbaijani ambassador wrote
letters to all of the heads of the parliamentary groups asking to block the resolution.127
We learned from a trusted source that after this attempt did not succeed and the resolution was
adopted by the Bundestag, in 2012 before Strässer completed his report for PACE and before new
elections to Bundestag in his constituency, letters from a German MP were received by the Social
Democratic Party leadership urging them not to nominate Strässer for elections in this constituency. It
turned out that the letter was written by Hakki Keskin, a German politician of Turkish origin and a
member of Bundestag for the SPD at that time.128 Keskin is a professor of political science, a well-known
German politician and the first person of Turkish descent to become a member of German parliament.
In June 2005, he withdrew from the Social Democratic Party in protest of its policies and joined the Left
Party. Should Strässer not have been re-elected in 2012, he would not have been able to present his
report to PACE in January 2013.
The head of the German delegation to PACE Axel Fischer is another important ally of Azerbaijan.
According to observers, he holds a strong pro-Azerbaijani position; he is now chairing the EPP group in
PACE as a successor for Luca Volonte and Pedro Agramunt.129
His comment on the presidential elections in Azerbaijan in 2013 was praising: “The elections were free,
fair and transparent.” He was in the country on election day as the head of the German group of
observers and during his visit of a voting station he had not seen anything wrong, he said.130
In January 2013, Fischer was one of the only two German members of PACE who did not support the
resolution on Strässer’s report on political prisoners (abstained).
Most recently, during the PACE session in January 2017 where a grandiose scandal broke out caused by
well-grounded allegations of corruption by Luca Volonte and Azerbaijani MPs, Axel Fischer wrote a
scandalous letter to Pedro Agramunt as the President of PACE, calling on him to open investigation –
not of the behaviour of MPs – but of the NGOs who had raised the issue: “We expect that all current
and former members of the Parliamentary Assembly… respect the Assembly's rules and that prior to
collaboration with NGOs, the members ascertain the work, objectives and financial arrangements of
said NGOs… We request that the current Rules and Procedures of the Assembly and all other Codes of
Conduct be verified in order to ensure that they are adapted to this end and can react in a responsive
and effectively manner. Be assured Mr. President that our position regarding corruption is one of zero
tolerance.”131
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Karin Strenz, a member of Bundestag and PACE, is maybe not the most influential but certainly the
most vocal and open advocate of Azerbaijan in the Bundestag. She has had meetings with Ilham Aliyev
several times and has been on election observation missions. While she is not well known to many of
her colleagues in Bundestag, she is featured prominently in the official Azerbaijani media.
Strenz is a chair of the Parliamentary Friendship Group for Relations with the States of the Southern
Caucasus in Bundestag. She is a speaker at essentially every event related to Azerbaijan in Germany.
Since 2010, when she went on the election observation mission to Azerbaijan for the first time, she has
travelled a lot to Baku, often bringing German business people with her. Well-informed sources are
asking questions in this regards on whether German companies could have rewarded her for helping
them get contracts in Azerbaijan.
Not all of her trips are known to the German public. For example, while once being on a trip, she posted
on her official blog a picture of her allegedly meeting with her voters in Germany on that very day.132
Strenz often complains about double standards applied to Azerbaijan by the critics of its human rights
and democracy record and underlines the importance of Azerbaijan for Germany’s energy security.
Nagorno Karabakh issue is also in her focus, which makes her pro-Azerbaijani activism legitimate in the
eyes of many MPs.
In May 2015, on the eve of the European Games, she brought a delegation of MPs to Baku and again
organised a meeting with Ilham Aliyev. One of discussion items were TAP and TANAP projects. She was
accompanied by Tankred Schipanski (CDU), Heidrun Tempel, Johannes Kahrs (both from SPD), Katrin
Kunert (Linke), and Tabea Rößner (Greens).133
During PACE observation mission at the presidential elections in 2013, Karin Strenz, according to our
sources, preferred to go to polling stations alone, though normal practice is to go at least in pairs. She
arrived in Baku earlier and left later than other PACE observers. According to our sources, each time
she comes to Baku, she enjoys special treatment from the Azerbaijani authorities, like a government
limousine-style car.134
Michal Fuchs of the CDU on his 2012 trip to Baku to give a speech at the Diplomatic Academy received,
according to sources, between 3500 and 7000 euro as a fee plus travels costs and per diem which was
reflected in his declaration to Bundestag. He also had a meeting at SOCAR. Quite possibly, it was SOCAR
who paid for the whole trip through the Diplomatic Academy, which appears to be a typical practice.135
Our interlocutors in and around Bundestag have pointed out especially at CDU/CSU members as the
main supporters of Azerbaijan. This is in line with Azerbaijan's special relations with the EPP, of which
the CDU is a member. However, it is also clear that while counting on CDU/CSU/EPP, Azerbaijan is
working across the party spectrum in Bundestag, aiming to engage different factions.
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Der Tagesspiegel wrote on the occasion of Ilham Aliyev's January 2015 visit to Germany: “Aliyev met
on Tuesday with representatives of the German-Azerbaijani Forum and Bundestag deputies, including
the foreign policy spokesman of the CDU parliamentary group Philipp Mißfelder. Later, the CDU MP
Olav Gutting wrote on Twitter that the topic of human rights was mentioned. In the same tweet, he
published proudly a “selfie”, a photo that shows him with Aliyev.”136
In 2010, Azerbaijan succeeded in establishing a department of Azerbaijani history at Humboldt
University, one of Germany’s leading universities. Main pro-Azerbaijan experts from all over the world
were invited to a grand celebration, an Azerbaijan Week of Culture and Science in Germany.137
Azerbaijan–related issues, as well as extensive pro-Azerbaijan interviews, are regularly aired on TV
Berlin, an Azerbaijan-sponsored TV outlet, with money for it channelled through TEAS, according to
observers.138
United Kingdom
The UK is home for the largest investor in Azerbaijan, the transnational energy giant BP. Many different
sources say that a lot of Azerbaijani lobbying in the UK is done through BP. It is just over 20 years since
BP signed what was dubbed the “contract of the century” to develop the country’s vast oil reserves.
BP is one of the main players in the TAP (Trans-Adriatic Pipeline) consortium. Charles Hendry, an MP
and the prime ministerial trade envoy to Azerbaijan, at one of the conferences on the subject said that
the “UK government wants British businesses to be the partner of choice for their Azerbaijani
counterparts”.139
Great Britain (London and the British Overseas Territories) is one of the key locations where corrupt
Azerbaijani officials keep their money in offshore banks, along with the Czech Republic, Dubai, Malta,
Switzerland, Turkey, and the United States.140
London is also seat of an office of TEAS, run by Oxford-educated Taleh Heydarov, son of the number
one Azerbaijani oligarch, Kamaleddin Heydarov. TEAS was launched in the House of Lords in 2008.141
According to the numerous reports in the British media, Azerbaijani lobbying in Britain has reached the
highest levels of British society, including lords and royal family.
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TEAS, which boasts the well-connected political lobbyist Lionel Zetter as director, is based at Queen
Anne's Gate, close to Parliament, and enjoys strong links with Westminster.142 TEAS officially acts as a
Secretariat for the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Azerbaijan and for the Conservative Friends of
Azerbaijan.143 As a parliamentary investigation of another matter uncovered, while all-party
parliamentary groups (APPGs) can be “utterly useless,” they were attractive to MPs seeking trips to
exotic locations. They also provided a way to hand out security passes, allowing lobbyists to come in
the Parliament buildings freely.144
As of the beginning of 2017, the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Azerbaijan leadership includes Bob
Blackman (Chair, Conservative, was the Group’s Secretary for many years), Mark Menzies (Vice Chair,
Conservative), Baroness Manzoor (Vice Chair), Lord Kilclooney (Vice Chair), Angus Brendan McNeil
(Vice Chair), and Roger Godsiff (Secretary, Labour).
A corporate investigator called TEAS “the Europe-focused, unofficial Foreign Office/State Department for
the Azeri government, a mouthpiece for its elite families”. Documents obtained from Britain’s Foreign
Office, following a freedom-of-information request, show extensive communications between TEAS and
British officials in recent years. These include discussions of TEAS’s interest in sponsoring political, trade
and investment events. An undated annex says TEAS is “well known” to British officials and “cultivates
many parliamentary relationships”, paying for MPs and peers to visit Azerbaijan, and tabling debates and
parliamentary questions.145
As the Guardian put it in an article on the society’s activities, “TEAS has assiduously cultivated
relationships with politicians from all sides, throwing glitzy receptions for MPs at their parties' annual
conferences. The society boasted that some 400 Tories attended its jazz reception after a Conservative
Party conference” in 2013.146 A conservative MP Mark Field, a member of the All-Party Group on
Azerbaijan and its former chair, was at one stage being paid £6,000 a year by the society for his
advice.147
In March 2011, the Conservative Home, a centre-right political blog close to the Tories, thanked TEAS
as ‘generous sponsors’ of its special event during the Conservative party’s spring conference in
Cardiff.148 Conservative MP Liam Fox, Secretary of State for Defence, was a special guest and speaker
at the event sponsored by TEAS.149
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Active lobbying by TEAS in London appears to have started in 2010-2011 and has actively continued
since then. TEAS is reported to take MPs, MEPs and officials on trips to Baku “with royal luxury”.150
As cited in the article by the Guardian in November 2013, TEAS had given at least £71,740 to Tory MPs
to cover trips to Azerbaijan in previous years, according to the list of registered interests.151 At that
time, the society had also spent at least £9,700 on sending Labour MPs to the country,152 while the
Labour pressure group Progress held an event that enjoyed its sponsorship.153 In 2010, the Liberal
Democrats received £11,500 in donations from TEAS.154
For example, in May 2011, a delegation of parliamentarians, including MPs Bob Blackman, Stephen
Hammond, Gerry Sutcliffe, Mark Field and his assistant, Julia Dockerill, as well as peers Lord Kilclooney
and Lord Rogan, went on a five-day visit to Azerbaijan, paid for by TEAS.155
Some of these politicians have visited the country at TEAS’ expense on several occasions. In addition
to the May 2011 visit, Mark Field received a trip worth £2,500 in July 2010 to ‘speak at a NATO
conference and meet senior Azerbaijani political and business figures’.156 In addition, Mr. Field, who
was the Conservative MP for Cities of London and Westminster and chairman of the All Party
Parliamentary Group for Azerbaijan, was paid as a member of TEAS advisory board and received £1,000
for six hours’ work done in April and May 2011.157
Separately in the same year, Baroness Eccles and Viscount Eccles, members of PACE, took trips to Baku,
funded by TEAS.158 They were among those who voted against Strässer's report in 2013.
Importantly, the UK is probably the only country where media has taken up investigation of politicians'
dealings with Azerbaijan and has come up with concrete numbers of remuneration and costs of the
trips.
Despite critical publications in the UK media in 2011-2013 exposing extensive connections of British
MPs to Azerbaijani government, such relations have flourished in the more recent years, involving both
MPs that already figured prominently in the early years and the new ones, according to the register of
interests of members of both houses of the British Parliament in 2014-2016. For numerous examples
of covered trips to Baku and honoraria paid by TEAS, Azerbaijani Embassy in London, SOCAR, Trend
News Agency, and other Azerbaijani entities to British MPs in 2014-2016, see the annex to the report.
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According to the registered donations by MPs, in 2014 – beginning of 2017, TEAS spent almost £50,000
on trips to Baku and tickets to expensive events for members of the UK House of Commons.159
Members of the House of Lords declare their interests in their declarations but are not required to
indicate amounts of money received.160 As seen from these declarations, besides TEAS, it is SOCAR and
the Azerbaijan Embassy in London that pay for the travels of MPs.
Some outstanding recent examples are worth looking at in more detail. In 2014, two Conservative MPs,
Rt Hon Sir Tony Baldry (Banbury) and Sir Peter Luff (Mid Worcestershire), received each £15,000 plus
travel and accommodation expenses of approximately £1,700 (including costs of visit to Baku on 17-18
September) from Trend News Agency “for advice and discussions on matters relating to parliamentary
relations and business, academic and educational links between the UK and Azerbaijan and discussions
of two international conferences. They indicated approximately 4 working days.161
Tony Baldry was a personal aide to Margaret Thatcher and served as the state minister in the
governments of Margaret Thatcher and John Major.162 What is more interesting, Baldry has interest in
energy companies.163 Both of them highly praised Azerbaijan in interviews.164
Peter Luff is a former defence minister. According to the Intelligence Online, a true cause for Luff's visit
in 2014 was the following: “Under a £15,000 contract with Trend News Agency, Luff has also been
assigned a more discreet mission to help Azerbaijan’s leaders foster political and business relationships
in Britain.” According to our interlocutors, while the pro-government Trend News Agency is owned by
one of the oligarchs close to Aliyev, it is not a structure that would normally pay fees to foreign
politicians or cover their trips.165 It might be quite possible that Trend has been used as a channel for
the transfer of payment originating in another source, similar to the case of GEFDAB in Germany.
Luff is also chairman of the Democracy Forum, a British NGO which aims to promote democracy in Asia
and Europe. He was knighted by Queen Elizabeth in the 2014 New Years’ Honours List.”166 Luff left the
House of Commons on 30 March 2015.167 Baldry also left the House of Commons on 30 March 2015.168
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In another very interesting example of buying influence, Liam Fox, a Tory MP and former defence
secretary, received £11,400 from TEAS in 2014 for translation rights of his book, Rising Tides: Facing
the Challenges of a New Era.169 In September 2014, he presented his book to Ilham Aliyev, praising
Azerbaijan. On the same day, the book was unveiled in Baku. It was translated into Azerbaijani language
and released by the “TEAS Press” publishing house. Chairman of TEAS Taleh Heydarov was the editor
of the book and the project manager of translation.170
Commenting on Fox's attacks on Liddington upon criticism of the latter of the Aliyev regime, The
Guardian called this book contract “not a normal “publishing deal”. The “TEAS Press” publishers were
not an established company. Rising Tide was the first book ever published by TEAS. It had also paid for
Fox's flights and hotels. In the words of the Guardian referring to TEAS, “the regime’s overseas lobbying
and propaganda arm is based in expensive offices in Westminster from where it pumps freebies to
pliable publishers, PR men and politicians.”171
Liam Fox resigned from the Cabinet in October 2011 after a series of newspaper stories concerning his
relationship with Adam Werrity, a close friend who worked as a lobbyist. He acknowledged at the time
that he had allowed his private and professional lives to become “blurred”.172
When trips to observe elections are paid for by the government of the host country or its proxies, one
would naturally question lack of bias in the observers’ conclusions. There are plenty of such examples
among the UK MPs documented in the parliamentary Register of Members' Financial Interests. For
example, a trip of Lord Evans and Baroness O'Cathain to Baku on 31 October - 2 November 2015 to act
as election observers was paid by Azerbaijan Embassy in London.173 Amount of funding received was
not specified as it is not required for members of the House of Lords. Not surprisingly, both of them
praised elections as democratic, free, transparent, and absent of pressure on citizens.174, 175
Another member of the House of Lords, Lord Kilclooney was actually paid to be on the TEAS advisory
board, numbers were not specified (see the annex to the report).
Viscount Trenchard enjoyed hospitality of SOCAR when he visited Azerbaijan on 11-14 June 2015 as a
guest of the state oil company to attend the opening ceremony of the 2015 European Games. Earlier,
he visited Azerbaijan on 6-9 October 2014 together with other lords as a guest of SOCAR “to look at
energy security and regional issues”.176
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The event that Viscount attended in 2014 was the Forum on Azerbaijani-British Co-operation, marking
the 20th anniversary of the “Contract of the Century”, held in Baku on 9 October. The event brought
together members of the House of Representatives and the House of Lords Lord Risby, Lord St John of
Bletso, Viscount Trenchard, Sir Gerald Howarth, David Morris, James Wharton, Paul Goodman, as
well as Azerbaijani Ambassador to the UK Tahir Taghizadeh, representatives of government ministries,
parliament of Azerbaijan, SOCAR, and BP-Azerbaijan.177 Not all of the UK participants of the trip have
actually declared this travel in the register as seen in in the parliamentary Register of Members'
Financial Interests.
Quite obviously, Bob Blackman, as the chair of the All-Party Parliamentary Group on Azerbaijan (and
its secretary in the past), has repeatedly enjoyed Azerbaijani hospitality, together with one more person
(see the annex).
While figures regarding travels of British MPs shown in their declarations might not look overimpressive (often in the range of £2,500-5,000), there are several caveats to it. First, the register allows
putting in an “estimated amount”. Secondly, luxury hotels belonging, for example, to Heydarov's
business empire, may show special discounted rates. And, most importantly, luxury foods, receptions,
travels by limousines, and treatment in spas would never be declared, although there are many witness
stories about them. Also, as told by our interlocutors, guests would come either in advance or stay
longer than it would be needed for the working matters. Therefore, it is not that easy to estimate the
real amount of the Azerbaijani money spent on the UK (and other) politicians to make them sensitive
to the interests of the regime in Baku.
At the elections of 2013, two British MPs, Mike Hanckok and Robert Walter, who were members of
the PACE mission, praised elections as free and fair.178 They were instrumental in PACE for all the years
they were in it, to protect Azerbaijan from any criticism regarding human rights and to organise
voting.179 Mike Hanckok (now a former MP) is said to have a common business with Kamaleddin
Heydarov180 and was named as a key person to establish connections in London for Azerbaijan.181
It is said that at a certain point Robert Walter was hired as a TEAS consultant.182 In 2013, he was the
head of PACE observation mission at the presidential elections in Azerbaijan. He has an AzerbaijaniTurkish wife and has acquired a Turkish citizenship. Robert Walter has left PACE in 2016 and, therefore,
apparently there is no Azerbaijan-Britain liaison in PACE at this point.
According to a poll carried out by TEAS in 2013, “72% of [British] MPs appreciate Azerbaijani president
Aliyev's activity and have stressed that he is a reliable partner of the West”.183
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Not only MPs but members of the royal family and former heads of government are targeted by
Azerbaijani lobbying activity. For example, Prince Andrew is a regular visitor to the country, where he
is known as a “dear guest”.184 He has helped negotiate several energy deals and is said to have met Aliyev
many times, enjoying a warm relationship with him.185 Labour MP for Newport West Paul Flynn, who
has previously criticised Prince Andrew for his activities as trade envoy to Azerbaijan, comparing Aliyev
to Ceausescu, said he was worried by apparent Parliamentary links with the Azerbaijani regime, which
he said had a ‘dreadful record of corruption and jailing opponents’.186
When in 2009 former Labour Prime Minister Tony Blair visited Azerbaijan, he had a private meeting
with Aliyev and is thought to have accepted £90,000 for a speaking engagement in Baku.187 Other
sources says that he helped plug a pipeline deal and reportedly earned nearly $150,000 for speaking at
the opening of a methanol plant in Azerbaijan.188
Interestingly enough, in 2013, TEAS director Lionel Zetter bought one of the fanciest London
restaurants called Sheperd's, a traditional place for lobbyists to meet, and it is believed that he is just
a front person for TEAS being a real buyer.189
British politicians are active in defending Azerbaijani interests not only in the national parliament and
PACE but also in the European Parliament. For example, during the debate on the September 2015
resolution of the European Parliament, a leading member of European Conservative Reformists group
Sajjad Karim, a British MEP, said, “Azerbaijan is frustrated with the lack of progress over NagornoKarabakh. It feels that, far too often, the international community disregards the challenges it has had
to face in the aftermath of this war in terms of refugees and internally displaced persons. It is true that
the international community has probably not been as active as it could have been in solving this
protracted conflict which is still, as we speak, claiming lives. As a friend of Azerbaijan and its people,
on a principled position, it is simple and clear: we want Azerbaijan to return to its path towards a
European future.”190
There are numerous organisations in the UK working to promote Azerbaijani-British relations, including
the London office of TEAS, Azerbaijan House, Oxford-Azerbaijan Society, Caspian Khazri Society, and
Britain-Azerbaijan Business Council.
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The Anglo-Azerbaijani Society merits particular attention due to its high-level activities and because it
is co-chaired by Nargiz Pashayeva, sister of the first lady of Azerbaijan Mehriban Aliyeva, and Lord
German.191 Nargiz Pashayeva is also the head of Nizami Ganjavi Scientific Centre at the University of
Oxford on behalf of Azerbaijan, established in 2013.192 According to Azerbaijan Embassy website, the
society, “established in 1997, is the pioneer which actively contributed to the development of
humanitarian relations between the Republic of Azerbaijan and the United Kingdom. The Society helps
promote Azerbaijani culture and arts in Britain, organising fundraising and charity events and helping
educate young, talented Azerbaijani musicians in Britain.”193
However, according to media reports, the Society’s interests go well beyond purely humanitarian and
cultural agenda, as it “supports Azerbaijani-British relations in all spheres and assists charitable
endeavours in Azerbaijan, as well as keeps members closely informed on developments in Azerbaijan
and increases public awareness about Azerbaijan in the UK. The membership comprises major British
companies in the oil, banking, insurance, engineering, services, communications, law and other
sectors.”194 Society’s membership comprises companies such as BP, Amec, Connaught Investments, KCA
Deutag, ITE Exhibitions, CB&I, and Rapid Solutions, SOCAR and Caspian Broking, along with many
smaller firms, as well as individuals who have worked in or have an interest in Azerbaijan.195
Annual meetings and dinners are held in the House of Lords196 and are attended by members of British
Parliament, diplomats accredited in London, representatives of the Azerbaijani diaspora, local and
foreign businessmen, public figures, media representatives, and the Azerbaijani Ambassador.197
In May 2016, the Society held a meeting with Member of the Parliament, co-rapporteur of Council of
Europe on Azerbaijan in 2003-2006 Lord Malcolm Bruce. Lord German, member of the House of Lords,
co-chairman of the Society, also attended the meeting, which featured the establishment of the British
Foundation for the Study of Azerbaijan and the Caucasus. Nargiz Pashayeva proposed establishing the
British Foundation for the Study of Azerbaijan and the Caucasus. The idea was born as a result of
consultations with scholar and historian specialising in the medieval history of the Middle East Robert
Hoyland, professor at the University of St Andrews Andrew Peacock, and Professor of Arabic Studies at
University of Exeter Robert Gleave. The scholars are members of the Board of Trustees of the British
Foundation. Nargiz Pashayeva was elected as chairperson of the Board. She invited Lord Malcolm Bruce
to become a member of the Board of Trustees of the Foundation. Lord Malcolm Bruce accepted the
invitation. They agreed to hold the presentation of the Foundation in London in near future.198
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On 25 January 2017 Nargiz Pashayeva, Chair of the Trustees of the British Foundation for the Study of
Azerbaijan and the Caucasus199 launched the foundation at the Victoria & Albert Museum in
London. Guests at the event were Mr. Gordon Birrell from BP with members of his team, business
groups from Azerbaijan, and Lord and Lady German, Co-Chair of the London Society.200
Baku has spent heavily on British PR firms, including Bell Pottinger. Some suspect the firm of being behind
Aliyev’s appearance on the Times’s list of 100 people to watch in 2012. But the PR firm with the closest
ties to Azerbaijan’s first family is Freuds Communications, headed by Matthew Freud, a great-grandson
of Sigmund Freud. It was, as one former associate puts it, tasked with “branding the despot’s daughter”,
Leyla Aliyeva. The firm works closely with Aliyeva on Baku, a glossy magazine published quarterly by
Condé Nast. The publication has helped smooth her passage into London high society.201 The PR work of
the Freuds Communications with Leyla Aliyeva is still going on.202
Italy
Italy is the leading trade partner of Azerbaijan for the last eight years, with trade amounting to
approximately 5.6 billion Euro in 2015, absorbing 23% of Azerbaijani export (to a value of 3.39 billion
euro in 2015), and is its fourth supplier, with a value of Italian exports to Azerbaijan of about 600 million
Euro in 2015, an increase of 40% over the same period in 2014. Azerbaijan is the second largest supplier
of oil to Italy since 2013.203
Due to the drop in the fossil fuel prices, in 2016 the trade turnover between Azerbaijan and Italy
amounted to $1.89 billion, decreasing by 33.5 percent compared to 2015. As a result, Italy dropped to
the third place among Azerbaijan’s trade partners by late 2016. In that year, Azerbaijan exported goods
to Italy at $1.56 billion, accounting for 17.06 percent of the total export of Azerbaijan. Imports from
Italy amounted to $332.19 million, decreasing by 43.5 percent compared to 2015.204
Baku and Rome are strategic partners in the energy sector. Since 1999, Italy has begun to receive a
large part of Azerbaijani oil exported through the Baku-Supsa pipeline and then through the BakuCeyhan pipeline. This made Italy number one buyer of Azerbaijan oil, a position maintained today.205
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The priority targets of Italian investment in Azerbaijan are the energy sector and the construction
sector. The Italian presence is also strong in the interior design industry, the hotel infrastructure, the
high-tech sector, the agro-wine sector, and the banking sector. Currently, about 45 Italian companies
are operating in Azerbaijan in insurance, banking, trade, and other areas. 206
Italian company ENI holds 5% of the BTC pipeline consortium in Azerbaijan (Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan)
launched in 2006; it allows carrying oil from the Caspian Sea to the Mediterranean, without requiring
oil tankers crossing the Bosporus. At its full capacity the pipeline can carry up to one million barrels per
day, of which 50,000 are under ENI’s control.207 Moreover, in 2007 an Italian company ‘’Saipem’’
completed the construction of six platforms for the extraction of crude oil and two for the production.
In 2008, ‘’Saipem’’ signed a long-term contract with BP for the provision of maintenance of the deepwater installations. Meanwhile, in 2011 the same Italian company, ‘’Saipem’’ signed two other
contracts in Azerbaijan for the construction and installation of a model that links engineering
operations already started in the area208.
During his visit to Baku on August 11, 2013, Prime Minister Enrico Letta stressed the good relations
with the Azerbaijani government based on ‘’mutual interests’’ since the TAP pipeline project (Trans
Adriatic Pipeline) bears strategic importance for both Italy and Azerbaijan. In Letta’s view, the TAP
project will strengthen bilateral relationships with the European Union.209
According to our sources, the Italian Ambassador who left his post recently, was a friend of the Aliyev
family.210
In Rome, the Heydar Aliyev Foundation was funding renovation of historical heritage sites, including
sites in Vatican.211
A number of Italian politicians are have been acting in the interests of Azerbaijan. MEP Pino Arlacchi
was in the centre of a scandal during the Azerbaijani presidential elections of 2013. He was leading the
EP/PACE delegation for the election monitoring and claimed that “the elections were free and fair”,212
while OSCE ODIHR monitoring mission provided a diametrically opposite report, highlighting heavy
rigging and rights abuses.
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The trip was paid for by the German lobbying organisation GEFDAB (see the section on Germany).
Arlacchi and six other MEPs – members of the mission (Filip Kaczmarek, Poland, EPP; Joachim Zeller,
Germany, EPP; Evgeni Kirilov, Bulgaria, SD; Norica Nicolai, Romania, ALDE; Milan Cabrnoch, Czech
Republic, European Conservatives and Reformists; and Fiorello Provera, Italy, Europe of Freedom and
Democracy) were suspected of receiving favours from the Azerbaijani side.213
The European Parliament heard Pino Arlacchi in a closed-door meeting, asking him why his election
observation report was so different compared to that of the OSCE. The MEP answered that it was done
to “defend” the Italian interests in the region.214 Arlacchi has had in the past an unfavourable record
with UNODC, related to grant distribution.215 He was not re-elected to European Parliament in 2016 at
least partially because of a problem with non-transparent funding sources.216
In PACE, almost the entire Italian delegation voted against the Strässer report in January 2013 (the list
includes, among others, Luca Volonte and Andrea Rigoni; the latter is still in PACE, now reporting on
Belarus).
Luca Volonte, an ex-chair of the EPP Group in PACE, is not in PACE anymore and runs his own think tank
but remains vocal pro-Azerbaijani. Before elections in Azerbaijan in 2015, he said that the coming
elections offer a chance for European institutions to show there are no double standards in their
treatment of the country and instead to “positively contribute to the election process”. He went as far
as saying that he fears that in the wake of the jailing of journalist Khadija Ismayilova the media will
conflate judicial matters and the electoral process. “Unfortunately, recent controversies triggered by
western media indicate double standards and partisan evaluations could be employed in the
Azerbaijani elections,” he said.217 While being in PACE and chairing the EPP Group, he brought a PACE
delegation to Baku, met with Aliyev, and, for some reason, paid a visit to Sangachal oil terminal.
A grandiose scandal erupted in 2016 after prosecutors in Milan obtained important documentary proof
in the course of their investigation of allegations of bribes of almost 2.4 million Euro that were allegedly
paid to Luca Volonte’s organisations over several years by an organisation controlled by the key
Azerbaijani lobbyist in PACE Elkhan Suleymanov via a score of offshore companies.218 According to the
prosecutors, the politician would have orchestrated the vote of the EPP in PACE to reject Strässer’s
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report on political prisoners to the benefit of the Azerbaijani government.219, 220 For more information
on Luca Volonte, read the chapter on the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe.
Sergio Divina, a Senator from the Lega Nord party and an OSCE PA member, endorsed the presidential
elections in Azerbaijan in 2015.221 Previously, he had gone on election observation in 2013, with a
similar result, and later praised the controversial constitutional referendum in 2016.222
MEP Gianluca Buonanno, a member of the Europe of Nations and Freedom Group, publicly
condemned the September 2015 the resolution of the European Parliament on the human rights
situation in Azerbaijan. He said he “did not at all agree” with the resolution. The Lega Nord member
added, “Europe must go there [to Azerbaijan] and talk with them and find solutions. This is the serious
way to make a decent foreign policy.”223
Countries with non-transparent economic connections to Azerbaijan: Spain and Malta
Spain
On the surface of it, Spain and Azerbaijan have quite limited economic relations, as shown in the official
statistics. However, Azerbaijan receives full support from Spanish MPs in PACE where they are
considered a key base for Azerbaijan lobbying as well as from MEPs from Spain and EU officials of
Spanish origin.
We have been told by our sources that most of the relations between Spain and Azerbaijan are of
unofficial nature. They claim that the Azerbaijani ruling family and its close circle of oligarchs are heavily
investing in Spanish resorts and hotels, located in tourist–attractive areas. We do not have a
documentary proof of that at the moment. However, the fact that EPP's Pedro Agramunt from Valencia
and ALDE's Jordi Xuclà from Girona in Catalonia are united in PACE in their active support of Azerbaijan,
makes one wonder whether there is a connection with Azerbaijan here through investment in tourism.
Both regions gain a lot from tourism and are interested in development of tourist infrastructure. Recent
interest of trade representatives from Valencia in establishing business ties with Azerbaijan224 as well
as Valencia becoming in 2016 a part of the Silk Road project where Azerbaijan plays an important role225
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also serve as an evidence of deepening economic ties. Agramunt’s strong connections with Valencian
businesses for several decades226 may come very handy.
The most notorious Spanish support group for Azerbaijan is based in PACE and led by Pedro Agramunt,
an EPP member, former PACE rapporteur on Azerbaijan and PACE President since January 2016. While
we will get back later to his actions in favour of Azerbaijan and his impressive career in PACE, it is worth
noting that he is a senator from Spanish province of Valencia, the head of Valencia Trade Chamber, and
well connected with Valencian businesses and banks. His own business is a rather small textile trading
company, which, however, is not shown in his declaration. It is unclear whether he has sold it.227
Jordi Xuclà is a well-known apologist of the government of Azerbaijan in PACE and has systematically
voted in support of Baku. He chairs the ALDE group in PACE since 2014 and was re-elected to this
position in January 2016 for another two-year term.228 Importantly, in 2011-2013 he chaired the PACE
Subcommittee on the conflict in Nagorno Karabakh which existed from 2005 to 2013 when it was
closed because of duplication of the OSCE Minsk Group activities.229 When in its place a new SubCommittee on Conflicts between the Council of Europe Member States was established in PACE in
2015230, it was again Xuclà who became its chair.231 These important positions give Xuclà leverage.
At the peak of repression in Azerbaijan in autumn 2015, when OSCE ODIHR decided not to send an
observation mission to monitor parliamentary elections in November because Baku required that
ODIHR reduce its number of observers, which would have prevented ODIHR from conducting an UNcompliant election observation,232 and the European Parliament also refrained from sending an official
mission because of massive human rights violations, PACE made a highly disputed and controversial
decision to send a short-term election observation mission.
This opened an opportunity for the Azerbaijani authorities to claim international endorsement of the
country’s electoral process. The PACE delegation was led by Jordi Xuclà and included Agustín Conde
and 26 other members. It issued a highly positive statement on November 2, signed by 16 out of 28
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delegation members, attesting that Azerbaijan’s electoral process “…demonstrates another step
forward taken by the Republic of Azerbaijan towards free, fair and democratic elections and that the
results of this vote express the will of the Azerbaijani people.”233
Three members of the PACE delegation signed a votum separatum which contested the official positive
PACE assessment and pointed to the failing preconditions to hold democratic elections in Azerbaijan
due to the ongoing abuse of human rights in the country. The European Platform for Democratic
Elections (EPDE), the main European network of election-observing NGOs, strongly condemned the
PACE mission and stated that it “delegitimised the institution of election observation”, “violated the
central requirements of the United Nations “Declaration of Principles for International Election
Observation,” and “whitewashed flawed parliamentary elections.”234
Xuclà’s response to the December 2016 report by the European Stability Initiative on Luca Volonte’s
alleged bribery and the appeals for investigation by the ESI, Amnesty International and Transparency
International, was quite revealing: he called it “defamation”. “We are politicians. We are not here
simply to look at this matter from a legal angle; we need to talk about this organisation's reputation
and image, so let us fight defamation.”235
A native of Catalonia, Xuclà took an Azerbaijani delegation to the neighbouring country of Andorra for
establishing Azerbaijan-Andorra connections. Representatives of this small country regularly act in the
interests of Azerbaijan in inter-governmental organisations, we have been told.236
Agustín Conde from EPP, another Spanish member of PACE, has been one of the most active Azerbaijani
supporters and apologists in PACE. In April 2011 and again in October 2012, he led the efforts of a group
of PACE members to change the PACE definition of political prisoners, first calling on PACE to set up
“objective criteria” on how to identify “a genuine political prisoner” before any report on an individual
country is prepared, and later arguing that PACE had no authority “to assess violations of fundamental
rights and freedoms.”237 These efforts were aimed at preventing Christof Strässer from presenting his
report on political prisoners in Azerbaijan and tabling a resolution. These efforts failed but in January
2013 a resolution based on Strässer’s highly critical report was defeated in PACE thanks to a large-scale
operation by the delegation of Azerbaijan, Luca Volonte and other Azerbaijani apologists. For more on
this, read the chapter on PACE in this report. Remarkably, Conde called the political prisoners included
in Strässer’s report “candidates for terrorists.”238, 239
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In an interesting development making one wonder whether this was a reward for all these activities, a
year and a half later, in June 2015, Conde was appointed a co-rapporteur on human rights in
Azerbaijan,240 along with Tadeusz Iwinski from Poland, replacing Agramunt when the latter became the
chair of the EPP group in PACE.
In November 2015, Conde participated in the PACE delegation engaged in observation of parliamentary
elections in Azerbaijan at the peak of repression. The mission was led by Jordi Xuclà and issued a highly
positive statement. Conde left PACE in 2016 and currently holds the position of the Secretary of
Defence of Spain.
So far, we could not find a proof of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation cultural heritage restoration activities
in Spain. However, our sources indicate that the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, a government-sponsored
Nizami International Center,241 and the Public Union IDEA, headed by the President’s daughter Leyla
Aliyeva, are active in Spain in the framework of intercultural dialogue.
A company from a small town of Figeiros in Catalonia received a large contract for supplying chairs for
the music hall in Baku.242
Some of our interlocutors say that the overall Spanish support for Azerbaijan might be connected to
the territorial integrity issue, important for Madrid.
A source told us that at the height of economic crisis in Spain several years ago, Azerbaijan came to the
rescue of Spanish banks, investing around 8 bln Euro in their bonds.243 Official information from the
Azerbaijan Embassy in Spain gives a figure of 1.2 bln Euro invested in Spanish bonds.244 Possibly, in
these huge investment in Spanish bonds lies the answer to why inquiries by MPs from other Spanish
parties about allegations of corruption in Agramunt's relations with Azerbaijan have gone nowhere.245
However, there is a definite need for further investigation.
We have been told that the current European Commissioner for Energy and Climate Miguel Arias
Cañete, a Spaniard, is a big supporter of Azerbaijan and Azerbaijan-related projects.246 Vice-President
of the European Commission for Energy Maroš Šefčovič, a Slovak, is also known for his strong support
of energy cooperation with Azerbaijan.
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Malta
Maltese MPs are known for their support for Azerbaijan in PACE, especially Joseph Debono Grech, a
long time MP, former minister of labour, and PACE member in the Socialist Group. In 2009, he managed
to get the position of the PACE co-rapporteur on human rights in Azerbaijan, competing with a
Norwegian MP known for her human rights credentials. A lot of mobilisation around his election was
done by Azerbaijan and its friends.
Later, when Debono Grech left this position, during a PACE debate on Azerbaijan in 2015 he failed to
make any mention of imprisoned human rights activist Annar Mammadli, after having himself flagged
Mammadli’s politically motivated imprisonment in 2013. In a debate on a new report on Azerbaijan’s
ailing democratic institutions he complained that Azerbaijan was never absent from the Parliamentary
Assembly’s agenda and warned that “the oil and gas-rich republic could head down the road of Libya
or Iraq if president Ilham Aliyev is removed.”
“Let’s make it clear, I do not condone dictatorships,” Debono Grech later told in an interview, adding
that Azerbaijan is “not a democracy”. However, in the same breath he said that Azerbaijan’s situation
was delicate given its geographical position and insisted that “the Council of Europe cannot remove
the government as the Azerbaijani opposition expects”.247
Debono Grech was part of the scheme developed by the key Azerbaijani lobbyists in PACE Luca Volonte
and Elkhan Suleymanov to defeat Strässer’s report on political prisoners. As discovered by Italian
prosecutors in Volonte’s electronic letters, he called on Pedro Agramunt, at the time serving as
rapporteur on Azerbaijan for the Monitoring Committee, in a letter on 24 November 2012: “…your new
chapter should be focused on the Strässer Report. In any case, my suggestion is that you should
convince Mr. Del Bono [apparently referring to Debono Grech] to present and discuss this specific
chapter in the “Monitoring Meeting”, in order to reveal the division within the Socialist Group!!!”
Indeed, Debono Grech took part in the opposition to Strässer’s report and voted against it.
As early as in January 2013, Debono Grech was suspected in receiving gifts while travelling to
Azerbaijan.248
Another MP from Malta, Angelo Farrugia, currently speaker of the Maltese Parliament, was appointed
as head of Malta's delegation to the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly in 1996. Since then, he has served
on a number of international missions as an observer of various elections. He is also a member of the
OSCE PA's Committee on Human Rights. Throughout his career, he observed many elections in
Azerbaijan and always spoke highly positively about them, ignoring electoral fraud and gross human
rights violations.
In October 2013, Farrugia described the presidential elections in Azerbaijan as “fair, democratic and
transparent”. His assessment sharply conflicted with that of ODIHR observers who said they had
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documented “widespread irregularities, including ballot-box stuffing and what appeared to be
fraudulent counting”.249 Farrugia did this monitoring on behalf of the European Academy for Elections
observation (EAEO), a notorious organisation specialising in giving positive assessment of fraudulent
elections in autocratic countries after short-term and superficial observation visits with no proper
methodology and contradicting international principles of election observation. For more information
on EAEO and similar enterprises, read the section on “fake observers” in this report. Farrugia was
monitoring elections of 2013 just a few days before the ElectroGas consortium, which includes SOCAR
Trading, a company owned by the Azeri government, won a bid to supply Malta with natural gas for 18
years. Good timing.
Angelo Farrugia was back to Baku in November 2015. On the day of controversial parliamentary
elections 2015 at the peak of repressions, Ilham Aliyev warmly greeted a delegation of Maltese
observers, which was headed by Farrugia and included the former PACE rapporteur on Azerbaijan Joe
Debono Grech, Labour MP Joseph M. Sammut and Nationalist MP Frederick Azzopardi.250 During the
meeting, Aliyev said that the two countries enjoyed very active contacts on various levels, noting that
fruitful discussions had been held with the Maltese Prime Minister during his visits to Azerbaijan.251
Aliyev also emphasized that the relations between the two countries were developing successfully and
referred to the ElectroGas plant in Malta developed by the Azerbaijani state oil company SOCAR. Noting
that the two countries enjoyed “very close and friendly ties”, Aliyev said that Azerbaijan wants to
develop partnership relations with Malta.252
In 2016, Farrugia returned to Baku to observe the referendum, this time as the head of the European
Academy of Elections Observation mission. He said, “we observed a peaceful and organized voting at
polling stations” and that “the voters had a careful approach to every issue put to referendum”.253
Besides a likely personal interest of certain Maltese MPs, a reason for Malta’s pro-Azerbaijani position
may be that, according to our sources in Baku, Malta is considered by Azerbaijani oligarchs as one of
the “provinces” of Azerbaijan.254 Malta is one of the key locations where corrupt Azerbaijani officials
keep their money in offshore banks, along with Great Britain, the Czech Republic, Dubai, Switzerland,
Turkey, and the United States.255
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Malta also has an important relationship with the Azerbaijani government through its gas plant under
construction that will use liquefied natural gas provided by the Azerbaijani state company SOCAR.
SOCAR is a part of the ElectroGas consortium supplying liquefied natural gas to the new 250MW gas
plant in Malta. Malta has been hosting SOCAR since 2007 thanks to its favourable tax regime, exempting
foreign companies from paying tax on profits generated outside of the island.256
Socar Trading Holding Ltd (STHL) acts as the parent company to Socar Trading SA in Geneva, without
incurring a 35% corporate tax rate. An office in the town of Ta’ Xbiex hosts STHL, which acts as a backoffice to the real companies where the money is made: subsidiary SOCAR Trading SA, which trades in
crude oil from its Geneva offices. It is this company that will source and sell LNG to the ElectroGas
consortium and then on to Enemalta, to power the new Delimara plant.257
In 2014, President’s daughter Leyla Aliyeva personally brought to Malta a children’s photography
exhibition as the Vice-President of Heydar Aliyev Foundation, where she was toasted for by Malta’s
President George Abela.258
A Maltese shell company has featured as one of the vehicles used in a network of holding companies
to house the financial interests of Ilham Aliyev’s two daughters in the country’s largest mobile phone
business, Azercell. FA Invest Malta Limited, a company located in Birkirkara, was created in October
2011 to take over a 6.5% shareholding from a shareholding company of Azercell.259
Countries with direct interest in the Southern Corridor: Georgia, Bulgaria, Romania, and Greece
Our sources say that for a smaller country to get an agreement on supplies of oil and gas from
Azerbaijan, there is always a conditionality: political support for Azerbaijan in international relations
and no criticism of human rights issues.
Georgia
Georgia is a neighbouring country, heavily dependent on Azerbaijani petro-products. The Baku–Supsa–
Jeykhan pipeline carries oil to Georgia and further to Turkey. Azerbaijan has deeply penetrated the
Georgian economy. SOCAR gasoline stations are the most common ones in Georgia. Pasha-Bank, a
bank, owned by Aliyev’s in-laws, the powerful oligarchic family of the Pashaevs, is located on Tbilisi
central street, Rustaveli Avenue.
Our sources told us that ex-president of Georgia Mikheil Saakashvili has been an important lobbyist of
Aliyev with the EPP and in Europe in general during his presidency. Reportedly, his sphere of interests
includes a joint business with Azerbaijan in Georgia, a SOCAR daughter enterprise, which is the largest
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taxpayer in Georgia. Experts assess his control over almost half of this business through shell offshore
companies. Saakashvili is believed to continue his lobbying efforts now while living in Ukraine.260
Ilham Aliyev holds the Order of Honour of Georgia. A monument to his father Heydar Aliyev is located
on the square of his name in the old town in the centre of Tbilisi. Another memorial to Heydar Aliyev
is located on the embankment named after him.
We were told that under the current government in Georgia it has become more difficult for exiled
Azerbaijani civic activists in Tbilisi to operate without the risk of persecution from Baku and travel
outside of Georgia.261
Bulgaria
Good relations between Azerbaijan and Bulgaria are said to stem from the Soviet past. However, now
they are fuelled by Bulgaria's energy needs. In 2015, the Bulgarian government proposed a large
package of energy cooperation projects to Azerbaijan.262 It remains unclear whether this offer of a
massive deal was proposed as a swap of property linked to a plan to divest 17% of Azerbaijan’s shares
of Greek gas operator DEFSA to a third country, needed to overcome anti-monopoly restrictions
imposed by the European Commission. Bulgaria has no cash available to buy 17% of DEFSA, but a
property swap could obviously solve Baku’s problems with the European Commission and strengthen
its positions in the broader region. However, the EU decision to make an exception for Azerbaijan in
the Third Energy Package made in March 2016 has resolved this problem for Azerbaijan.
Bulgaria is reported to have invited Azerbaijan to participate in the construction of filling stations and
invest in the construction of oil and gas storage facilities and refineries. Bulgaria has only one refinery
near the port city of Burgas, owned by the Russian company Lukoil, which has been designed to process
only Russian crude. Bulgarians frequently complain about Russia's monopoly on the fuel market as a
result of the dominant position of Lukoil.
Bulgaria is also interested in purchasing Azerbaijani gas, and its government has already committed to
purchase one billion cubic meters of gas per year (bcm/y),263 when Azerbaijani gas will start flowing
through the Southern Gas Corridor. At present, Bulgaria uses 3 bcm/y of gas, exclusively from Russia.
ICGB (Greece-Bulgaria Inter-Connector), known also as the Stara Zagora-Komotini interconnector, is the
gas pipeline which will allow Bulgaria to receive Azerbaijani gas from the TAP section of the Southern
Gas Corridor. A Memorandum of Understanding and Cooperation was signed between TAP and ICGB in
January 2014.264 The document provides an opportunity for cooperation between the two companies
to work together on connecting the pipelines near Komotini (Greece), which will open the way for new
supplies of gas to the gas distribution network in Bulgaria, and further to South-Eastern Europe.
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Bulgaria wanted the European Commission to revive plans for the Nabucco pipeline that would bring
gas from the Shah Deniz gas field by a different route than the currently planned Southern Gas Corridor.
This desire was stated by Bulgarian president Boyko Borissov in March 2015, following his talks with
Aliyev.265 Nabucco was designed to pass through the Bulgarian territory, and Bulgarian company BEH
was part of the Nabucco consortium. However, in 2013, Azerbaijan chose another pipeline project, TAP,
which would bring the Azerbaijani gas from Turkey via Greece and Albania to Italy, and the Nabucco
project was shelved.
Bulgaria meets more than 80% of its gas needs by imports from Russia and is keen to diversify its energy
supplies due to the Ukraine crisis. Sofia was caught off guard by President Vladimir Putin's
announcement in December 2014 that Russia was abandoning plans for the South Stream pipeline that
would have supplied gas to Europe via Bulgaria, while bypassing Ukraine.266 On a visit to Brussels in
January 2015, Bulgarian President Boyko Borissov even warned of an “energy catastrophe” looming for
his country.267 “We want to revive the Nabucco project, more specifically the stretch that goes through
Bulgaria. Our country is an extremely loyal EU member and has implemented all legal requirements of
the Third Energy Package, unlike many other countries. Therefore, together with President Aliyev, we
will present the revival project to the European Commission,” Borissov said, according to an official
transcript.268
“We think that we can unite TAP and Nabucco. It is not important what you call this route. Our main
goal is that the volumes of Azerbaijani gas enter Europe,” Aliyev said in March 2015. “The more EU
countries receive our gas, the better for all.” From Bulgaria, Azerbaijani gas could also be sent to
Romania and Hungary, Aliyev said.
The amount of Azerbaijani gas to be delivered remains modest, compared to the plans to bring 63
bcm/y of Russian gas to Europe through the South Stream or the Turkish Stream pipeline, possibly even
earlier than the TAP pipeline. But Aliyev said in Sofia in March 2015 that Azerbaijan has rich gas
resources, specifying a total amount of gas reserves of 2.5 trillion cubic metres.269 After development
of the Shah Deniz gas field, the Absheron gas field is expected to be developed next.
“Azerbaijan is not under sanctions. There is no problem for us to raise the issue with Brussels,” Borissov
said, referring to his idea of resuscitating the Nabucco pipeline.270 He also expressed appreciation for
the proposal that Bulgaria becomes a shareholder in the Southern Gas Corridor.
All this indicates an extreme interest of Bulgaria, an EU member state, in developing relations with
Azerbaijan apparently unconditionally, disregarding human rights problems. Our sources indicate that
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this interest has a direct influence on how MPs from Bulgaria in PACE and Bulgarian MEPs in the
European Parliament vote and act in relation to initiatives on Azerbaijan.
Here are a few examples. Bulgarian MEP Ilhan Kyuchyuk was promoting the idea of MEPs coming to
Baku for the European Games.271 MEPs Evgeniy Kirilov and Slavi Binev participated in the scandalous
2013 visit of the EP delegation to Azerbaijan which found the presidential election free and fair.272 The
following Bulgarian MPs made a positive assessment of the 2015 parliamentary elections in Azerbaijan
which were not monitored by OSCE/ODIHR: Daniela Daritkova-Prodanova, head of the Bulgarian
observers delegation,273 Petar Kanev,274 and Kancho Filipov.275
Romania
Romania boasts special relations with Azerbaijan. It was the second country in the world to recognise
its independence after the collapse of the Soviet Union in 1991. Since then, the relationship has
evolved, as Romania is counting on Azerbaijan's oil and gas to reduce its dependence on Russian gas.
President Aliyev has twice received high honours in Bucharest, from both President Traian Băsescu and
his predecessor Ion Iliescu: the Order of the Star of Romania and the Grand Cross of Faithful Service.276
Iliescu was among the few heads of state to meet with both Aliyevs (father and son) in their respective
capacities as presidents of the Azerbaijani state.
In 2009, Băsescu and Aliyev signed a Strategic Partnership Agreement between the two countries.
Before that, Romania had this kind of agreement only with USA. The Ministries of Foreign Affairs of
Azerbaijan and Romania also have a special cooperation agreement.
Traian Băsescu, starting his presidency as a liberal democrat, later, after a conflict in his party, created
his own People’s Party, now an EPP member. This became a valuable asset for Azerbaijan’s ruling party
lobbying efforts to become a member of the EPP. In Bucharest, President Băsescu personally opened a
memorial park for Heydar Aliyev. Traian Băsescu’s daughter Elena Băsescu continued the work of her
father, actively engaging with Azerbaijan while she was a MEP until 2014.
In 2007, an office of the Heydar Aliyev Foundation was opened in Bucharest. A leading international
consortium of investigative journalists, the Organised Crime and Corruption Reporting Project (OCCRP)
has discovered a criminal connection behind the real estate allocation to the Foundation in Bucharest,
which is being guarded and treated as an official diplomatic representation.277
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Romania is both interested in the Southern Gas Corridor and working on another project. In 2010
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Romania signed a deal on AGRI – Azerbaijan-Georgia-Romania Interconnection
that would deliver Azerbaijani gas via Georgia and the Black Sea (after liquefaction) to the port of
Constanca in Romania. After the freeze of the Russian project Southern Stream, following the RussianTurkish conflict in 2015, experts see a revival of the AGRI project as most likely.
Romania also had ambitions to be a part to Pan-European Oil Pipeline (PEOP), a proposed oil pipeline
from Constanta in Romania via Serbia to Rijeka in Croatia and from there through Slovenia to Trieste in
Italy. The aim of the pipeline was to bypass the Turkish straits in the transportation of Caspian oil to
Central Europe. In Trieste, the pipeline would be connected with the Transalpine Pipeline, running to
Austria and Germany. However, currently the project is frozen.278 By 2011, SOCAR had more than 300
gasoline stations in Romania and planned to open more.
MEPs and MPs from Romania, especially those connected to the EPP and the Alliance of Liberals and
Democrats (ALDE), often act in Azerbaijani interests and, according to our sources, receive direct
instructions from Bucharest in order to ensure good Romania-Azerbaijan relations.279
In September 2015, following a critical resolution on Azerbaijan in the European Parliament, EPP's
Ramona Manescu and Dan Christian Preda (EPP group coordinator for foreign affairs) and ALDE's
Norica Nicolai went public in criticising this resolution as anti-Azerbaijani.280 Norica Nicolai, being a
rapporteur on EU-Azerbaijan framework agreement and the Euronest coordinator in ALDE, continued
her calls for restoring cooperation with Azerbaijan.281 Norica Nicolai was also part of the scandalous
election observation delegation of the European Parliament in autumn 2013.
In July 2013, Elena Antonescu, a MEP from Romania, visited Baku as a part of a mixed delegation upon
invitation of ill-reputed Azerbaijani PACE delegation member Elkhan Suleymanov, responsible for
recruiting new friends for Baku. His name is often mentioned in connection with dubious lobbying
stories and can be found in various parts of this report. Many of those who became friends of
Azerbaijan received an opportunity to come for a luxury visit covered by hospitable hosts and receive
various benefits. This delegation in July 2013 consisted of well-known friends of Azerbaijan282 (more
details on this trip are given below).
In spring 2016, a well-known Azerbaijani apologist, Romanian MP from the EPP Florin Preda was
appointed by PACE Monitoring Committee a co-rapporteur on the human rights situation in Azerbaijan,
after the previous co-rapporteurs Agustin Conde from Spain and Tadeusz Iwinski from Poland were not
re-elected to their national parliaments in 2015 and lost their PACE membership. For more information
on Florin Preda, see the section on PACE in this report.
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A well-known tactic of Romania is to take in inter-governmental organisations positions responsible for
relations for countries important for Romania from the trade perspective, like Azerbaijan and
Turkmenistan, and use these positions to minimise criticism of these countries.
Greece
There are two main reasons for Greece’s support of Azerbaijan: the Trans-Adriatic Pipeline (TAP) project
and the DESFA contract.
TAP is a part of the Southern Gas Corridor. Brussels wants to bring Azerbaijani gas to Europe by 20192020 via this Corridor. The 870 kilometre-long TAP is planned to be connected to another element of
the Southern Gas Corridor, the Trans-Anatolian Pipeline (TANAP) near the Turkish-Greek border at
Kipoi, and cross Greece, Albania, and the Adriatic Sea before reaching southern Italy. Thus, Greece will
play an important role as a transit country.
The Greek gas distribution system, DESFA, is majority owned by Azerbaijan. In 2013, at the height of
financial crisis in Greece, Azerbaijan’s SOCAR state company bought a 66% stake in DESFA, reportedly
at the insistence of the European Commission, to fend off attempts of Russian companies to become
owners of the Greek grid. However, in November 2014, the European Commission opened an in-depth
investigation to determine whether the acquisition of DESFA by SOCAR was in line with the EU’s Third
Energy Package. One of the ways out of this collision was a possible swap with Bulgaria (see above in
the chapter on Bulgaria).
Greek Foreign Minister Nikolaos Kotzias said in February 2016 during his visit to Baku: “We are willing
to contribute in any way, in all the forms we can, to promote the relations between the European Union
and Azerbaijan. We are a good advocate for Azerbaijan in the European Union. We are truly friends.
We are not neighbours, but we are friends. Sometimes the friends who are a little bit far away are the
best friends for such kinds of cooperation. … About energy, we have a very specific political situation.
We are situated in a very important corner for energy. We are now getting energy from the Eastern
Mediterranean space. As you know, Israel, Egypt and Cyprus have found large energy deposits, and for
us it is very important to make a connection between these possibilities coming from the Eastern
Mediterranean and the possibility of getting gas from Azerbaijan, through the TAP gas line. And we are
creating, together with Bulgaria and Romania, another gas line, which will also use Azerbaijan’s gas.”283
Ilham Aliyev holds the Golden Medal of the Hellenic Republic.
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Central and Eastern Europe Connections: Hungary, Poland, Czech Republic
Hungary and Azerbaijan: A personal interest of Viktor Orbán?
Hungary and Azerbaijan have very close political relations and aspirations for developing economic ties;
however, this is not yet reflected in high trade volume.
Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Orbán has paid several visits to Azerbaijan, raising criticism from the
opposition inside Hungary.284, 285 His cordial relations with Ilham Aliyev also raised worries of
Westerners because of Orbán’s close relationship with another autocrat, Vladimir Putin.286, 287
In 2014, Azerbaijan and Hungary signed a strategic partnership agreement. During state visits, Orbán
and his government members claimed that the trade between the two countries is developing, and
Hungarian Eximbank opened a credit line for that purpose, having joint dealings with Pasha-Bank.288
Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung reported that although it is known that Orbán would like to acquire
natural gas from Azerbaijan and that the two countries signed a strategic agreement, the details of such
a deal are still unknown. At the same time, Orbán – while claiming to only build economic ties with
Azerbaijan – openly praised the political regime of Ilham Aliyev and his father, emphasizing that
“respect for our nations and family values” are the principal ties between Azerbaijan and Hungary.289
However, the primary goal of all this friendship on Hungarian side is access to the Azerbaijani gas. In
2010, when the Azerbaijan-Georgia-Romania Interconnector (AGRI project) was in the plans, Orbán
was among those who signed the agreement on AGRI, along with leaders of Azerbaijan, Georgia and
Romania. After this project was frozen, Hungary was still hoping to get its deal of gas – now from a side
branch of the TAP project.290
In 2014, shortly after Aliyev’s visit to Budapest, Orbán started acting openly as a lobbyist of Azerbaijan,
urging the EU to build gas pipeline interconnectors across borders to ensure that natural gas from
Azerbaijan reaches markets in central Europe. Speaking as Ilham Aliyev paid a state visit and they signed
a strategic partnership agreement, Orbán said that it was in the strategic interest of Europe as a whole
to let Azerbaijani gas reach central Europe: “Our job in the coming years is to create the conditions for
Azeri gas to make the journey from southern Europe to central Europe”.291
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In his turn, Aliyev said during Orbán’s visit to Baku in March 2016: “There is excellent cooperation in
the field of energy. The cooperation between SOCAR and MOL already has a good history, and it should
rise to a new level.”292
Importantly, a number of Hungarian experts and opposition members indicate that Orbán might have
very personal interest in promoting gas deals with Azerbaijan. The energy sector in Hungary, according
to a number of investigative publications, is a priority interest of Orbán and businessmen with close
ties to Orbán. In his remarks, Aliyev specifically mentioned MOL – a Hungarian oil company – as a
partner for energy cooperation. MOL owns 40% of MET Holding A.G., a group of companies
headquartered in Zug, Switzerland,293 which plays a central role in the energy sector in Hungary.
Another part is owned by Hungarian individuals – people formerly employed by MOL and businessmen
with close ties to Orbán. Experts claim that the control gears over MET Holding are leading through
shell companies and proxies ultimately to Orbán.294
Indeed, MET has become famous in Hungary for its unclear ownership structure. Investigative portal
Átlátszó (translated as Transparent and called “the Hungarian WikiLeaks”) revealed connections of MET
through the firms on Cyprus and the Cayman Islands to the real owners: the oligarchs with close
relationships with Viktor Orbán. MET was founded in 2007 by the managers of MOL energy syndicate.
While MOL is still the 40% owner of MET, further 50% is owned by WISD Holding (formerly called RP
Explorer Funds), registered in Cyprus. According to Átlátszó, WISD is in possession of several offshore
companies leading to Orbán and his associates. The company registers in Cyprus support this claim.295
The Hungarian subsidiary of MET managed to make a huge amount of money by securing an
exceptional place on the domestic gas market thanks to government orders and very beneficial
contracts.296
In addition, three energy companies – MOL, MET and MVM – were involved in a huge scandal involving
sales and resales of Russian and Western gas.297
In the case that Azerbaijani gas comes into play, it will be Orbán who will hugely benefit from the gas
flows and its distribution in Hungary and further on. Cheap gas is crucial for Orbán, as he hopes that it
can help him deliver his next parliamentary victory in 2018, as it helped him in 2014.298
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Our sources indicate that members of EPP from Hungary lobbied for Aliyev’s party to become an EPP
member. They also tell us about special relations between Azerbaijan and Jobbik, Hungary's right-wing
radical nationalist party.299
It is not surprising, therefore, that Hungary is one of the countries consistently standing up for
Azerbaijan within the European Union.
Poland: Active pro-Azerbaijani MEPs and changing government policy
Polish relations with Azerbaijan are said to have been balanced in the recent past, under the Civic
Platform government which did not pursue close relations with Baku. However, we know of a number
of Polish parliamentarians and members of the European Parliament who took openly pro-Azerbaijan
positions in those years.
The most notorious of them is Tadeusz Iwinski, who, until autumn 2015, was a member of the Polish
parliament and a PACE deputy in the Socialist group. He was a co-rapporteur on Azerbaijan in PACE in
2014-2015, first with Pedro Agramunt and later with Agustin Conde, and in this capacity was
systematically protecting the Azerbaijani government from criticism on human rights. He lost in 2015
elections in Poland and is not PACE member anymore.
Polish MEP from EPP Jacek Saryusz-Wolski called for an application of double standards in the case of
Azerbaijan in a closed meeting of Euronest coordinators in early 2016, citing geopolitical reasons.300
Another Polish MEP from EPP, Filipp Kaczmarek, was involved in the scandalous election observation
trip to Azerbaijan in 2013. Before that in the same year he went to Baku on a trip of “friends of
Azerbaijan” upon invitation of the key Azerbaijani lobbyist in PACE and EP Elkhan Suleymanov.
Ilham Aliyev holds the Order of Merit of the Republic of Poland.
Warsaw-based International Institute of Civil Society (Międzynarodowy Instytut Społeczeństwa
Obywatelskiego, MISO301) is a pro-Azerbaijani Polish think-tank. It is often quoted by government
media in Azerbaijan as a source of information about Polish policy regarding Azerbaijan. Information
produced by MISO is regarded by others in Poland as “dubious”. While MISO is referred to by the
Azerbaijani official media as “a prominent Polish think-tank”, it is hardly known in Poland.302
The right-wing Ruch Narodowy movement (similar to Jobbik in Hungary) is believed to have
connections with Azerbaijan.
Leading Azerbaijani investigative journalist Khadija Ismayilova said at one point that Azerbaijani
corruption ties in Poland need investigation.303
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Current conservative and populist Polish government of the Law and Justice party (PiS) has changed
Poland’s approach to relations with Azerbaijan and seems to pursue cooperative relations with Baku
from the point of view of security cooperation in order “to counterweight Russia” (similar to the
position of Kristina Ojuland, a MEP from Estonia, and a number of other European politicians). This
attitude to relations with Azerbaijan was at least partly initiated by the former Polish Ambassador to
Azerbaijan, Michal Labenda who served in 2010-2014.
There are rumours that one of his predecessors, former Ambassador Krzysztof Krajewski (served in
2005-2010), has business ties to Azerbaijan which flourished soon after Lech Kaczyński, president of
Poland at that time, awarded Azerbaijani Minister of Foreign Affairs Elmar Mammadyarov and Minister
of the Interior Ramil Usubov with high Polish orders at the initiative of Ambassador Krajewski.304 Of
course, this might be just a mere coincidence; however, it raises some questions, especially after earlier
precedents when two former US ambassadors to Azerbaijan, Matthew Bryza and Stanley Escudero,
started their commercial ties with this country right after the end of their postings in Baku.305
Current Polish official line regarding Azerbaijan is, according to our sources, as follows: Azerbaijan is
needed for energy; it contributes to security and stability; Azerbaijan is not a state mature enough for
democracy. Since the ruling Law and Justice party is known for its decision to develop relations with
energy-rich autocratic Turkmenistan, Polish connections with Azerbaijan should be investigated, and
Polish government’s policy towards Azerbaijan should be watched closely.
The Czech Republic: A heaven for Azerbaijani oligarchs
The Czech Republic is known to be a heaven for Azerbaijani oligarchs, as reports by OCCPR306 and
Khadija Ismayilova307 show. At a certain time, according to our sources, there were special charter
flights from Baku to Prague and Karlovy Vary. Several people we interviewed pointed out that
Azerbaijani officials and oligarchs keep their assets and real estate in the Czech Republic and have easy
access to MPs and members of the Czech government.
The Czech Republic is one of the key locations where corrupt Azerbaijani officials keep their money in
offshore banks, along with the Great Britain, Dubai, Malta, Switzerland, Turkey, and the US.308
In September 2015, a Joint Declaration on Strategic Partnership between the Republic of Azerbaijan
and the Czech Republic was signed in Baku.
The Czech Republic is on the 5th-6th place among Azerbaijani trade partners.
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Very active and influential Azerbaijani Ambassador in Prague, Tahir Taghizadeh, was recently promoted
to an important position of the Ambassador in London. Very likely, his success in Prague can be
attributed to his post of the trade representative in Prague in the Soviet times, which apparently
allowed him to use his old connections and establish new ones. He was able to promote AzerbaijaniCzech business relations to a degree that the Czech government would never criticise Azerbaijan’s
human rights record. According to our interlocutors, a person behind this change in the Czech
government position on Azerbaijan is Petr Drulák, Political Secretary of the MFA and the Director of
the Minister’s Cabinet, who is said to be close to ex-president Vaclav Klaus, a politician with dubious
reputation in terms of his non-critical position regarding autocratic regimes.309
President of the Chamber of Deputies of the Czech Parliament Jan Hamáček is a key lobbyist for
Azerbaijan in his country, according to our sources. In June 2015, he participated in the opening
ceremony of the European Games in Baku. He has visited Baku a number of times as the head of
parliamentary delegations and was received by Aliyev, including in April 2013310 and March 2016.311
The Czech-Azerbaijan inter-parliamentary friendship group was established in the Chamber of
Deputies, lower house of the Czech Parliament, on July 19, 2011. Jan Hamáček is the head of this Group.
The Czech-Azerbaijan inter-parliamentary friendship group was also established in the Senate, the
upper house of the Parliament of the Czech Republic, on 24 May 2012. The Azerbaijan-Czech working
group on inter-parliamentary relations was also established in the Parliament of Azerbaijan on April 8,
2011. Valeh Alasgarov is the head of the Group.312
In 2014, Taghizadeh and Hamáček organised a conference in Prague, entitled “Azerbaijan`s security
policy as a factor of peace and regional stability”.313
Czech MEP Milan Cabrnoch from the European Conservatives and Reformists group in the European
Parliament went to Baku on the scandalous election observation trip in 2013.
Azerbaijan is also promoted through cultural events held by the embassy. The Heydar Aliyev
Foundation has multiple real estate property in the Czech Republic.
The Czech Republic will be definitely opposed to any toughening of the EU policy regarding Azerbaijan.
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POLITICAL PARTIES IN EUROPE
As underlined by numerous interlocutors, Azerbaijani lobbyists are working across the party spectrum,
from the far right to the left. Conservatives, liberals, and social democrats from various national
parliaments are found among frequent guests in Baku and zealous supporters of the Aliyev regime. In
the UK, as the numbers above show, they donated both to Conservatives and Liberals.
MPs from liberal parties are probably the second largest Baku supporters group after EPP, both in PACE
and in the EP. Our interlocutors explain that ALDE has lowered its standards for admitting new members
to the group in order to maintain its numbers.
The critical resolution of the European Parliament on Azerbaijan314 in 2015 was adopted by 365 votes
in favour but faced a strong opposition, especially from the largest political group, the European
People’s Party, with 202 no votes and 72 abstentions. The general tendency was that the EPP and
European Conservatives and Reformists voted against the resolution while MEPs from ALDE, Greens,
and Socialists and Democrats, in general, supported the resolution.
In PACE, the EPP Group is known as a citadel of Azerbaijan regime defenders. In Bundestag, the main
Aliyev sympathisers are also with CDU/CSU (part of the EPP).
Our Azerbaijani interlocutors confirm that the EPP is a special partner for Azerbaijan, and the ultimate
goal of Aliyev would be his party joining the EPP. However, there are objections because of the poor
human rights record of Azerbaijan where the New Azerbaijan, the candidate to the EPP membership,
is a ruling party. We have been told that New Azerbaijan hopes to squeeze in through Centrist
Democrats International, with help of friendly Romanians, Hungarians, Spaniards, etc. Press-clippings
confirm this.315, 316
Antonio López-Istúriz, Secretary General of the European People's Party (EPP) and the Centrist
Democrats International, is a frequent and dear guest in Baku. During his visits, successful cooperation
between Aliyev’s New Azerbaijan Party (NAP) and the European People's Party (EPP) and the Centrist
Democrats International is emphasized, and it is said that NAP and EPP always participate in each
other’s events. During López-Istúriz’s visit in 2014 and his meeting with Aliyev, it was said openly that
the NAP wants to join the EPP.
In 2012, EPP held a special conference for Azerbaijan in the European Parliament, called “Azerbaijan:
New Horizons for the Partnership”, sponsored by Jerzy Buzek, Polish MEP and former President of the
European Parliament, Member of Foreign Affairs Committee, and Monica Macovei, Romanian MEP
(still a member of the EP).317 Special guests of the conference included Elmar Mammadyarov, Minister
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of Foreign Affairs of Azerbaijan, Philippe Lefort, EU Special Representative for the South Caucasus, and
Wilfred Martens, then President of the European People's Party. The first part of the conference, “How
to further develop EU-Azerbaijan relations”, was chaired by Jerzy Buzek. President of the EPP Wilfred
Martens reminded the audience of the European dimension of Azerbaijan and highlighted Azerbaijan's
rich history.318 The late EPP President Wilfred Martens was a dear guest in Baku.
However, things may become different with relatively new EPP President Joseph Doule. As said above,
Pedro Agramunt of PPE of Spain has turned the EPP group in PACE into a pro-Azerbaijani citadel. Not
all of the EPP group members in PACE seem to be happy with this development. We were confidentially
informed that in 2015 three of them wrote a letter to Doule, asking him to take measures on
Agramunt’s conduct. We were not able to obtain a copy of the letter, but one of the authors informed
us confidentially that Doule was very concerned about the situation in PACE and was considering
action. Good news is that in German Bundestag there are CDU/CSU members who are concerned about
this situation: one of the authors of the letter comes from Germany.319
However, being critical of Agramunt’s and others’ conduct, these dissenting voices are still very loyal to
EPP as such and are not willing to disclose the details, while people outside the party are not very well
informed about developments inside it.
INFLUENCE THROUGH CHARITABLE, CULTURAL AND RELIGIOUS TOLERANCE PROJECTS
The Heydar Aliyev Foundation, run by the first lady Mehriban Aliyeva, is used as a tool to paint a positive
image of Azerbaijan at the international level, allocate money for cultural and restoration projects in
various countries, befriend public officials where these events are held and historical objects are
located, and thus penetrate into various countries.
It is involved in whitewashing Heydar Aliyev’s name and bringing his personality cult to other countries.
There are parks in a number of countries in Europe named after Heydar Aliyev with his statues (all
Balkan countries and Georgia).
The Heydar Aliyev Foundation’s financial sources are not transparent. Reportedly, oligarchs and highlevel bureaucrats have to pay to the Foundation an informal “tax” to do business and for their
appointment. Businessmen are ordered to engage in 'charity' under the label of Heydar Aliyev
Foundation.320
Besides running the Heydar Aliyev Foundation, Mehriban Aliyeva is a Goodwill Ambassador of UNESCO
since 2004. At the height of the human rights crackdown in 2015, international NGOs called on the
UNESCO to dismiss Mehriban Aliyeva from this position, to no avail.321 UNESCO Director, Irina Bokova
from Bulgaria, is said to be a personal friend of Mehriban Aliyeva.322 Bokova was a strong candidate for
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the position of UN Secretary General in 2016. Leyla Aliyeva, the daughter of Ilham and Mehriban,
followed the steps of her mother by becoming a Goodwill Ambassador of the UN Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO) in 2015.323
Special efforts are made to present Azerbaijan as a model of religious and ethnic tolerance. Numerous
conferences and presentations on this subject are held in Europe, including in the premises of the
European Parliament.
Israeli and Jewish organizations in USA and Europe are particularly targeted. Azerbaijanis are using
them actively by presenting Azerbaijan as a trusted Muslim partner of Israel and the Jewish people.
This argument has been used in attempts to defeat the US Azerbaijan Democracy act. The argument of
Azerbaijan being a good friend of Israel is frequently used by German and French lobbyists. Mariani
would give the example of the Israel embassy in Baku that does not need high security measures.
“Our message is clear and consistent: Azerbaijan is an important strategic partner for the United States
and the West, as well as a valued friend of Israel and the Jewish people," American Jewish Committee
(AJC) executive director David Harris said in a statement in February 2015, following a meeting in Baku
with Ilham Aliyev.324 Speaking at a 30 January 2015 panel discussion in Washington, Samad Seyidov,
chairman of the international and inter-parliamentary relations committee in the Azerbaijani
parliament, swiftly pivoted to his country’s friendly record toward Judaism and other religions in
response to a question about alleged human rights abuses committed by the government.325
U.S. Foreign Agent Registration Act filings show that the Podesta Group, a lobbying firm that Azerbaijan
pays $60,000 per month, contacted pro-Israel advocacy groups such as the America Israel Public Affairs
Committee (AIPAC) and the Jewish Institute for National Security Affairs in the second half of 2014.326

INFLUENCE ON PARLIAMENTARY BODIES: OSCE PA, PACE, AND THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
PACE, European Parliament, OSCE PA, and national parliaments are all targets for Azerbaijani lobbying
and corruption. Services that are needed from different MPs are variable. The least complicated is
voting in favour of Azerbaijan and participating in debates on the Azerbaijani side. Then there is an
election observation, which became a lucrative business for some MPs. Furthermore, a number of MPs
are former government officials and are well-connected. Therefore, they are capable of lobbying their
governments or the EU institutions in Brussels. Of course, the most helpful are those who are able to
get appointed to important positions, take charge over parliamentary structures, and control what is
happening in terms of appointment of rapporteurs, adoption of reports and resolutions, etc.
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OSCE Parliamentary Assembly
There is not much information available about lobbying and possible corruption by representatives of
Azerbaijan in the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly. One possible reason for this is that OSCE PA is a
relatively weak body with very limited power and influence, and almost non-existent tradition of
appointing special rapporteurs, monitoring implementation of OSCE human rights commitments by
individual OSCE participating states, or issuing reports and separate resolutions on country situations.
Another reason of possible limited interest of Azerbaijani lobbyists to OSCE PA is that the one useful
thing this Assembly does, namely sending missions for election observation, is normally coordinated
by OSCE PA closely with OSCE ODIHR, which is the leading election observation body of Europe and
North America with an excellent reputation and a strong methodology based on long-term observation.
Usually the two OSCE institutions issue a joint statement after election observation, largely based on
ODIHR’s methodology and conclusions.
Coordination has not always happened in the past, though. One relevant example of exceptions is that
of scandalous observation of presidential elections in Azerbaijan in October 2013. French MP and OSCE
PA member Michel Voisin was appointed a special OSCE coordinator for the election observation by
the Ukrainian OSCE Chairmanship and headed the OSCE PA short-term observation mission. There
were four election observation missions by major international organisations at the same time. OSCE
ODIHR was the only international body that sent a long-term mission and issued a highly critical
assessment, based on the absence of conditions for free and fair elections, namely massive violations
of fundamental freedoms of expression, association, and peaceful assembly, and on numerous
violations on the election day. Three other bodies conducted short-term observation. Missions of PACE
and the European Parliament made quite positive statements and praised the conduct of elections.
Normally, observation missions of OSCE PA issue a joint statement with OSCE ODIHR. However, this
time it was different. At a press-conference after the election day, Voisin first presented a statement by
ODIHR which was highly critical of the elections but a few minutes later retracted his support and
criticised ODIHR.327 Soon he issued his statement and held his own press-conference where said that
“the election was transparent, free and fair”, and in this respect “he fully supports the statements of
the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe and the European Parliament”.328
In unusually confrontational style, Voisin called the ODIHR statement “a unilateral document which
does not reflect the positive feedback from the observers of the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly, PACE
and the European Parliament” and insisted that it was not a joint product with OSCE PA.329 His press
statement included such statements as “…this campaign has undeniably been a democratic advance
by the number of candidates, an open for all television campaign, a remarkable participation in the
elections of more than 72 percent, the good preliminary work and transparency in the way the central
voting commission has organized these elections.”330 Soon, at a session of OSCE PA, Voisin called
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presidential elections in Azerbaijan a major step closer to the standards of the Council of Europe and
the OSCE. He reiterated his earlier words that the elections were transparent, free and fair, and
advancement on the path to democracy.
His statements were supported by other OSCE PA observers such as vice-president of the Assembly
Giorgi Tsereteli (Georgia) and former president of OSCE PA, Austrian deputy Wolfgang Grossruck who
noted that ODIHR “every time in its observations most of all relies on prejudiced opinions and
publications in the Western and European press, trying to highlight only the negative elements from
there. And so it was this time... reviews and reports by ODIHR in its observations are never based on
concrete facts. In general, this ambiguity in the OSCE election observation must be stopped and new
methods should be worked out. And this does apply to elections in Azerbaijan only – organization’s
general methodology should be changed. And most importantly, a new relationship should be designed
based on new principles between the OSCE Parliamentary Assembly and the ODIHR.”331 Heads of
observation missions of PACE Robert Walter and of the European Parliament Pino Arlacchi strongly
supported Voisin’s allegations in their reports.332, 333
A number of other influential OSCE PA members have been actively working in Azerbaijani interests,
such as Thierry Mariani (France), Angelo Farrugia (Malta), Sergio Divina (Italy), and Wolfgang
Grossruck (Austria). They have been actively involved in a number of election observations in
Azerbaijan, often on behalf of European Academy of Elections Observation or assorted groups of
observers without formal affiliation, always positively assessing conduct and results of elections and
contributing to legitimisation of the Aliyev regime. While they did not represent the OSCE PA on these
missions, their OSCE PA membership is often referred to by Azerbaijani media, creating an impression
of approval of elections by this inter-governmental parliamentary body.
This was also the case most recently during the controversial constitutional referendum in September
2016 when OSCE did not send an observation mission. This time, the “usual suspects” from among
OSCE PA members such as Mariani, Farrugia, Divina, and Voisin, coming as part of the European
Academy of Elections Observation mission and making very praising comments such as “the
referendum is a big democratic step towards future”334 and “the voting in Azerbaijan was conducted in
line with European standards”,335 were joined by no one else but Kyriakos Kyriakou-Hadjiyianni from
Cyprus, Rapporteur of OSCE PA’s Committee on Democracy, Human Rights and Humanitarian
Questions. One would assume that by the very nature of his mandate he should be critical of the
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elections in the country where massive crackdown on fundamental freedoms does not allow for
conduct of free and fair elections. Nevertheless, he made positive statements about the referendum
and did not mention the problem of political prisoners, lack of freedom of expression, or other major
human rights concerns.336, 337 As always in such cases, Kyriakou-Hadjiyianni was referred to in
publications in Azerbaijani media as the OSCE PA rapporteur, although he did not represent OSCE PA.
As the reputation and impartiality of PACE observers has considerably diminished in the last years
because of the scandalous observations in 2013-2016, the role of observers from OSCE PA may become
relatively more important. In any case, it is worth looking at potential Azerbaijani lobbying in OSCE PA
more closely.
European Parliament
The European Parliament has tougher rules on members’ conduct and disclosure requirements than
PACE, which were adopted after the “cash-for-influence” scandal in 2011338 and the scandalous
observation trip by MEPs to Baku in 2013. They are called the “Code of Conduct for Members of the
European Parliament with respect to financial interests and conflicts of interest”339 and include, inter
alia, such requirements as “act solely in the public interest and refrain from obtaining or seeking to
obtain any direct or indirect financial benefit or other reward”, “not enter into any agreement to act
or vote in the interest of any other legal or natural person that would compromise their voting
freedom”, “not solicit, accept or receive any direct or indirect financial benefit or other reward in
exchange for influencing, or voting on, legislation, motions for a resolution, written declarations or
questions tabled in Parliament or any of its committees, and shall consciously seek to avoid any
situation which might imply bribery or corruption”.
According to the Code of Conduct, any kind of present, invitation to a football game, a show or a trip
must be mentioned on the lawmaker's website if its price exceeds €150.340 The Code includes
provisions on disclosure of conflict of interests, declaration of income, financial interests, gifts, and
travel, as well as safeguards in the form of an Advisory Committee on the Conduct of Members and
Procedure in the event of possible breaches of the Code of Conduct. Our sources say that after
adoption of the Code of Conduct and creation of the Advisory Committee, MEPs became more careful
in their dealings; however, Azerbaijani lobbying has not disappeared.
Some MEPs still manage to abuse these rules. For example, Iveta Grigule (Latvia) often travels to
authoritarian countries in her personal capacity, her visits being paid by the inviting side, and then,
during the trips, she holds meetings with officials. Press in these countries reports about her meetings
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and speeches as of a member of the Parliament in the official capacity.341 This is prohibited by the EP
rules; however, we have not succeeded in getting information about any disciplinary action about that.
Two separate groups of MEPs flew to Azerbaijan in October 2015 to monitor the elections. However,
some of them “forgot” to tell the European Parliament that they had been invited by the Azerbaijani
government and did not declare the trip on their website,342 as required by the Code of Conduct.
We were told that Azerbaijani lobbyists are visiting the European Parliament on a weekly basis. While
Azerbaijan is not an EU member state and therefore is not represented in the European Parliament,
Azerbaijan is a member of Euronest – a parliamentary body of the Eastern Partnership project.
TEAS has been holding presentations and receptions in European Parliament on the European Games
and other events in Azerbaijan and has managed to re-establish Friends of Azerbaijan group in
European Parliament. We do not know the exact list of its members, but we were told that MEPs Inese
Vaidere, Monica Macovei, and Vytautas Landsbergis were part of it, organising events on energy and
geostrategic importance of Azerbaijan.343
MEPs and important staff members are receiving regular invitations to visit Baku – the latest were for
the European Games in 2015 and Formula 1 in 2016. Suleymanov sent to MEPs invitations to come to
Eurovision, with all expenses covered. At least one MEP from Austria, Franz Obermayr, a member of
the EP from the Europe of Nations and Freedom Group, went to observe the 2015 elections and
assessed them positively.
It is worth also to remember that notorious French politician and a very active ally of Azerbaijan,
Rachida Dati, is also a MEP. For information on her, please read the chapter on France.
Two Latvian MEPs known for friendly relations with undemocratic regimes, Andrejs Mamikins and
Iveta Grigule, went to Baku in 2016. Mamikins said that the EP should apologize for its critical
resolution on Azerbaijan in September 2015.344 Grigule is known for her active interest in close relations
with Kazakhstan345 and Turkmenistan, and it seems that now she is expanding her interests to
Azerbaijan. She called the 2015 resolution of the European Parliament on Azerbaijan an incident:
“Azerbaijan and the EU should continue to work, despite such incidents,” said Grigule. “Latvia is a small
country, too, and we are sometimes also criticized by the EU. We understand how it hurts, because we
are also doing our best, as well as Azerbaijan is.”346
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Speaking of Latvia, it is also worth to quote Latvian Ambassador to Azerbaijan Yuris Maklakovs. He said
that Latvian Embassy will continue to contribute to strengthening of relations not only between
Azerbaijan and Latvia, but also between Azerbaijan and the EU. “Azerbaijan and Latvia have great
prospects for cooperation, especially in light of the economic partnership, and we will continue to work
intensively to achieve even greater results,” said the diplomat.347
We were told by our interlocutors in the European Parliament that the mood regarding the September
2015 resolution is changing. MEPs are concerned by the possibility of Azerbaijan leaving Euronest.
During an internal meeting on Euronest in EP, political coordinators of three groups openly regretted
the resolution. One of them was Norica Nicolai (Romania, ALDE), who also wrote an article on how
wrong the resolution was.348 Jacek Saryusz-Wolski (Poland, EPP) said that EP should apply double
standards for geopolitical reasons and therefore should not criticize Baku. Knut Flackenstein (Germany,
SPD) said that the resolution was “the right thing that should not have been done”.349
Preparation of an Association Agreement with Azerbaijan, with Norica Nicolai as a rapporteur, was
suspended in 2015, under consideration by the head of the Foreign Affairs Committee Elmar Brok that
it would not gain a majority in the plenary. In 2016, Nicolai called for putting it back on the agenda.
For Elmar Brok, it was very important to get Leila Yunus out of Azerbaijan; he made public promises
and it was a sort of a personal crusade for him. Many observers warned in 2015 that once the Yunuses
are out of jail, he would give a green light to all Azerbaijan-positive initiatives in EP. Some observers
claimed that he “does not care about any other political prisoner”.
We were told that Azerbaijan feels confident that it can “control EEAS” because of gas and oil interests,
and regards the European Parliament as unimportant in a sense that EEAS is in control of policies and
decisions in Brussels, and if it comes to voting in the Parliament on agreements between the EU and
Azerbaijan, there are enough supporters of Azerbaijan there for energy and geostrategic reasons.
The EPP delegation for observation of the constitutional referendum in Azerbaijan in September 2016
deserves special attention. It was comprised of members of the European Parliament, parliamentarians
of several European countries and representatives of several international organisations led by Vice
President of the Centrist Democrat International, Vice Chair of the European People's Party Mario
David. The group was received by President Aliyev.350
However, the list of the delegation cannot be found at the EPP's official website, as well as any mention
of the mission to Azerbaijan, and no traces of the delegation’s very positive statement that was quoted
by the Azerbaijani media.351 While the EPP site did not fail to mention in its press-releases in September
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flaws in Belarusian elections and a number of other events, the observation in Baku and reception of
the delegation by Azerbaijani president remained in shadows.352
The composition of the delegation can only be deduced from the media quotes and pictures from the
media and official presidential website.353 In these pictures, for example, besides those specifically
mentioned in the media, a MEP Ramona Manescu could be seen during the meeting with Aliyev and
the press-conference. A week earlier she was on a EU-Azerbaijan Parliamentary Cooperation
Committee visit to Baku, where she could be seen posing next to Aliyev.354 One wonders whether
between these two events Ms. Manescu enjoyed Azerbaijani hospitality in Baku for several days.
Besides Mario David (MEP at that time) and Ramona Manescu (still a MEP with EPP), the following
persons have been identified in the delegation: a Greek MEP Emmanouil Kefalogiannis and European
Parliament’s Vice President Ryszard Czarnecki.355 Also, Carmen Quintanilla (Spain, EPP) and María
Concepción de Santa Ana (Spain, EPP, PACE) can be seen on the photo from Aliyev's reception.356
EPP membership, as mentioned earlier, is a dream of NAP, Aliev's party.357 However, due to the poor
human rights record, it has remained unachieved.358 According to several sources, NAP is trying to use
the Constitutional Referendum of September 26th 2016. This Delegation is composed of 11 participants, including current
and former members of the European Parliament and National Parliaments, former members of Governments of the
European Union, representing 7 nationalities, all of them with experiences in other election observations… To summon up,
it is the conviction of our Delegation that the process of the Referendum on the Constitution changes in the Republic of
Azerbaijan of the 26th September 2016 has been conducted in a free, open and sound process, in accordance with the best
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a “back door” of the Centrist Democrats International (CDI). This assumption might be confirmed by at
least two recent visits of high-level delegations of CDI to Baku, accepted by President Aliyev.
Delegations included President of the CDI, former President of Colombia Andres Pastrana, CDI vicepresident Mario David, and General Coordinator for Asia, Pacific and Latin America Cesar Rossello.359
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
The most exposed parliamentary body is PACE, which used to be the most vocal and consistent
international parliamentary body in human rights and rule of law. PACE, just like the OSCE
Parliamentary Assembly, consists of members of national parliaments, so engaging with them also
opens ways to lobbying in the national parliaments. Rules in different national parliaments vary, but in
general MPs do not report there on what they are doing as members of PACE of OSCE PA.
At the same time, political groups in national parliaments can issue passes for lobbyists, giving them
access to the building. Ex-members of PACE have access badges to PACE. The same situation is in the
German Bundestag: groups can issue access passes, and ex-MPs have access to Bundestag. In practice,
this means that lobbyists like Eduard Lintner may come in any time and freely approach any MP.
Regarding trips, gifts and honoraria rules in different parliaments vary.
In 2012, PACE adopted Resolution 1903 (2012)360 where it wished to “introduce greater transparency
in its activities and decision-making process” and expressed concern at the “pressure that some
interest representatives, acting on behalf of private entities or States, have exercised on members,
even within the Palais de l’Europe”. This Resolution adopted a Code of Conduct for members of the
Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, introducing, inter alia, the following requirements:
“Members shall avoid conflicts between any actual or potential economic, commercial, financial or
other interests on a professional, personal or family level on the one hand, and the public interest in
the work of the Assembly on the other, by resolving any conflict in favour of public interest; if the
member is unable to avoid such a conflict of interests, it shall be disclosed.”
“No member shall act as a paid advocate in any work of the Assembly.”
“Members shall not request or accept any fee, compensation or reward intended to affect their
conduct as members, particularly in their decision to support or oppose any motion, report,
amendment, written declaration, recommendation, resolution or opinion. Members shall avoid any
situation that could appear to be a conflict of interest or accept an inappropriate payment or gift.”361
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However, enforcement mechanisms and safeguards are virtually absent, and MPs currently do not
declare anything when they receive fees, travel at the expense of the host, etc. It is assumed that they
are accountable to their national parliaments where they were elected to by their constituencies but,
as we know, MPs do not report to their parliaments on their PACE activities.362 This is a vicious circle of
non-transparency and lack of accountability.
In the Norwegian parliament, trips paid by any other source than the parliament are strictly prohibited.
In the Estonian parliament, everything should be strictly declared. In the German Bundestag, trips
should be in principle declared, but it is not strictly enforced. Gifts over 150 Euro should be given to
Bundestag, honoraria are allowed. Paid trips and honoraria should be declared as income, but without
breaking down by separate lines. However, if a paid trip is done in capacity of a PACE or OSCE PA
member, it does not have to be declared as a trip (but should still be included as an income).363
As we can see, relaxed rules in PACE give many opportunities to turn PACE membership into a business.
We were told that generosity of Heydarov in dispensing funds for lobbying is one of the keys to
Azerbaijani success in PACE. Apparently, it works the following way: an offer is provided by Elkhan
Suleymanov who is called by experts a “shadow-dealing proxy” of Kamaleddin Heydarov. Apparently,
Samad Seyidov, the head of the Azerbaijani delegation, is not involved in bribery or other dubious
engagement methods and is in conflict with Suleymanov.
Some MPs in PACE are satisfied by luxury trips, gifts, and receptions. Some have business interests and
receive business opportunities. Some have the Heydar Aliyev Foundation activities in their
constituency. Some others get assistance in their political career – promotions inside PACE and funds
for campaigning. All of them are bribed either by a gift or cash.
We were told by a trusted source that a price tag varies: it could be 50 thousand Euro for an active role
in debates and voting, or it could be 200 thousand Euro for a political campaign to get elected to an
influential position in PACE.
A leading Azerbaijani human rights defender Leyla Yunus testified in a recent interview that she
received first-hand information that around as early as in 2010-2011, students from Azerbaijan
studying in universities in Europe, were forced by Elkhan Suleymanov to carry cash on them to
Strasbourg, and this money would then be used by Azerbaijani representatives for dubious lobbying
purposes in Strasbourg to develop ties with PACE deputies.364
Gifts may include carpets (the one that was given to the Mayor of Cognac was worth 8000 Euro365), or
it could be a spontaneous gift, like a present of a mink fur coat given to the wife of another high-level
guest, a parliamentarian from France, who “felt chilly” during her visit to Baku.366
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Stays in luxury hotels (Kempinski and other high-class hotels belong to Heydarov) include spa
procedures and other services. We may not exclude the possibility that everything that happens in the
hotels is recorded and then the records might be made use of as a compromising material.
Travels are of different types, including mass events like independence celebration, to which a large
number of MPs, MEPs and staff members could be invited, and then the selection is made of who could
be approached for lobbying.
Arif Mammadov, a former Azerbaijani ambassador to the CoE and the EU but now a dissident, says his
former employers are good at identifying PACE members who might be willing to support them: typically
those closer to retirement age who are keen to do some late-career nest-feathering. They are lured with
gifts and promises of five-star travel for them and their spouses.367
Lavish reception together with nice accommodation make impression on MPs that come from poorer
countries or constituencies. These are the people who then would provide voting in favour of
Azerbaijan. Sometimes, such persons approach Suleymanov, expressing their interest in “visiting
beautiful country”. Once, a Bulgarian MPs was seen doing that.368 In case of a debate and voting, these
people are quickly mobilised. We were told that for Azerbaijan-related sessions there is always an
unusually high turnout of those MPs who would not usually attend sessions.
In addition, there are special trips for more influential friends of Azerbaijan, those who can bring
others, organise control of voting in parliaments, or lobby their governments. When important friends
of Azerbaijan are coming with a larger group, like for election observation, they would often come
earlier and leave later, would stay in better hotels and enjoy privileges, like government-provided limos.
Several sources told us that Pedro Agramunt during election observation by PACE in 2013 had a ready
version of conclusions in professional English immediately after the elections. He presented it in five
minutes after he was given a draft report prepared by the staff. Agramunt’s manipulation with texts
related to Azerbaijan is described in detail in the ESI report “A Portrait of Deception. Monitoring
Azerbaijan or why Pedro Agramunt should resign”.369
Numerous sources related to PACE told us that they were surprised by the impressive career of
Agramunt, when his new steps strangely coincided with strengthening of his friendship with Azerbaijan.
Agramunt subsequently received rapporteurship on Azerbaijan, became the head of the EPP group in
PACE, and finally became the President of PACE in 2016.
Elkhan Suleymanov expressed profound satisfaction with that fact in his blog. His post on this occasion
has been later removed but English translation is available on another website.370 Suleymanov’s diary
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is quite revealing: he celebrates the victory of Agramunt, calling it “tremendous”, as well the election
of Michele Nicoletti from Italy as chair of the Socialist group. Suleymanov does not hide his contempt
of their predecessors, well-known critics of Azerbaijani government’s human rights record in PACE,
Anne Brasseur (France) and Andreas Gross (Switzerland).371
In the year that preceded his nomination for PACE presidency, Agramunt was able to arrange hosting
of an EPP meeting in Spain as well as to bring a large number of PACE members for “PACE dialogues”
to his constituency, Valencia, famous for its resorts. Sources of funding for such expensive events are
unknown.
Pedro Agramunt is an EPP Senator from Valencia and a business lawyer, involved with Valencian trade
chamber. He has declared only one small textile business. He was under investigation in his own
country for illegal funding of the PPE (EPP of Spain) and escaped a trial merely on procedural
grounds.372, 373 Spanish prosecutors are currently investigating another major case of alleged corruption
against PPE of Valencia.374 In general, the situation with numerous allegations of corruption in PPE in
Spain is quite scandalous.375
Agramunt has been in PACE for a very long time, since 2000, when most likely he met Ilham Aliyev and
made a useful connection. He is a true veteran among acting European politicians working with
Azerbaijani government: the first time he went to observe elections in Azerbaijan was as early as in
2003, the year when Ilham Aliyev inherited the post of the President. We were told by several
interlocutors that Azerbaijan was extremely supportive of his “campaign” for election to the position
of PACE President and allocated the amount with a figure “with five zeros”, and one quite
knowledgeable source said it was 200 thousand Euro.376
Other MPs reportedly have received chunks of money that could be used for travels to promote
themselves for different positions that would allow them to control or influence resolutions in PACE.
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When the public version of this report was finalised in April 2017, new important testimonies became
available in a publication by The Guardian. Arif Mammadov, a former Azerbaijani diplomat turned
dissident, alleged that a member of the country’s delegation to PACE had 30 million Euro to spend on
lobbying the Council of Europe institutions, including the Assembly. “Everyone” in the Azerbaijani
delegation had heard of this number, although “it was never written down”, he told the Guardian. “It
was said this money was to bribe members of the delegations and PACE generally.” Tobias Billström, a
Swedish delegate to the Assembly and former justice minister, said “very credible members” had told
him they had been offered bribes to vote in a certain way.377
In Strasbourg, we were told that almost all important committees and the Bureau of PACE are now
taken over by friends of Azerbaijan from different political groups.378 According to the European
Stability Initiative report, a plan to engage members of different political groups for key debates and
voting on the human rights situation in Azerbaijan was originally devised by the head of the EPP group
in PACE Luca Volonte in 2012.379
While the EPP (the most influential political group in PACE) is a pro-Azerbaijani stronghold, members
of other groups are being approached too to provide stronger control over voting and rapporteurship.
For example, a Socialist Debono Grech from Malta was used to defeat a candidacy for the rapporteur
on Azerbaijan of another SPD member from Norway who had a critical view of the human rights
situation in Azerbaijan. He would never show up at the SPD group meetings and appeared only when
a new post of a rapporteur on Azerbaijan emerged. Then the whole Azerbaijani PACE control system
was used to provide for his election, both in Strasbourg and Paris, through phone calls, receptions and
letters. It was this case when a Finnish ex-attaché was mobilised for phoning Finnish MPs.380
The Azerbaijani government began actively lobbying on the matter of political prisoners more than 10
years ago, convincing PACE not to appoint a rapporteur in 2005, and then deflecting attention when a
new special rapporteur, German MP Christoph Strässer, was eventually appointed in 2009, successfully
drawing focus for several years on the need for a definition of political prisoners rather than
examination of the situation within Azerbaijan itself.381
A definition of political prisoner was adopted in a PACE resolution in October 2012, and yet the
Azerbaijani government continued to refuse to cooperate with Strässer, preventing him from travelling
to the country for a fact-finding visit in accordance with his mandate. Strässer proceeded with his
report anyway, conducting research from abroad, producing a list of possible cases of political
prisoners and an accompanying draft resolution. The issue came to a head in January 2013 when PACE
voted on the draft resolution on “The follow up to the issue of political prisoners in Azerbaijan”.382 The
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resolution, which would have been crucial in the Council of Europe’s efforts to hold Azerbaijan
accountable for its obligations as a member state, was defeated in a vote of 125 to 79. The move was
a major victory for Azerbaijan’s lobbyists, and a blow to the human rights community.383
Consistently, in the last several years when Azerbaijan’s lobbying activity has affected PACE the most,
rapporteurs on the human rights situation in Azerbaijan (with a mandate from the Monitoring
Committee) have been always chosen from among friends of Azerbaijan: first it was Pedro Agramunt,
then, when he became the chair of the EPP, he was succeeded as a rapporteur by another Spaniard
Agustin Conde. Their respective co-rapporteurs were Maltese Debono Grech and Polish Tadeusz
Iwinski from Social Democrats, all of them active supporters and apologists of Azerbaijan. Conde and
Iwinski lost elections in 2015 and are not in PACE anymore. This finally allowed electing in early 2016 a
decent rapporteur from SPD, an Austrian MP Stefan Schennach, who, unfortunately, now has a
company of well-known Azerbaijani apologist Florin Preda (Romania, EPP).
The two new monitoring co-rapporteurs, Schennach and Preda, travelled to Baku for a fact-finding visit
from 15 to 17 June 2016. Meetings were held, among others, with President Aliyev, the speaker of
Parliament, Prosecutor General, Justice Minister and head of the Central Election Commission, as well
as the members of Azerbaijan’s delegation to PACE. They also met with civil society representatives and
visited some political prisoners.384
The monitoring rapporteurs were back to Baku in September 2016 to observe the referendum. Preda's
comment on the observation speaks for itself: “The referendum was well-organised. I think the
population …was well aware of the referendum. My observations show this… We did not come here to
look for flaws; there are shortcomings in all countries.”385
The latest visit of the two co-rapporteurs in January 2017 was concluded with a controversial
statement, criticised by civil society organisations who insist on continued focus on political prisoners
remaining in custody or convicted in new acts of repression: “It is essential to give a renewed impetus
to the reform processes and pursue dialogue with the authorities, in particular in the areas of the
judiciary, media freedom and human rights, notably concerning the legislation on NGOs. We are ready
to continue our co-operation with the Azerbaijani government and people to define and implement
these reforms. While we considered specific ongoing cases of persons in detention during our visit, our
discussions mainly focused on the reform of the justice system as a whole. It is important to address
the root causes of the problem and to enhance confidence in, and the independence of, the justice
system. We welcome the readiness expressed by the Azerbaijani authorities to closely co-operate with
the Council of Europe on justice reform.”386
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The best-known and longest-serving Azerbaijani political prisoner, Ilgar Mammadov, asked PACE to
remove Florian Preda from the position of rapporteur on human rights in Azerbaijan on ethical grounds
in his appeal from prison published in early September 2016, a few days before the constitutional
referendum.387
Parallel to the functioning of the regular mandate of co-rapporteurs on the human rights situation in
Azerbaijan who are appointed by and report to the Monitoring Committee, there is continued struggle
around another, extraordinary mandate related to political prisoners in Azerbaijan, based in the
Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights.
After a draft resolution based on Christof Strässer’s report on political prisoners was voted down in
January 2013, there were repeated calls for continuation of this mandate and appointment of a new
rapporteur. These calls were resisted by friends of Azerbaijan in PACE who were pushing for abolishing
this mandate, referring this matter to the Monitoring Committee and including the issue of political
prisoners in the regular mandate of monitoring rapporteurs, whose positions they firmly controlled.388
After much debate, a year and a half later, at the beginning of Azerbaijan’s chairmanship in the Council
of Europe, a compromise was reached. On 25 June 2014, the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human
Rights created a mandate on the topic “Azerbaijan’s Chairmanship of the Council of Europe: What
follow-up on Respect for Human Rights?” which partially substituted the previous mandate on political
prisoners in that country and would address this issue.389 The move could be viewed as a positive step
in light of a sharp increase in politically motivated arrests in Azerbaijan following the defeat of Strässer’s
report. This mandate is valid until June 2017 and will have to be negotiated again at that time.
However, hopes were premature: the position was given to Pedro Agramunt, a leading apologist for
the Aliyev regime in PACE who had successfully shielded Azerbaijan from criticism in his capacity of the
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rapporteur of the Monitoring Committee. For some time, he combined two mandates (until spring
2015 when he became the chair of the EPP and had to give the monitoring mandate to Agustin Conde).
Critically-minded MPs reacted bitterly: “There can be no hope of a balanced report from Agramunt...
It's sad that so many CoE delegates have been influenced by lobbying.”390 NGOs were also very critical
of the decision to combine the two mandates in the hands of one person, pointing that “not designating
a separate rapporteur raises questions about impartiality of the process… [and] adds to a worrying
trend within PACE to avoid any critical discussion on human rights in Azerbaijan.”391 Indeed, Agramunt
did not produce any report during his term, providing only short information notes on his trips to
Azerbaijan.
Soon after Agramunt became PACE President in January 2016, he had to give up his second mandate,
the one of the rapporteur on the follow-up to the Azerbaijan’s Chairmanship. Naturally, a wellorganised group of Azerbaijan’s friends would not allow this important mandate to get into the hands
of critics of the Aliyev regime. Using their control of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights,
in March 2016, they appointed a liberal from Belgium Alain Destexhe, another leading apologist of the
regime in Baku and an organiser of the notorious European Academy for Elections Observation, an
international NGO whose activity has been assessed as “fake election observation” by reputable
experts, including the European Platform for Democratic Elections.
Destexhe’s first trip to Baku in his new capacity happened in June 2016, parallel to the trip of the
monitoring co-rapporteurs. He was received during this visit by Ilham Aliyev. Official report on the
President Aliyev’s website covered the meeting in very positive terms: “Senator Alain Destexhe
congratulated the head of state on the start of Formula 1 Grand Prix of Europe in Azerbaijan.
Emphasizing the increasing interest in Formula 1 races around the world, Alain Destexhe said his
country would also host the European Grand Prix. Saying Baku was a new country on the map of
Formula 1, Aliyev expressed his confidence that the race would be interesting for visitors and create
good opportunities for them to better familiarize themselves with the country and get more
information about development processes in Azerbaijan. The sides exchanged views on prospects for
cooperation between Azerbaijan and the Council of Europe.”392 The cordial welcome to the PACE
rapporteur on follow-up the Azerbaijan’s chairmanship in the Council of Europe looked very different
from the hostile treatment by Baku of the rapporteur on political prisoners Christof Strässer in 2012
who was not even allowed to come to Azerbaijan during his term of the rapporteur.
We were warned by our sources in Azerbaijan in advance of the Formula 1 competition that this
international event would be another excuse, like Eurovision and the European Games earlier, to “show
Azerbaijani hospitality towards loyal friends from Europe.”393 Critics say Grands Prix is at best a vanity
project, and at worst “sportswashing”, used for propaganda purposes at home and to launder the
regime’s reputation abroad.394
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It is worth taking a closer look at Alain Destexhe. He is a well-known Belgian politician, currently a
member of the Senate, and an international expert with an impressive career record, including writing
authoritative books on international humanitarian law and holding positions of Secretary-General of
Medicines sans Frontiers and President of the International Crisis Group (he is currently a member of
the Advisory Board of the Group). He is also President of the Parliamentary Network on the World Bank
and the International Monetary Fund.
Despite these achievements and international recognition, it is Destexhe who led election observation
missions to Azerbaijan in 2008, 2010 and 2013 (the latter two as a representative of EAEO), endorsing
them as free, fair and democratic, and has emerged as one of the key figures protecting the Aliyev
regime from criticism.
Destexhe has a very particular role in organising and leading an international election observation
business, specifically developed to whitewash rigged elections in authoritarian regimes and counter
conclusions of observers from the OSCE, a new, quickly developing and very troubling phenomenon.
For more information on this, see the special section on “fake observers” in this report.
Destexhe paid numerous visits to Azerbaijan, which were connected, besides elections, to NagornoKarabakh. In 2012, he played a central role in the Azerbaijan energy event, hosted by the European
Parliament and initiated by OCAZ, Suleymanov's outlet. In the same year, together with Suleymanov,
he presented a book on Belgian-Azerbaijani relations in Belgian MFA. In 2013, he brought the 10th
annual conference of the Parliamentary Network of the World Bank and the IMF to Baku. It was the
first “east of Europe” destination of the conference, bringing the most important officials to Baku.
In January 2016 his career in PACE went upwards: was elected Chairperson of the PACE Committee on
Legal Affairs and Human Rights and by default a member of the Bureau of PACE and the Standing
Committee of PACE.395 These important positions, in addition to his rapporteurship on the follow-up to
Azerbaijan’s Chairmanship of the Council of Europe, give him ample opportunities to influence the PACE
position on Azerbaijan.
Alain Destexhe’s position on political prisoners in Azerbaijan and on his mandate as the rapporteur on
Azerbaijan is quite clear from his recent statements. During his latest visit to Baku, Alain Destexhe met
on 9 February 2017 with leading Azerbaijani independent journalist and former political prisoner
Khadija Ismayilova, among other interlocutors. According to Ms. Ismayilova’s account of the meeting,
from the very beginning Alain Destexhe “said he did not want to get into the political prisoners issue
because there are arguments on the number of those. He also said he does not want any examples as
he has heard too many already”. Since Mr. Destexhe received the mandate of the rapporteur on
Azerbaijan, “he visited the country to attend Formula 1 and to give positive assessment to the rigged
referendum in 2016. He keeps saying that there are no proofs of elections being rigged. My
understanding is that Azerbaijan needs special rapporteur on political prisoners, who will work with
various lists and define PACE's position on the issue. Alain Destexhe is not going to address this issue,”
concludes Ms. Ismayilova.396
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Destexhe‘s activity causes critique of local human rights defenders. Members of the Working Group
for drawing up a single list of political prisoners appealed in January 2017 to PACE to appoint a new
rapporteur on political prisoners in Azerbaijan. They pointed out that Alain Destexhe, appointed on 7
March, 2016 to assess the human rights situation in Azerbaijan, did not work on his mandate, shied
away from cooperation with civil society representatives and human rights defenders, and did not
come into the country in the framework of the mandate.397
Destexhe will have to produce a report and present it to the Committee by June 2017 when the term
of this mandate ends. It will be quite a challenge for everyone concerned.
To the credit of PACE, a healthy cross-party coalition of MPs started to emerge in 2015 willing to take
action against political corruption. They advocate for more accountability and transparency over what
fees PACE members are paid in different countries, what trips they make under which conditions, and
what gifts they receive. It was in the beginning of 2017 when this coalition has finally come to the
forefront of struggle for the integrity of the Assembly.
A major scandal erupted in PACE after the release on 21 November 2016 of a documentary film by the
Italian public broadcaster RAI 3, entitled "Caviar Democracy".398 The film presented documentary
evidence from the investigation by prosecutors in Milan conducted since June 2014 on charges of
corruption and money laundering against the former leader of the EPP in PACE, Luca Volonte. Equally
importantly, Volonte admitted in an interview to the authors of the film in 2016 to have received almost
2.4 mln Euro from the key Azerbaijani lobbyist Elkhan Suleymanov via offshore companies in 20122014, prior to and after the voting on Strässer’s report.
The release of this film as well as reports and appeals by NGOs, including the European Stability
Initiative, Amnesty International and Transparency International,399 created a new dynamics in PACE.
In addition, on 16 January 2017, 60 members of Azerbaijani civil society and 20 international NGOs
addressed a letter to PACE in relation to the criminal proceedings launched against Luca Volonte, calling
on PACE to take immediate actions, including an urgent debate and investigation into allegations of
corruption in PACE, suspend the mandate of the Azerbaijani representatives implicated in the scandal,
suspend the voting rights of the Azerbaijani delegation, appoint a special ethics commission, and
appoint a reputable rapporteur on political prisoners in Azerbaijan.400
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All this prompted 64 PACE members from five political groups and 25 countries to speak up strongly
against corruption in the Assembly at the session in January 2017 and adopt a written declaration on
the Parliamentary Assembly integrity, introduced by MPs Pieter Omtzigt (EPP, the Netherlands) and
Frank Schwabe (Socialist Group, Germany), calling to “establish, without delay, an external, fully
independent and impartial inquiry into all allegations of improper conduct or corruption that may have
sought to influence the work of the Assembly in recent years, focusing in particular on allegations
surrounding the vote on political prisoners in Azerbaijan in January 2013”.401, 402
Media reports on this subject have dramatically increased in numbers lately and have pointed at
possible involvement in improper conduct or corruption of not only Volonte but other PACE members
such as Pedro Agramunt, Jordi Xuclà, Luigi Vitali, Tadeusz Iwinski, and Agustin Conde.403 In one
interview, Volonte and Agramunt were named as heads of a lobbyist group and “friends for money”.404
Importantly, Spanish media publications refer to a likely important purpose of the conspiracy to
whitewash Azerbaijani government’s electoral and human rights record and obscure the existence of
political prisoners in this country. They claim that the goal was to secure loans to Azerbaijan from the
World Bank for the construction of TANAP, a gas pipeline from Azerbaijan to Turkey which would then
continue as TAP, or Trans-Adriatic Pipeline, bringing gas further to Europe. Indeed, a loan of 800 mln
Euro was approved by the Council of the World Bank on 20 December 2016.405
In the wake of the scandal, Spanish MEPs from the Podemos party Miguel Urbán and Xabier Benito
requested that Spanish Prosecutor General cooperate with Italian police working on the Volonte case
and investigate dealings of Pedro Agramunt.406
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Outraged by very serious allegations of corruption at PACE, its Committee on Rules of Procedure,
Immunities and Institutional Affairs unanimously adopted a declaration in which it called for a review
of the Assembly's procedures, as well as the principles and mechanisms established by the Code of
Conduct for members of the Parliamentary Assembly.
Finally, on 27 January, the PACE Bureau agreed with the declaration by the Rules Committee, on
allegations of corruption and fostering of interests made against some members or former members
of PACE, and unanimously supported a three-fold approach to dealing with the matter. The Bureau
tasked PACE Secretary General Wojciech Sawicki to prepare terms of reference for an external
investigation and submit it to the next meeting of the Bureau in March. The Bureau also committed to
revising the Assembly’s Code of Conduct and invited GRECO (the Council of Europe’s Group of States
against Corruption) to provide advice to the Rules Committee, charged with the investigation.
In the light of these developments, Agramunt, in his capacity of PACE President, had to agree to set up
an independent investigation to “shed light on hidden practices that favour corruption,” after initially
resisting calls for the inquiry, blaming fellow parliamentarians for “a campaign to discredit political
opponents by means of slurs, intimidation and coercion”. Essentially, Agramunt made an abrupt Uturn on 27 January in favour of an investigation, after strongly-worded complaints from a dozen
countries, including Switzerland, Belgium, the Baltic and Nordic states.407
Indeed, in the end Agramunt had to express his commitment against corruption and announced that
he had ordered to open an investigation. However, there might be additional reasons for that: Spanish
media claim that Agramunt made these statements after Spanish deputies from a regional coalition of
parties in Valencia, called Coalició Compromís, announced that they had registered petitions for
Agramunt's appearance in the Commission of European Affairs of the parliament of Valencia and in
the Commission on Foreign Affairs of the Senate, to explain his “alleged implications” in the “murky
cases” of the so-called “caviar diplomacy” of Azerbaijan.408
The autonomous deputy of Compromis, Mònica Àlvaro, and the territorial senator of the coalition,
Carles Mulet, in their petition emphasised: “Now, it has been reported that the Italian police would
have intercepted emails allegedly pointing directly to Agramunt”. Likewise, a question from Compromís
was addressed to the government of Spain to request that the publications would be transferred to the
Attorney General of Spain to see if he can open an investigation on the matter.409
Earlier in December 2016, Senator Iñaki Bernal from the coalition of Izquierda-Ezkerra with the
Podemos party in the Spanish province of Navarra, presented a series of parliamentary initiatives to
request clarification of the alleged accusations that have been made about Pedro Agramunt. Bernal
requested the appearance of Agramunt in the Senate Justice Commission to explain these alleged
accusations. He also requested a written report by Agramunt to be submitted to the Government to
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clarify the situation in which he is allegedly being linked to corruption allegations, and has submitted a
question to the government to answer if it is going to take initiatives on this issue.410
Reacting to the ESI report, Agramunt commented that the case for corruption against Luca Volonte had
been filed by a judge in Milan and that what is now investigated is whether there was a tax offense,
implicitly suggesting that allegations of corruption against Volonte do not have prospects of further
investigation and judicial review. More importantly, he emphasised that as the president of PACE, he
had ordered an "all-pervasive internal investigation" on parliamentarians, lobbies and NGOs to know
the financing system of each of these actors.411
Two things are particularly worrying in this statement. First, it is the term “internal”. Many critics,
including NGOs and PACE members who signed the Omtzigt-Schwabe Declaration in January 2017,
demand truly independent and external investigation. Indeed, there are many reasons to believe that
if an investigation is internal, treated as only an internal matter of PACE, it will be not impartial and
thorough, given that many MPs in key positions in the Assembly have been either allegedly involved in
lobbying on behalf of Azerbaijan or at least are well-known apologists of the government in Baku.
Secondly, Agramunt said that the investigation should target, among others, NGOs, “to know financing
systems of each of these actors”. By pointing at NGOs, the PACE President is diverting attention from
the essence of the allegations of corruption by the Azerbaijani representatives and implies that NGOs
are the real culprits, reiterating Xuclà’s, Fischer’s, and Suleymanov's claims. Xuclà’s response to ESI on
Luca Volonte’s alleged bribery was quite revealing: “We are politicians. We are not here simply to look
at this matter from a legal angle; we need to talk about this organisation's reputation and image, so let
us fight defamation.”412 Suleymanov, in his turn, called NGOs and critical MPs “slanderers”.413
The key question now is what terms of reference of the investigation will be adopted before the April
session of PACE and whether they will ensure that it is a serious and impartial investigation, conducted
by truly independent external experts with experience and expertise in such matters.
Involvement of the Secretary General of the Council of Europe is seen as necessary by many observers
to ensure that investigation is not controlled by the same group of Azerbaijan apologists in PACE and
that the situation is not treated as an internal matter of the Assembly. Given that in December 2015
Secretary General Jagland launched an investigation into Azerbaijan’s compliance with its obligations
under the European Convention on Human Rights, a procedure applied for the first time ever in the
history of the Council of Europe, he might well be seen as legitimately interfering in this unprecedented
situation in PACE.
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A BOURGEONING BUSINESS OF FAKE INTERNATIONAL ELECTION OBSERVATION IN FAVOUR OF
AUTOCRATS
In the last several years, a host of new type of organisations has emerged specialising in giving positive
assessment of fraudulent elections in autocratic countries. They bring together current and former
members of national parliaments of European countries and the US, PACE, OSCE PA, European
Parliament. They normally come for a short-term visit and conduct quite superficial observation with
no proper methodology which contradicts international principles of election observation. They give
numerous interviews to the media, sometimes issue a statement but never publish normal election
observation reports. Often, they are received by high-level government officials or even leaders of the
host country. In most instances, these visits are covered by representatives of the host country, most
often via an NGO in this country or an NGO in one of the European countries, acting as a lobbyist of
the government of the country in question.
Quotes from the “fake observers” speak for themselves, as illustrated from observation of the
September 2016 constitutional referendum in Azerbaijan: “To sum up, it is the conviction of our
delegation that the process of the referendum…has been conducted in a free, open and sound process,
in accordance with the best international standards, and that it will definitively express the will of the
people of Azerbaijan.” “We have monitored elections in many countries as observers of the European
Union and OSCE. I have observed elections in Azerbaijan before. The voting in Azerbaijan was
conducted in line with European standards," “To tell the truth, we know without observing that
everything is all right”.414
Motivations of autocratic rulers in engaging with “fake observers” are quite obvious: they crave
international legitimacy in order to be accepted as respected partners. A stamp of legitimacy is very
important for signing various cooperation treaties, including in the economic and trade areas, receive
loans and other forms of funding from international financial institutions, and private investments that
often follow money from IFIs. However, it is increasingly difficult to “sell” rigged elections in autocracies
as free and fair and in line with international standards. The longer autocrats occupy their thrones and
the more times they are re-elected, the more difficult it is to pretend their rule is legitimate. Thanks to
reports by local and international NGOs, information about repression and absence of fundamental
freedoms which are a prerequisite of free and fair elections, is widely available at the international
level. Results of election observation by local NGOs and international NGO coalitions such as the
European Platform for Democratic Elections (EPDE) testify to massive fraud. Most importantly, negative
conclusions by OSCE ODIHR whose election observation work is accepted as the state of the art, make
it almost impossible to imitate free and fair elections which are necessary for the legitimacy of the
ruling regimes.
Therefore, the establishment and growth of the “fake election observation” business is in the vital
interests of autocrats across the world and in particular in the post-Soviet region. Their highly positive
assessments are widely used by the autocratic regimes in their propaganda at home and internationally
to counter the OSCE ODIHR’s and NGO reports and whitewash deeply flawed elections. All this is very
relevant for Azerbaijan who has used the services of “fake observers” extensively in the last decade.
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Unfortunately, the number of former and current members of parliaments from democratic countries
as well as from international parliamentary bodies who are engaged in this shameful business is
growing. It can be counted in the hundreds now. Their motivations are clear: it is sheer corruption. The
number of specialised non-governmental organisations posing as genuine election observers is
increasing as well. We have reasons to believe that leaders of these organisations and heads of
observation missions of “fake observers” receive very good compensation for their work from
Azerbaijan as well as from other autocracies through institutional grants and personal contracts via
think-tanks and NGOs such as GEFDAB in Germany. Rank-and-file members are probably satisfied with
business class flights, luxury hotels, and gifts.
This new phenomenon of “fake observers” needs studying, including on schemes of financing of these
organisations and observation missions. In the context of Azerbaijani lobbying, two organisations of
this kind stand out.
French NGO Eurasia New Horizons is one example. Articles of this “election observatory” were filed in
February 2008 by Thierry Mariani, French MP, member of PACE and OSCE PA and the most active proAzerbaijani lobbyist in Europe, and Michel de Guillenchmidt, a lawyer and a specialist in Russian law,
who became treasurer of the organisation. According to its statutes, the association shall be the place
of exchange between political actors, academics, and societies.415 The domain name of the website
was filed in December 2009 by Stratinvest, a company based in Moscow and founded by Emmanuel
Gout, an advisor on Russia and France of the former Prime-Minister of Italy and a former official of the
media giant Vivendi.416, 417
In 2009-2010, Thierry Mariani acted as president of Eurasia New Horizons. In April 2010, he went to
Baku for an international conference on parliamentary elections which were due in November. The
organisers were the Association for Civil Society Development in Azerbaijan (ACSDA, once headed by
the key Azerbaijani lobbyist Elkhan Suleymanov) and Eurasia New Horizons. Mariani claimed that he
resigned from the presidency of Eurasia New Horizons shortly before taking the government post in
2010; however, he never declared this organisation while taking the government position.418
A delegation of observers of one of Mariani's client organisations, the European Strategic Intelligence
and Security Center (ESISC), also observed Azerbaijani elections in 2015 and assessed them positively.
ESISC describes its mission as defending “the complex or delicate operations of states or companies
through our modern and effective lobbying practice”.419 Since long ago, ESISC has been praising
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Azerbaijan' as a “model for good governance”.420 After 2013 elections in Azerbaijan, they attacked the
ODIHR monitoring mission findings; this statement can still be found on their website.421
Most recently, on 6 March 2017, ESISC published a new scandalous report called “The Armenian
Connection” where it veraciously attacked human rights NGOs and research organisations criticising
human rights violations and corruption in Azerbaijan, Turkey, and Russia, accused them in destabilising
Azerbaijan and trying to establish control over the Council of Europe in the interests of George Soros
and Armenia.422 It also alleges connection with Armenia and George Soros of several key members of
PACE who have taken principled position on the human rights record of Azerbaijan and demand
independent investigation of the corruption allegations. The report is written in the worst traditions of
authoritarian propaganda, makes absurd claims, and is clearly aimed at deflecting the wave of criticism
against cover-up of unethical lobbying and corruption in PACE and demands for change in the Assembly.
In July 2010, Eurasia New Horizons became a co-founder of an international Brussels-based NGO, the
European Academy for Elections Observation, which has emerged since then as a key instrument in the
new business of election observation aimed at whitewashing rigged elections and referenda under
autocratic regimes. EAEO was set up in Brussels and brings together a number of pro-Azerbaijani MPs
from different European countries.423
EAOA is registered in Belgium as an “international association with not-for-profit purpose”.424 The page
on the Company Tracker contains four documents: the founding document (including statute) plus a
notice of re-appointment of board members and two changes of address. Nothing else is available,
including financial reports but this is not uncommon in Belgium. The statute indicates as aims to engage
in training on election observation, training for official election oversight committees, and to send
observer missions. The first (and continuing) board members are Stef Goris (in the document called
Emiel Goris, after his first name) and Alain Destexhe, both reconfirmed in 2015. Both are well-known
Belgian politicians and Azerbaijan’s best friends. Current address of EOAO is at Stef Goris’ home address
who serves as President of EAEO. Alain Destexhe is the secretary of the Academy.425 He currently serves
as PACE rapporteur on the follow-up to Azerbaijan’s Chairmanship in the Council of Europe and is the
Chairperson of the Committee on Legal Affairs and Human Rights.
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The EAEO website mentions three member organisations. Eurasia New Horizons from France is one of
them, while another is a Belgian NGO established and run by Destexhe and Goris, Société pour la
protection de l’État de droit/ Vereniging voor de Bescherming van de Rechtsstaat (Association for
Protection of the Rule of Law). It has the same two board members as EAEO (Goris and Destexhe) and
the same date of establishment, 15 July 2010. The statute has a number of goals, including cooperating,
studying and training on rule of law and participation in missions abroad for election observation.
Address is in an office building on the outskirts of Brussels; it is not clear whether this is an actual active
office.426 No information can be found on the third member organisation of EAEO, a Spanish NGO
“Valores Democraticos” (“Democratic Values”). Public registers are not very well developed in Spain;
more research on it is needed.
EAEO was set up by political entrepreneurs like Mariani, Goris and Destexhe, and was propped up by
the Azerbaijani demand, though used to serve other regimes too. We found evidence that in different
years EAEO served interests of regimes in Azerbaijan, Ukraine and Uzbekistan. Mariani was a head of
the EAEO observation mission to Ukraine in 2012 under president Yanukovich who was ousted several
months later by protesters on Maidan.427
EAEO claims on its website: “together with several other European NGOs and several dozen
parliamentarians and former parliamentarians, all from the European Union, we are committed to the
preparation and monitoring of the observation of elections. All our colleagues have extensive
experience in these matters. Most of them are active or former member of the Parliamentary
Assemblies of the Council of Europe or the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe.”428
The rather outdated website calendar of EAEO claims it had observed elections in Azerbaijan in 2010
and 2013.429 Old versions of the website can be found through the web
archive, https://archive.org/web/. From the year of its establishment in 2010, EAEO has observed all
elections in Azerbaijan. First, in November 2010, EAEO reportedly sent 163 parliamentarians, paid by
SOCAR through a German lobbying organisation GEFDAB, to observe the elections and concluded that
the voting procedures were held “in line with international standards” and that the vote count was
“open and transparent.”430
Alain Destexhe headed the EAOA 2013 observation mission to Azerbaijan, reportedly consisting of 160
observers and again paid by SOCAR through GEFDAB, headed by a former Bundestag member and
GEFDAB Director Eduard Lintner.431 All of them – Mariani, Destexhe and Lintner – were PACE members
in different times.
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Central Electoral Commission of Azerbaijan officially announced EAEO as an observer of the elections
in 2015.432 During the election observation in 2015, Mariani was called by the Azerbaijani press a
“member of the EAEO observation mission”.433 Immediately after the 2015 elections, former OSCE PA
president and member of the European Academy of Election Observation, an Austrian politician
Wolfgang Grossruck said the EAEO observation mission had found no interference with the electoral
process or problems with the identification of voters, adding: “I want to stress that in general, the
election was held at a high level.” “The votes were counted transparently and there were no problems,”
Grossruck told the media in Baku. “We felt that overall, this was a good result.”434
EAEO delegation also observed the infamous constitutional referendum in September 2016435 and was
even received by Ilham Aliyev. Angelo Farrugia, speaker of the Maltese Parliament, headed the mission.
Stefan Goris also figured prominently, and Thierry Mariani can be seen on the photo. Aliyev was clearly
pleased and highlighted the importance of EAEO, as reported in the Azerbaijani media: “The head of
state hailed the importance of the fact that Stef Goris, who represents an important organization such
as the European Academy for Elections Observation, visits Azerbaijan accompanied by a large
delegation to monitor the referendum. Saying a number of observers from more than 30 countries as
well as important international organizations came to monitor the referendum, President Ilham Aliyev
hailed the significance of their observing the voting.”436 Fully in line with the goals of EAEO, Farrugia
said that EAEO delegation observed “a peaceful and organised voting at polling stations”, adding that
“the voters had a careful approach to every issue put to referendum”.437
The Academy involves both former and current members of national parliaments and international
parliamentary bodies as participants of its election observation missions, as its website explains and
practice shows. However, it looks like that a line is sometimes blurred: on certain occasions, even
members of official missions of inter-governmental bodies appear to work hand in hand with members
of EAEO unofficial missions. For example, former PACE co-rapporteur on the human rights situation in
Azerbaijan Tadeusz Iwinski travelled to observe the referendum in Azerbaijan in September 2016 as a
member of the EAEO unofficial mission and acknowledged, in essence, that the official PACE mission
worked together with it. In an interview, he said that he “arrived with a group of observers to monitor
the referendum” and “the group includes members of the mission of the European Academy for
Elections Observation and PACE”. “No shortcomings have been observed at the polling stations we
visited,” added Iwinski.438
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Therefore, not only in the Azerbaijani media members of EAEO missions are presented as coming to
observe elections on behalf of official bodies; this blurring happens in the heads of observers
themselves. Members of EAEO missions may influence opinions of members of official missions if they
work together during election observation, especially since many of them know each other very well
and have worked together in the same assemblies in the past.
All EAOA conclusions on Azerbaijani elections have been positive. However, they were limited to oral
quotes for the media: no real observation reports are available on their website or elsewhere. It is not
surprising, because all their observations are short-term and are not based on any trustworthy
methodology, very different from long-term observation missions by OSCE ODIHR, working on the basis
of thorough, transparent, and well-tested methodology.
Like Thierry Mariani, EAEO President Stef Goris has been supporting various post-Soviet autocracies.
For example, he observed recently not only elections in Azerbaijan, but in Uzbekistan too;439 he lent his
authority to the celebration of 25 years of Kazakhstan’s independence,440 and congratulated ailing
Uzbekistani dictator Islam Karimov with his re-election in 2015.441
Domestic and international NGOs have criticised “fake observers” in strongest terms. Recently EPDE,
the leading international NGO coalition on election observation, issued a statement criticising
international observers from EAEO as well as from PACE, European Parliament and national parliaments
of several European countries, who observed the notorious constitutional referendum in September
2016, 117 people in total.442 The EPDE statement says, in particular: “EPDE is highly critical to
statements made by international election observers, which stand in sharp contrast to the critical
assessment made by local independent citizens’ election observers. EPDE sees the statements as
attempts at whitewashing an undemocratic and fraudulent referendum. Their assessment raises
doubts over the impartiality, professionality and honesty of the international observers. By that they
damage the reputation of the institutions and parliaments that they represent.”443
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CONCLUSIONS: HOW THE AZERBAIJANI MACHINE OF INTERNATIONAL LOBBYING AND CORRUPTION
HAS WORKED AND SUCCEEDED
Observers and human rights experts have repeatedly referred to the phenomenon of Azerbaijan as a
lack of strong position from the West regarding human rights situation in that country. These double
standards were explained by the so-called “caviar diplomacy” – a picturesque, yet not entirely accurate
term to describe the influence that Azerbaijan has gained over European politics and politicians. Bits
and pieces of that influence can be found on the surface; however, down under there is a whole
sophisticated system of connections that the Azerbaijani web of influence is built of.
This web allows building a certain narrative about Azerbaijan, which consists of arguments of young
democracy, geostrategic considerations, energy security and a role model of ethnic and religious
tolerance. This narrative also portrays Azerbaijan as a victim of aggression that, due to the occupation
of part of its territory, has to overcome additional difficulties of development.
Azerbaijan does not want to be treated like other Eastern Partnership countries, but rather as a
strategic partner of the EU. Azerbaijan and its apologists emphasise the countries' aspirations for
strategic partnership with the EU, though its governing model is far from what is considered democratic
by any standards.
Through a series of interviews with different actors, we have made an effort to understand the
structures of the web of influence and the way it is managed.
The highest level of impact is influencing state policies – directly, if their economies are weak enough
or hydrocarbon-dependent, and/or indirectly through big businesses and politicians of these countries.
We were told that on a number of occasions, oil contracts with countries are conditioned by political
support at the expense of human rights.
Cultural and charitable initiatives, like restoration projects, also help to buy influence. For example,
huge investments into Vatican restoration have resulted in special relations with the Holy See.
In other cases, contacts established from Soviet times are helping: ex-president of Romania Băsescu
was said to have such relations with Azerbaijan. More cases are described in the countries' section. In
a number of cases, like with Romania, it is the capitals telling their MEPs and MPs how to act, and
influence from a capital to another capital is employed.
Ilham Aliyev and his wife Mehriban are active players in this game. As said above, they want to be
accepted in Europe as equals, and not as some exotic guests. Aliyev was educated in the prestigious
Moscow State Institute of International Relations. Before succeeding his father, he was leading the
Azerbaijani delegation in PACE for three years. Contacts from that time are still working for him.
Ilham Aliyev is said to have a final say on all key decisions; however, strategies are said to be developed
by several people under him. Head of Presidential Administration foreign department Novruz
Mammadov was named by our interlocutors as an important person in managing this system of “special
cooperation with friends of Azerbaijan”. He is close to the powerful oligarch Kamaleddin Heydarov and
is said to decide who serves where in embassies, and has a strong role in developing a strategy.
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A structure in Azerbaijan which is responsible for doing some strategic analysis, the Strategic Resource
Center under the President, headed by Farhad Mammadov (not related to Ziya Mammadov), does
policy papers, conferences, and visibility. Part of its work is pure lobbying. It also produces internal
reports for the president, sometimes they are read and taken into account, sometimes ignored.
A relatively new structure, the Azerbaijan Diplomatic Academy, is run by Hafiz Pashaev, the first lady’s
uncle. It is engaged in institutionalised lobbying through diplomats, scholars, professors, student
exchanges and cooperation with think tanks.
We could not get any definite answer to the question on whether there is a single person who has all
the information from all lobbying branches and whether there is a service in any department that is
gathering data and dossiers on contacts and lobbying resources. We assume that there could be such
a department in the security service or elsewhere, as some cases indicate. We guess that such a
department might exist under Kamaleddin Heydarov’s auspices. He is an oligarch number one and is
said to have his own private “army”. It also seems that in the most cases invited guests are being put
in the hotels owned by Heydarov, where it is easy to observe them and obtain additional information.
Resources for lobbying are coming from SOCAR and its affiliates, the Heydar Aliyev Foundation,
embassies of Azerbaijan, and personally from Kamaleddin Heydarov, who is in in charge of lobbying in
Europe.
Until recently, another oligarch, Ziya Mammadov and his son were in charge of lobbying in the USA.
However, Ziya Mammadov lost his influence and positions in the latest purges. This does not mean,
however, that Azerbaijani lobbying in the USA has stopped.
Heydarov's lobbying has two major hands: a “clean”, “political”, “expert” hand that is managed by TEAS,
and a “dirty” one – direct benefit distribution, which is done in Strasbourg through an influential
member of the Azerbaijani delegation to PACE and his assistant, also a PACE member, and in Brussels
by OCAZ, also run by them.
TEAS is involved in what can be considered more or less acceptable and legal – political and cultural
events, expert discussions, organization of trips that could be declared by politicians, donations to
political parties that could be declared, paid press-tours, trips to roundtables and conferences,
including Dubai resort hotels, fees for key-note speakers and high per diems.
According to our sources, while traveling to Baku, people are often put in the hotels belonging to
Heydarov the elder. Of course, even if the trip is declared, then still there are multiple niceties like
luxury spa, dinners etc. that are usually not declared. TEAS pretends to be a respectable society,
pretending that they have membership fees and different funding sources; however, the true source is
money of Taleh Heydarov's father, Kamaleddin.
This allowed TEAS to hire to their London office such communication “sharks” like senior PR
professional Lionel Zetter for the Global Director position or Leon Cook, formerly with a major PR firm
Burson-Marstiller, as communications director.
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TEAS is working to engage with high-ranking politicians, and that is why they aim to hire well-connected
persons, like Belgian ex-minister and ex-senator Marc Verwilghen (director of TEAS Brussels office). As
one of our interlocutors noted, persons like him are able to open almost any door in the government
or parliament.
Roman Huna, ex-director of TEAS–Belgium and former Program Advisor of the Council of Europe’s
Directorate General of Legal Affairs, Slovak by origin, was aiming to become Slovak ambassador to Baku
after his tenure at TEAS. However, he was asked to stay as a consultant to TEAS in Brussels because of
his friendship with Vice-President of the European Commission for Energy Maroš Šefčovič which
means that TEAS has direct access to him.444 One can only guess what was the real reason behind the
exception that was made for Azerbaijan regarding the Third Energy Package of the EU.
In the European Parliament, TEAS has established the Friends of Azerbaijan Group; in France it revived
the Association of Friends of Azerbaijan; in Berlin it is active with the German-Azerbaijani Forum.
TEAS is also working to co-opt experts and think-tanks who would promote the Azerbaijani agenda.
TEAS has offices in London (head), Paris, Berlin, Baku and Istanbul.
The less discreet operations are believed to be performed by Elkhan Suleymanov, an Azerbaijani MP in
PACE and in Euronest. According to our sources, he is close to Heydarov the elder and is trusted by him.
Suleymanov is tasked with parliamentary “engagement”, which consists of inviting potential friends of
Azerbaijan to Baku and distributing all sorts of “gifts”. Assisting in election observation by friendly MPs
is also his duty. The price tag for services by MPs is said to vary from a carpet and a luxury trip to cash
ranging 50–200 thousand Euro. It is the job of Suleymanov and his people to organise favourable voting,
to see that the right people are appointed as rapporteurs, and influence the reports.
Suleymanov's outlet in relations with European Parliament is OCAZ, which was run by his assistant
Muslum Mammadov. He was described to us and also to ESI as an “envelope carrier”. Since 2016, he is
a full member of PACE. That may be the answer why the stationary phone in OCAZ never works
properly: it is not meant for public access.
State oil giant SOCAR comes into play where there is a necessity to back an energy or cultural
conference (like SOCAR – Germany), hire an expert as a consultant — for example, this is the case of
US–Israeli expert Brenda Schaffer, or pay for an observation mission trip through a proxy, like in the
case of 2013 election observation by EAEO, sponsored by GEFDAB. Sometimes SOCAR sponsors a trip
of an MP, like the trip of Karen Strenz in 2014.
According to our sources, embassies in important cities are aimed at creating good relations,
supporting and holding events, giving relatively innocent presents, but are not involved in cash
distribution. There are sometimes conflicts between embassies and TEAS, and especially between
embassies and Suleymanov because of his non-diplomatic behaviour. He allows himself to send quite
rude letters to the highest levels politicians in case things are not going the way Azerbaijan wants. He
also makes attempts to interfere with the embassies’ work.
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Western embassies in Baku are subject to influence and engagement. It is known that the EU and its
member states are shaping their policies towards a country largely based on recommendations of the
embassies on the ground, and preparation of official visits strongly depends on them. In countries like
Azerbaijan, embassies tend to be rather cautious, but in a number of cases it is more than caution.
There are well-known cases of two USA ambassadors, who during their term were good friends of the
ruling regime and after leaving their post started to operate their businesses in Baku.445 We were also
informed that at least two former ambassadors, Polish and Italian, were friends of Aliyev and had their
business interests in Baku.446 Information on the ambassadors is worth further checking.
Ambassadors and embassy staff are obviously a subject for seduction Azerbaijani-style, and these
connections are used even after diplomats have left their post in the country. For example, the former
Finnish military attaché in Baku was used to defeat a candidacy for rapporteurship in PACE of a
Norwegian MP. He was asked to call Finnish MPs and request not to support her candidacy.
This case, together with some other cases, makes us assume that inside the Azerbaijani lobbying system
there is a unit that maintains dossiers of all human and institutional resources that could be mobilised.
It may have different kinds of information. For example, we were told that one of the MPs who was on
a trip to Baku and put in one of Heydarov's hotels, had two undressed women banging on his door
while he was in his room.447
There is one pattern that is worth noticing: almost all main lobbyists of Azerbaijan like Mariani, Strenz
(and now it appears that Iveta Grigule from Latvia is interested too) also work for Kazakhstan, just like
the German PR Firm Consultum Communications. Our sources tell us that Kazakhstani's ruling elites of
the younger generation maintain friendly relations with the Turkmenistanis and the Azerbaijanis and
pass along their trusted Western lobbyists who have proved to be useful.
Demand causes offer. A number of organisations, like the European Strategic Intelligence and Security
Center (ESISC) which observed elections in 2015 and in 2013, specialised in attacking OSCE ODIHR's
monitoring mission findings, were in search of new clients, and Azerbaijani generous PR spendings
were more than attractive for them.448 The same goes for many other organisations and individuals.
Other organizations like GEFDAB were set up by particularly useful MPs with financial assistance of
Azerbaijanis both out of gratitude for past services and with the aim of a further use. GEFDAB is headed
by the former German MP Eduard Lintner, who was most useful for Azerbaijan regime while he was in
PACE. We were told that not only 2013 election observation was sponsored by (or through) GEFDAB,
but recent election observation too, in a more disguised manner. We were told that GEFDAB in general
is used for covering all kinds of lobbying expenses.449
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Most importantly, it is not only economic and geopolitical interests of various democratic states or the
greed and cynicism of individual politicians but the weaknesses of Western democratic institutions
such as national parliaments and inter-governmental organisations, with PACE being in the lead, which
is successfully used by the autocratic regime of Azerbaijan to exert influence on policies, manipulate
decisions, co-opt and buy politicians, and eventually capture whole states and international
organisations.
RECOMMENDATIONS
Suggested recommendations are in line with a number of recommendations presented in the recent
weeks by international and Azerbaijani civil society organisations.
1. Bureau of PACE, Secretary General of the Council of Europe, and the Committee of Ministers of
the Council of Europe should discuss, without delay, allegations of corruption and misconduct in
PACE and appoint a team of external independent investigators with experience in such matters
to do a serious investigation into all allegations of improper conduct, undeclared interests and
corruption of PACE members from any country and political group that have or may have sought
to influence the Assembly’s reports and resolutions on Azerbaijan, including but not limited to the
circumstances surrounding the PACE vote on the draft resolution on political prisoners in
Azerbaijan in January 2013, and specifically into the behaviour of members of the Azerbaijani
delegation prior to and during the vote and since then, in particular the roles of Elkhan
Suleymanov and Muslum Mammadov. It is very important that this investigation addressing very
serious allegations of misconduct and corruption by some PACE members and possible cover-up
by others is indeed conducted by external investigators and not left for PACE to conduct as its
internal matter.
2. The Secretary General of the Council of Europe, Thorbjorn Jagland, should make a very strong
statement to affirm that there will be no tolerance of any corruption, including bribery, trading in
influence or taking up of roles that imply a conflict of interest, in PACE.
3. Prior to the April 2017 session, as many PACE members as possible should join the January 2017
Declaration on integrity, supporting the demand for an external investigation of allegations of
corruption and a reform of the Code of Conduct.
4. PACE should immediately suspend the two Azerbaijani members, Elkhan Suleymanov and Muslum
Mammadov, alleged of bribing other members, pending a full investigation.
5. PACE should suspend the voting rights of the entire Azerbaijani delegation until such time as it is
clear that corruption practices have ceased.
6. PACE should review its Code of Conduct to ensure introducing strongest safeguards against
corruption and unethical behaviour and effective mechanisms for their enforcement.
7. Along with that, PACE should consider establishing a special integrity framework in line with best
international standards and based on GRECO recommendations, to ensure adherence to high
ethical standards by its members. A special integrity framework should include an independent
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ethics office with investigators answering to an independent board. Such investigators should
have the authority to look into any instances where there is a substantial reason to believe that a
violation of the Code of Conduct occurred. The proposed ethics office should inform both the
Bureau of the Assembly and the public of the results of such investigations.
8. Prosecutors in France, Spain, Germany and other countries should contact their Italian colleagues
and cooperate in investigating suspicious behaviour of PACE members in their countries during
the period when alleged corruption took place in PACE.
9. PACE should appoint a credible rapporteur on political prisoners in Azerbaijan who would be
guided by and apply the definition of political prisoners adopted by PACE in October 2012 and
consider appointing a prominent external human rights expert as co-rapporteur who can ensure
the integrity of the process.
10. PACE should consistently address the issue of political prisoners in its member states, based on
its October 2012 definition of political prisoners, by examining cases of alleged political
imprisonment, appointing special rapporteurs, and, where confirmed, using all powers in its
disposal to demand their release under threat of consequences in cases of non-compliance.
11. The European Parliament should review its Code of Conduct to ensure introducing strongest
safeguards against corruption and unethical behaviour and effective mechanisms for their
enforcement, with assistance of the European Anti Fraud Office (OLAF) if necessary.
12. The OSCE Parliamentary Assembly should review its Code of Conduct to ensure introducing
strongest safeguards against corruption and unethical behaviour and effective mechanisms for
their enforcement.
13. National parliaments of member states of the Council of Europe and the OSCE should review their
Codes of Conduct to ensure introducing strongest safeguards against corruption and unethical
behaviour, and adopt oversight and disclosure requirements for their members while serving in
PACE and OSCE PA and/or travelling to abroad.
14. PACE, the European Parliament, OSCE PA, and national parliaments should review their rules and
procedures for participation of their members in international election observation missions.
Special attention should be paid to the situations when their members undermine the work of
longer-term observers such as the OSCE/ODIHR. In cases when their individual members outside
or in the absence of an official observation mission claim to represent these parliaments as
election observers and/or do not publicly refute such allegations by public officials or the media
of the country where the elections are held, PACE, the European Parliament, OSCE PA, and
national parliaments should review every such case and assess whether activities of these
members are in line with the ethical standards and codes of conduct of these parliaments.
15. Activities and financial sources of the European Academy of Elections Observation, whose
missions systematically give a highly positive assessment of elections and referenda in
authoritarian states and contradict conclusions of OSCE ODIHR observation missions and
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independent local civil society observers, should be a subject of scrutiny by national and
international investigation, as well as those of its member organisations.
16. The European Parliament, the European Commission and governments of the European Union
member states should apply anti-corruption and human rights conditionality regarding adoption
of a Partnership Agreement with Azerbaijan, develop strong anti-corruption and human rights
benchmarks as a condition for signing and ratifying the Agreement, and make implementation of
the Agreement conditional on compliance with the benchmarks, measured against concrete
criteria. These benchmarks should include, as a minimum, immediate release of all political
prisoners, ending of persecution of human rights defenders, independent journalists and
bloggers, youth activists, and political opposition members, and ending restrictions on civil society
organisations.
17. The same conditionality approach with the use of strong anti-corruption and human rights
benchmarks should be applied by international financial institutions when discussing, developing,
and negotiating economic and financial assistance programmes in Azerbaijan.
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ANNEX
Excerpts from the declarations by members of the UK Parliament regarding payments received from
and trips covered by Azerbaijani organisations and government bodies in 2014-2016

HOUSE OF COMMONS
2016-2017450
Blackman, Bob (Harrow East, Chair of All Parliamentary Group on Azerbaijan)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Two tickets to attend the Special Royal Windsor Horse Show and Queen's 90th Birthday Celebrations,
total value £620 (£310 per ticket) Date received: 13 May 2016 Date accepted: 13 May 2016
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
For MP and one member of staff, flights, accommodation with a total value of £4,110 (£2,055pp)
Destination of visit: Baku, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 26 July - 31 July 2016 Purpose of visit: to meet with
political and parliamentary figures, HM Ambassador, business representatives and IDP/Refugee camp
of displaced people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
Godsiff, Mr Roger (Birmingham, Hall Green)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £2,055 comprising £1,455 for flights and £600
for 5 nights at a hotel in Baku Destination of visit: Baku Date of visit: 26 – 31 July 2016 Purpose of visit:
to meet with political and parliamentary figures, HM Ambassador, business representatives and
IDP/Refugee camp of displaced people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
Menzies, Mark (Fylde)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation: flights and hotel accommodation with a value of £2,055. Destination of visit:
Baku. Date of visit: 26-31 July 2016. Purpose of visit: to meet with political and parliamentary figures,
HM Ambassador, business representatives and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced people from the conflict
in Nagorno-Karabakh.
Morris, David (Morecambe and Lunesdale)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): flights and accommodation with a value of
£1,815 Destination of visit: Baku Date of visit: 26-30 July 2016 Purpose of visit: to meet with political
and parliamentary figures, HM Ambassador, business representatives and IDP/Refugee camp of
displaced people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
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Name of donor: Embassy of the Republic of Azerbaijan
Estimate of the probable value: Flights and accommodation with a value of £2,007. Destination: Baku,
Azerbaijan Dates: 24-29 September 2016. Purpose of visit: To observe an election (Referendum).
Offord, Dr Matthew (Hendon)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
tickets for MP, MP wife and two others for the Royal Windsor Horse Show evening event and dinner,
total value £1,240 Date accepted: 12 May 2016
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation: flights £1,455; accommodation £600; total value £2,055 Destination of visit: Baku,
Azerbaijan Date of visit: 26-31 July 2016 Purpose of visit: to meet with political and parliamentary
figures, HM Ambassador, business representatives and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced people from the
conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
Robertson, Mr Laurence (Tewkesbury)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Hospitality provided to my wife and me at the Royal Windsor Horse Show, approx. value £620. Date
accepted: 13 May 2016
Vickers, Martin (Cleethorpes)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): total value £2,055, comprising £1,455 for
flights and £600 for 5 nights at a hotel in Baku Destination of visit: Baku Date of visit: 26 July – 31 July
2016 Purpose of visit: to meet with political and parliamentary figures, HM Ambassador, business
representatives and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
(Registered 06 September 2016)
2015-2016451
Godsiff, Mr Roger (Birmingham, Hall Green)
Name of donor: The State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR)
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): airfares, accommodation, transportation and
meals; approx. £2,500 Destination of visit: Azerbaijan Date of visit: 12-15 November 2015 Purpose of
visit: to look at energy issues. (Registered 23 November 2015)
2014-2015452
AMESS, Sir David (Southend West)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation: £1,943 for flights and £600 for 5 nights at a hotel; total £2,543 Destination of
visit: Baku, Shaki and Gabala, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 26 May – 31 May 2014 Purpose of visit: to meet
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with political and parliamentary figures including the President of the Republic, ministers, the British
Ambassador, local public service centres, representatives of international organisations, human rights
groups and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh
BALDRY, Rt Hon Sir Tony (Banbury)
£15,000, plus travel and accommodation expenses of approximately £1,700 (including costs of visit to
Baku 17-18 September) received from Trend News Agency, Azerbaijan, for advice and discussions on
matters relating to parliamentary relations and business, academic and educational links between the
UK and Azerbaijan and discussions of two international conferences. Hours: approx 4 working days.
BLACKMAN, Bob (Harrow East)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £4,486, comprising £3,886 for flights and £600
for 5 nights at a hotel for 2 persons Destination of visit: Baku, Shaki and Gabala, Azerbaijan Date of
visit: 26 May – 31 May 2014 Purpose of visit: to meet with political and parliamentary figures including
the President of the Republic, ministers, the British Ambassador, local public service centres,
representatives of international organisations, human rights groups and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced
people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh
BRUCE, Rt Hon Sir Malcolm (Gordon)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £2,423, comprising £1,943 for flights and £480
for 4 nights at a hotel Destination of visit: Baku, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 26 May to 29 May 2014
Purpose of visit: to meet with political and parliamentary figures including the President of the
Republic, ministers, the British Ambassador, local public service centres, representatives of
international organisations and human rights groups.
FOX, Rt Hon Dr Liam (North Somerset)
Contract with The European Azerbaijan Society for translation rights of my book.
28th April 2014, advance of £5,700 on signature of contract.
1 October 2014, advance of £5,700 for paperback publication.
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijani Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): flights £2,320.40 and accommodation
1,259.54 for me and a member of staff; total £3,579.94 Destination of visit: Istanbul, Turkey Date of
visit: 1-4 February 2015 Purpose of visit: to attend the release of my book ‘Rising Tides’ translation into
Turkish.
HOWARTH, Sir Gerald (Aldershot)
Name of donor: The State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR)
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £3,000 including flights, internal travel and
notional costs. Destination of visit: Baku, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 6-8 October 2014 Purpose of visit: a
delegation to discuss relations between the UK and Azerbaijan and meetings with political and business
representatives.
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LUFF, Sir Peter (Mid Worcestershire)
£15,000, plus travel and accommodation expenses of approximately £1,700 (including costs of visit to
Baku 17-18 September) received from Trend News Agency, Azerbaijan, for advice and discussions on
matters relating to parliamentary relations and business, academic and educational links between the
UK and Azerbaijan and discussions of two international conferences. Hour: approx 4 working days.
MENZIES, Mark (Fylde)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £2,543, comprising £1,943 for flights and £600
for 5 nights at a hotel Destination of visit: Baku, Shaki and Gabala, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 26-31 May
2014
MORRIS, David (Morecambe and Lunesdale)
Name of donor: The State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR)
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £3,500 including flights, internal travel and
notional costs. Destination of visit: Baku, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 6-9 October 2014 Purpose of visit: a
delegation to discuss relations between the UK and Azerbaijan, including attendance at a business
forum and meetings with political and business representatives.
PINCHER, Chris (Tamworth)
Name of donor: The European Azerbaijan Society
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £2,543, comprising £1,943 for flights and £600
for 5 nights at a hotel Destination of visit: Baku, Shaki and Gabala, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 26 May –
31 May 2014 Purpose of visit: to meet with political and parliamentary figures including the President
of the Republic, ministers, the British Ambassador, local public service centres, representatives of
international organisations (EU), human rights groups and IDP/refugee camp of displaced people from
the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh.
WHARTON, James (Stockton South)
Name of donor: The State Oil Company of the Azerbaijan Republic (SOCAR)
Amount of donation (or estimate of the probable value): £3,500 including flights, internal travel and
notional costs. Destination of visit: Baku, Azerbaijan Date of visit: 6-9 October 2014 Purpose of visit: a
delegation to discuss relations between the UK and Azerbaijan, including attendance at a business
forum and meetings with political and business representatives.

HOUSE OF LORDS INTERESTS
2015-2016453
ADDINGTON, LORD
Visit to Azerbaijan, 24-30 July 2016, as guest of the European Azerbaijan Society; costs of visit including
travel and accommodation paid for by the Society.
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DE MAULEY, LORD
Invitation to attend with wife at Royal Windsor Horse Show, 15 May 2016, as guests of the European
Azerbaijan Society (one of the event’s main sponsors) for dinner and viewing of the Queen’s 90th
birthday celebrations.
EVANS OF WATFORD, LORD (praised elections as transparent and free)
Visit to Azerbaijan, 31 October - 2 November 2015, as member of APPG on Azerbaijan and to act as
election observer; hospitality provided locally; cost of air fares and hotel met by Azerbaijan London
embassy
GERMAN, LORD
Non-financial interests (e)
Co-Chair, Anglo-Azerbaijani Society
HOLMES OF RICHMOND, LORD
Guest of Azerbaijan Society at Windsor Horse Show, 15 May 2016
HUSSAIN, LORD
Visit to Baku, Azerbaijan, 26-31 July 2016, as part of parliamentary delegation to meet political and
parliamentary figures including ministers, local Mps (Government and opposition), the British
ambassador, public service centres, business representatives and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced
people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh; flights, hotel accommodation and food paid by
European Azerbaijan Society
KILCLOONEY, LORD
Remunerated employment, office, profession etc.
Member, Advisory Board, European Azerbaijan Society
Visit to Azerbaijan, 24-30 July 2016, as guest of European Azerbaijan Society; travel and
accommodation paid for by the society.
MANZOOR, BARONESS
Visit to Baku, Azerbaijan, 26-31 July 2016, as part of parliamentary delegation to meet political and
parliamentary figures including ministers, local Mps (Government and opposition), the British
ambassador, public service centres, business representatives and IDP/Refugee camp of displaced
people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh; flights, hotel accommodation and food paid by
European Azerbaijan Society.
O'CATHAIN, BARONESS (praised elections as transparent and free)
Visit to Azerbaijan, 31 October - 2 November 2015, as member of APPG on Azerbaijan and to act as
election observer; hospitality provided locally; cost of air fares and hotel met by Azerbaijan London
embassy.
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RISBY, LORD
Visit to Azerbaijan, 12-15 November 2015, as guest of SOCAR (Azerbaijan's state energy company) to
look at energy issues and export promotion; cost of visit met by SOCAR.
SYMONS OF VERNHAM DEAN, BARONESS
Chairman, Britain Azerbaijan Business Council
2014-2015454
GERMAN, LORD
Co-Chair, Anglo-Azerbaijani Society
Visit with wife to Azerbaijan, 15-21 February 2015, to undertake work on behalf of the AngloAzerbaijani Society; travel and accommodation costs paid by the Society
KILCLOONEY, LORD
Remunerated employment, office, profession etc.: Member, Advisory Board, European Azerbaijan
Society
NICHOLSON OF WINTERBOURNE, BARONESS
Directorships: Chairman and Non-executive Board Member, Supervisory Board, Joint Leasing
Company, Azerbaijan (equipment leasing) (interest ceased 1 April 2015, awaiting formal notification
of acceptance of resignation)
TRENCHARD, VISCOUNT
Visit to Azerbaijan, 11 - 14 June 2015, as guest of SOCAR (Azerbaijan's state energy company), to
attend opening ceremony of Baku 2015 European Games; cost of visit met by SOCAR.
Visit to Azerbaijan, 6-9 October 2014, as guest of SOCAR (Azerbaijan's state energy company) to look
at energy security and regional issues; cost of visit met by SOCAR*.
2014455
FLIGHT, LORD
Visit to Azerbaijan, 26 May–31 May 2014, as part of a Parliamentary Group to meet with political and
parliamentary figures including the President of the Republic, ministers, the British Ambassador, local
public service centres, representatives of international organisations, human rights groups and
IDP/Refugee camp of displaced people from the conflict in Nagorno-Karabakh; cost of flights and five
nights' hotel accommodation met by The European Azerbaijan Society
KILCLOONEY, LORD
Remunerated employment, office, profession etc.: Member, Advisory Board, European Azerbaijan
Society
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Visit to Baku, Azerbaijan, 26-31 May 2014, to promote improved UK/Azerbaijan relations and
experience to freedom of religion by visiting Christian community in Kabala; travel and accommodation
paid by European Azerbaijan Society.
NICHOLSON OF WINTERBOURNE, BARONESS
Directorships: Chairman and Non-executive Board Member, Supervisory Board, Joint Leasing
Company, Azerbaijan (equipment leasing).
RISBY, LORD
Visit to Azerbaijan, 6-9 October 2014, as guest of SOCAR (Azerbaijan's state energy company) to look
at energy security and regional issues; cost of visit met by SOCAR.
SYMONS OF VERNHAM DEAN, BARONESS
Visit to Azerbaijan, 24-26 April 2014, as Chairman of British Azerbaijan Business Council; costs of visit
met by Azerbaijan Business Council.
TRENCHARD, VISCOUNT
Visit to Azerbaijan, 6-9 October 2014, as guest of SOCAR (Azerbaijan's state energy company) to look
at energy security and regional issues; cost of visit met by SOCAR*.
2013456
ADDINGTON, LORD
Visit to Azerbaijan, 30 May - 3 June 2013, to meet ministers and other political leaders, NGOs and
business figures; cost of visit met by European Azerbaijan Society
GERMAN, LORD
Chairman, Anglo-Azerbaijani Society
Visit to Azerbaijan, 8-12 October 2013, to observe Presidential Elections; flights, accommodation and
subsistence paid by IPU Branch, Parliament of the Republic of Azerbaijan.
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